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QUESTIONS ASKED

Instructor makes himself/herself available
for individual conferences?

Shows awareness of the fact that many
students may not be majoring in the
subject or closely related fields?

Contribution -ta..students -gaining knowledge
of course: material?

Stimula es Indiv dual analysis and crea-
tivi ty?

Organization of course material?

Presentation of subject matter cl ar,and
concise?

Quizzes and midterms are well designed and
reflect course material?

impartial grading of tests, quizzes and
submitted material?
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INTROD/CTION

This report represents the second major event; sponsored by
the CAAE focussed On Community Colleges in Canada. The first was our
National Conference of June, 1965 at Which we devoted our attention

more narrowly to the prospects far adult education in the emerging
institutions. Thte se two reports plus the admirable summary of dovelop-
mantes contained. in ndrew Stewart's report to the Goverment of Alberta,
"Special Study on junior Colleges", and Leonard Marsh's study of a
College. for Vancouver Island, make a valuable collection of documents
for anyone interested in this important evolution in Canada's education.

The CAAE's pens-igen* interest in these new institutions ie
easily explained. Despite the fact that no government in Canada has
yet formally 1Ldentified these inst,itutiong as Community Colleges, the
title continues to be used igtformally and we are content fso far that
this should be so. Our concern i that as =eh attention and thought
should be given to the word 'community' as to the word 'college'. If
this can be done, in the face of powerful tendencies to jam this :unique
institution .somehow into the existing educational structure without
altering itr, then in our view there is an impressive opportunity to
'311011,6 a genuine system of continuing education, for Canada.

The ct4teuient from Dr. Stewart that the best ,way of discip-
lining ourselves in developing these institutions is to examine a

, number of educational functions that must be performed in Canada, and
then build the institutions around them, is, in our opinion, the key
to the entire development. For the first time perhaps in 50 years we
have the clear opportunity to create an inititution to suit oleo, needs
rather than to continue to try to adapt existing institutions to now
problems.

In reviewing the material developed by the seminar, one in
entitled to some hope that such pioneering in Canadian education is
possible. Despite the understandable tendency to see the College&
vrposes only in terms of the young, or only in terms of existing
institutions - the tiresome question of transfer for =Ample,- there
appears to be on all sides a promising willingness to experiment, to
re-think our habits, and to allow come novel **Avec end functions to-
emerge. The immediate leadership attached to these Collegect the
degree to which ow. populations are willing to accept new 'educational
goals and avenues, in the next two to three years 411 be oravcilia.

The CAAE intends to maintain its intereest in the Colleges
and to provide_ whatevai:, help we can. Such matters as the rzelf-
irltalfi,eation of gtaf t of the Colleges, the opportunities for College
staffs and administratiOns for exchange of and rootilte, will
perhaps be areas in which the CAA, and the co-operating agencies Can
be of continuing assistance. -
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pr.(21earx: General Conference Chairman

This Conference is sponsored by the Canadian Association for Adult

Educat:ion in co-operation with a number if national organizations con-

earned with ensuring jnaximum educational opportunity for all Canadiane

And, by all Canadians I refer not only to our children who follow the

usual and formal paths throe gA primary and secondary school, but also

those who have been unable to navigate this course and are now either

young or mature adult members of our national manpower, as well as those;

who have completed secondary education and who, at any subsequent time,.

wish to proceed to further education.

The primary objective of this Conference is to acknowledge that

the Community. College is a new concept. The words "Community College"

are generic and denote a system of education that is a break-out from

the traditional formal pattern of primary, secondary and post-

secondary (tertiary) education.

The Community College provides the opportunity to serve the

community in a new, unique and extremely important way,*and this has

been discussed at an earlier conference.

One year ago the Canadian Association for Adult Education convene

a conference on AdultEducation in Community Colleges. At this threeft.

day meeting in Ottawa, 116 people, including 26 participants and 90

registrants, discussed the objectiveu and roles of the new college° and

him they should be used. The conference provided a good deal of back
ground information and served as a forum row debate and exchange of ideas",

The proceedings of this conference demonstrated that there was

indeed a very wide range of opinion about the possibilities smAimpli-

cations facing those who desire to make their Community Colleges

invaluable additions to higher education in Canada.

In Pr. Alan Thomas' summary of the reports of last year's

conference, he noted that the great appeal of the Community College

lies partly in that it is a comprehensive institution, and that it is

now possible for two separate traditions of liberal and academic

education and technical and vocational education to come together in

one institution the Community College 4. as well as for the two

separate traditions or organized, disciplined regular educational pro-

cedures and of the irregulated, diffuse and spontaneous processes of

adult education to be combined.

And it is because the Community College can bring-together these

two pairs of vastly different traditions that there are many differences

of view about their best organization, financing, objectives and

utilisation.



suggest that experience will demonstrate that them, is no one
"best" method to, combine all Of these important factors, put that a range
of. "best" Community Colleges will develop in Canada, each designed to
satisfy the conditions and needs of the area and people which it serves.

Another primary ob4ective is to discuss those firma and problems
relating to Community Colleges which are not yet decided or solved, to
exchange experiences and philosophies and to bring forth ideas which may
assist in their beat solution.

I trust that this Conference will not be construed cc an attempt
to arrive at any one single concept regarding Community Colleges in
Canada, We are all aware of the different' experiences in the various
provinces and it is from this variety of experience that the exchange of
information and the process of learning from each other should be of
value.
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Leland6112dsker; CentIr for Research and Development in Higher Education,

University of California, Berkeley

The Commun41119112MUASEVALillattx

A problem confronting every province or state throughout the world

is how best to provide educational opportunities for its people. Once

this problem related primarily to the elementary school level. Then it

spread to the secondary level as well., And, although elementary and

secondary education have by no means become universal in all Battens, the

problem of education at the post-secondary level is now becoming

exceedingly crucial. It is within the context of educational oppor-

tunity beyond the secondary school that these remarks are made. The plan

is to refer' briefly to .some of the broad social forces which give rise to

the problems of higher education: to follow this with a discussion of

certain basic questions or problem areas in higher education;- to move

then for illusbrative purposes to the situation in the United States,"

particularly to identify the role of the community college; and, finally

to dwell briefly on a few general questions which must be faced by any

province or state as it considers its educationsa obligations to older

yo4th nd ndulta.

Little if any documentation is needed :to identify some of the

forces which are changing the nature of society throughout the world,

The two most obvious ones are population growth and the expansion of

science and technology, Almost as obvions is the increasing sock"

advance of the times, some of which si:zzia from the other two forces, but

which goes far- beyond to account for such developments as the ewergence

of the human rights movement in i4o various forms throughout the world;

the conf/ict in political ideologies between and among nations; the

drive toward political independents within nations! and the Increesing

complexity of the civic and economic life' everyWhere. Robert Havighurat

has characterized these changes as "social processes" and. hae summarised

them under five categorles: (1) The expansion of human action in space

an4 time; (2) mass production, automation, cybernation, and the changing

significanee of work; (3) metropolitanization; (4) world' independence

and co-operation; and (5) social integration,

It is Unnecessary to dwell on these developments. They are

apparent and real,- Many of them have emerged within the L%st two

decades, We are all osught up in the swift stream if thk2,. advance.

Many of them are exciting and most of them are sobering in that they

instil the uneasy question of whether we can cope with them'or whether

they - population growth, for example.- may thwart the society of whidh

they are a part.

Mavighurst, R. J., octal and guttural 4- *a Moldi t1 Future of the

AUMWAR2222114# A paper read at a em

University of New York at Buffalo, October, 1965.



The *pact of theme formg on education is naturally great. As
Havighurst has said, they operate in the closaati interaction with our
educational'etystem. They depend pn the edOcational system, and they
transform it at the tome time. 'Their relektitonship to higher education
is felt in many waye. Foxy Ole #0131 *We'sheer increase in the number
of people of college age mea ns 'that, even. with no increase in the per-
contuse of students entering higher education, the lead factor grows
greater each year. But for many obvious reasons the need for an
increasing percentage of youth to go beyond the secondary school, both
for their own welfare and that of the society, accelerates constantly.
Since this need is perceived by mcve and more people in the college-age
group, the result J4 that each year an increasing percentage of youth
aspire to enroll in college.

Such a combination of circumstances poses many problems for
education beyond the secondary school. In the first place, there is the
problem of access and Opportunity. Frank Bowles in his i'ook Mugg_ta
araLalawtiort has documented this problem as it is found in many
countries of the world. Even On the. North American continent there is
by no means universal opportunity for.post-secondary education. Not
only eme there serious restraints imposed by insufficient college fac-
ilities, restricted .educational programs, and poor geographical &stria,.
bution of institutions; but there are even greater restraints stemming
from the social and economic deprivations of many, people. Moreover, the
growing number of individuals futereated in going to college, together
with the current emphasis on quality, have resulted in numerous arti-
ficial barriers in the easy flow from school to college. Thus it is
that in times when greater mud greater emphasis is placed on higher
education the opportunities for it become more limited for an increasing
percentage of young people. ,

Another major problem is that of determining the nature of
education at the collegiate level which beet serves a complex society.
The answer .to such. a question' has not, of course, been found, nor may
it become readily apparent even with much thought and effort. But
unless it has continuous consideration, there is likely to be any
great change. in college :education- or any. ,.likelihood that it will keep
pace with the vast chaOges society. At the March, 1966 Conference
on Higher Education sponsored by the Association for.Higher Education,
Frank Bowles, now director of the educational program of the Ford
Foundation,' spoke to this point when he said;

"This impressionistic description of our education evolution
over the next few years makes a point that is not allays clear.
Democratization of education is not just the provision of more
of the same. It is the process of increasing the capacity of
an educatiotal eyetem by adding opportunities for study, to
accommodate students who.have heretofore been unable to find
programs to suit their needs. It is not just educational
improvement. It is social change. It has gone on in American
edv,cation for a long time and given us reason to be proud of
tolerance of innovation and fre3dom of opportunity.
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The philosophy on which this is all based is ono we know well.,
It holds that we achieve knowledge and taste and competence and

freedom., thraugh education, and that through thcse attributes,

vie become prosperous and tolerant,. abolishing poverty and racial

szruggle. It holds that education not only. qualifies for jobs
but itself actually creates new jobs, and -changes of old ones.

And holding these premises, it follows that through the contin-
uous expansion of education, we will end discrimination and

slums and inequnlity of opportthity and other social ills, and .

achieve the good life for everyone.

This is the dual purpose reVolution - a typically American

affair - the undertaking of social uplift .which fills a. moral;

requirement for economic reasons. "

:

.
Then, after disCussing both the advantageS andprOblems involved

in the democratization of higher 'education, Mr. Bowles concluded his
address by, saying:.

"To sum up. - there are real dalliers to educational standards
within the educational revolution 'that is under way. .BUt

they are dangers we make ourselves. We may believe that-this

is revolution made in Washington, and.indeed its visible center

is there. But it was made in our own colleges and .univer- .

sities, in, the minds' of our students long before it was

focubsed and centered in Washington, and its next steps are

being made now on our campuses in the minds of our students .

today. In the long run it is our colleges and universities
that are the Board of Strategy for the .revolUtion, by reason
of the decisions they make, the actions they take, and the men

they train. Only if we forget this are we in danger. "

These are sobering thoughts for those who must plan and* control

higher education in our times. I doubt that they are any less applicable.

to Canada and to other highly developednations than they are to the
United States.

Implied forcefully in the foregoing comments is the necessity for

higher education to provide diversity of both programs and techniques in

accommodating the new college generation. Immediately this raises the

question of whether there should be a differentiation of function among

higher institutions. This is a grave concern for planning as well as

for co-ordination of colleges within any given political entity. It is
a topic highly relevant to today's discussion.

Another related concern - and one also relevant to today's topici -

is the geographical .distribution of collegiate facilities and the degree

to which colleges are located near the homes of students to be served.

I shall return to this matter later. It is identified .at this point

only as one more concern in the total complex of higher education.



In the discussion so far we have omitted any reference to adult
education. Obviously no one, needs to build a case for adult education
today. And although it is the obligation of many agencies, the insti-
tutions for higher education cannot disclaim their fair share of the
responoibility. The. subject will ale° be discussed preeently.

With this air background, let us turn to the role of the community
college in the higher education setting, "particularly as it has developed
in the United States. First I should say that all the social forces
mentioned earlier are operating in the United States, Education at the
secondary level has become universal to the point where more than 75
percent of young people graduate from high school - this compared with
6 percent in 1900*

Almost 50 percent of higher school graduates enter some type of
posto.high school institution. Today there are more than .% million
people in college - a figure "equal to approximately 40 percent c:'
college age group. Each of you is knowledgeable about the various
types of colleges and 'adversities in the United States, so I shall not
describe them. You are aware that community colleges are becoming an
exceedingly important sement of higher education. There are now
almost, 500 of these colleges in addition, to approximately 270 indep-
endent two-year colleges. ?or the country as a whole, one in every
four students entering college attends a junior or community college.
In some states the proportion is much greater. In California, approx-
imately 75 percent of all freshman or.sophomore students in all of,,,
higher education are in the State's public community colleges* Moire.
over, the itomunity college is the subject of increasing recognitilin
and emphasis. In each state there have been recent commissions at
work to consider the problem of how best to meet the needs of higher
edUcation, and almost without exception there has been a recommendation
that increasing reliance be placed on the community college. States
that have such colleges are expanding them, and states that until
recently did not have them are now establishing them. Such insti-
tutions play a very important role in large cities, where- in many cases
eight or more separate campuses are in operation in order to serve the
particular metropolitan community.

It is not the purpose of the paper, however, to extol the
magnitude or the virtues of the community college in the United States.
Rather, it is my responsibility to discuss some of the philosophical
issues with regard to that colleges, particularly with respect to
their rule and function.

One cannot dimttes any one segment of higher education without
considering the impact of changing social forces on higher education
generally. This to naturally the reason for the earlier- comments on
social change. To be more specific, I -should like to suggest 'three
generic functIons of the community college not the usual 'functions such
as that of serving the transfer students and the like, although their,
will be mentioned - but, instead, certain broads.' doncepts pertaining to
the fundamental role of the community college.



oadeninp the IrA, for hi ?her oducation

If it is true that in the society now emerging the vast majority
of young people will both wish and need to pursue their education
further, it follows that the range of interests and talents of the total
college population will be similar to thcbe of the population in general.
To assume, therefore, that traditional college programs, geared prim-
arily to students with intellectual orientations or to those headed for
the professions, will suffice is undoubtedly in error. Surely we
cannot fail these last two groups, and no one can deny the effort to
make our colleges aid universities more intellectually stimulating places.
But we must realize that in the totality of higher education we will not
be dealing alone with an educational elite» Just as our lower schools
changed to accommodate all the children of all the people, so will our
colleges have to change in order to accommodate the children of at least
most of the people. -Presumably, this does not suggest that every
institution of higher education re-vamp its., purpose and' programs.. In
planned system of higher education cannot there be sufficient differen-
tiettion among institutions to allow for concentration- of efforts and for
experimentation in curricula and methods of instruction? To the
community colleges can be assigned certain programs and functions not
commonly found in four-year institutions.

For one thing, as more students, many of them of
average ability, aspire t: transfer frt.") the two-year. colleges there
must be some institutions which tin accommodate them" At the came
it seems entirely appropri'ate for certain four-year institutions to
remain highly selective both in, terms of students and of programs.

Broadening the base for higher education also extends beyond the
mere accommodation of a diverse regular student body, to include appro-
priate programs for adults and, the rend.ering of special services to the
community. At least. the question can be raised as to whether some type
of collegiate institution may not have to be called upon for these
functions, particularly in view of the increasing complexity of services
to adults. For various reasons, the community college seems admirably
suited for many of these services, and it would seem that to use it as
such would make for good planning.

&situ the roblem of access to higher education

As noted earlier, restraints on access to higher education stem
from many factors. However, one point iS clear: to the extent that
colIege opportunity can be provided at low cost close to where potential
students reside, the more likely are the restraints to be eased. This is
all the more likely to be true if the college in question (1) operates on
an open-door policy and (2) provides a variety of programs suitable for a
diverse clientele. As have other agencieb, our Center has conducted some
research on this matter. In one major, fairly massive study of some .

10,000 high school graduates we found that in communities with community
colleges, a higher percentage of high school graduates, ,particularly men,
entered college them in communities with other types of colleges or with
no college'. Mille the community colleges drew from all levels of, ability
it wa:3 also true that in the communities with junior colleges the highest
percentage of high ability graduates continued their education« The
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influence on college attendance of the community college was particularly
great among middle and low socioeconomic groups. Of special interest was
the fact that the community college drew heavily from the' high ability
group from lower socioeconomic levels. The easing of access appears to
work in various ways. There is evideilce that the mere presence of an
open-door comprehensive college in a community tends to condition oung
people at an early age - and their parents too - to think and plan in terms
of college. Since decisions about college are made at art increasingly
early gage, this factor is important.

elat.tl...lbuting st!AdeNt2

Both the coMplexity and the Magnitude of higher education today
raise questions concerning the most appropriate general pattern of this
enterprise. One such question is whether the mid-level, non-selective,
comprehensive institution, offering work for transfer as well as programs
leading to employment may not become a dominent segment of education
between the secondary schoOls on the one hand. and either the upper division
of college or employment on the other. The possibility is under study and
experimentation in many countries.

In his book AGeserl...2......PatteitforteriEducation,
McConnell had this to say:

2 MoGornell, 11., A General Pattern for American Public Higher
Education. flew York: McGraw-Hill took Company,
Inc., 1%1.

"The ambiguity of the raze of the unselective junior college is
inherent in its service as a comprehensive community institution.
In a hierarchical system of higher education, it protects every
student's "right to try". In spite of its heterogeneous popu-
lation, it is judged by one segment of its community, by many of
its own faculty, and by the academic world in general by its
ability to prepare students for successful work in four-year
institutions. Another part of the community evaluates it by
its effectiveness in supplying techniciansfor local industries,
businesses, and professions. It is in effect a great distri-
butive center, selecting after admission the students capable of
succeeding in four-year colleges and giving them an academic
regimen, while at the same time crying with the 'latent terminals'
and encouraginr, a many of them an might profit from it to shift
to nn coeupetionftl curriculum. thin tho Junior college must
do without making the screening function too obviottn. Neverthem
lees, despite its many-sided character, it should be able to
attain a better identity and a clearer status by articulating its
multiple responsibilities for itself, its students, and its
community.
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The quaation alwuys arisen, o course, on to whether the community

college can disoharge ita many functions well. In the United States there
is considerable evidence that it does quite a comnend4b1e job in pre-
paring students for transfer - with exceptions and qualification, of curse.
Our Center recently completed a study of transfer students in ten, states
and in more than forty four-year institutions to which a sample of over

8,000' students from junior colleges had transferred in 1960, most of them

with junior standing. For purposes of making certain comparisons, a group
consisting of some 3,400 native students in four-year institutions was

also studied. The findings and conclusions are reported in a publication

IbM.igalar..102.12NLIC,Salleit, available through the Americ4" Council on
Education in Washington, D.C. Perhaps we can discuss some of the findings

ut this Conference. In general, they indicated that the junior colleges
are fulfilling their role in preparing students to pursue a baccalaureate
degree

In some ways the community colleges in the United States have been
less successful in providing occupational training. Perhaps I should
say that some of these colleges have been less willing to concentrate on

this phase of the program. There are problems in implementing occu-
pational programs, but considerable progress has been made. In all, a

new impetus is under way as far as service to the 'non-transfer student is

concerned. A new order of thinking veil have to pervade all higher
education if this phase of the program is to have respectability.

In this paper I have omitted: anY discussion of the staffing,
Organization, and financial support of community colleges. These are
important matters and we can discuss them later if you However,

they are the facilitating aspects of the subject and have little to do

with the basic premise behind the community college.

Naturally, no institution can be transplanted exactly as it is from
one country to another, yet the demands for higher education and the

nature of the society which it must serve are very much the same in all

the highly developed 'nations. Thus it is that the development of mid-
level institutions such as the community college which is occurring in
various countries may be studied, not so much as to the form that these
institutions take, but more with regard to the forces that are behind
them and the expectations that are placed upon them.



Pao el Discussion of Dr. Medaker s Paper

Dr. B. Z. Wales: Panel Chairman

It is our job from now on this, morning to put this Conference into

a Canadian netkinn and D. Mvoinker was invited here because he has been

Active in ftw developments which have taken place, in the United States,

but more partioularly becauae he has knowledge of what is going on in

other Parte of the world. Ile has said ;just exactly what T hoped he would

say. It is an amazing achievement for a Conferance when the key-note

speaker sets forth the issues with such clarity, Recently there bas been

much concern about the changes that must take place in education after

high school. Of course, there is: as yet no pattern, and I think the

reference to Mr. McConnell's statement that the ambiguity in the role of

the colleges is an inherent characteristic may be significant iA respect

to our thinkiAg. We must look at the ambiguity of the role and not try-

to set a Canadian communi4y college pattern to be the same all across

the country. If we did that there is no doubt that we would simply not

have a community cAleget - 'Dr. Medsker's' remark about the ode range of

opinion concerning community colleges ties right in with the itrst comment

I want to make as background for our panel discussion. T haAlened to

road recently in an article on Adult Leadership, a publication of the Adult

Education Aosociation of the United States, reference trd soe remar u of

the late President John P. Kennedy in which ho said "71.(1 enjoy tllo comfort

of opinion without the discomfort of thought." Vow 7. hope this Conference

will be a very "discomfortable" one as far as you Ur() concerned. I hope

that there is a great deal of thought. Last year ',e had a conference on

community colleges and I know that there was much ascomforf. That was

gooci..unless there is some discomfort in the mind's of some of us as a

result of our deliberations, we are probably not giving them the appro-

priate thought. That Kennedy quotation had a little bit more to it --

he said also "that the great enemy of truth is very often not the lie -

deliberate, contrived and dishonest - but Ow myth - persistent, persuasive

and unrealistic"* And I think we have, in the next two or three days, to

look at what We call higher.education, post-secondary education, in Canada

and see if there are not some mychs about it, see if we are not rational-

izing - believing that things cannot be dime just because we do not want

them to be done.

Dr. tledsker commented on the solsial forces. and I have a panel with

me this morning, all of: whom are very active in education in Canada, to go

on with this topic. r.do not propene to take up the time. I want you t

hear these gentlemen. I am going yo introduce'them very briefly and ask

them to make a statement. I know it will be a thoughtful statement and in

some cadre perhaps an informationra one. I trust they will be provocative

without being provoking. Each be asked to speak for just a few

minutes then, if there is time, they will question each other and receive

questions from the floor. In any case you will have the afternoon to dis-

cuss in your groups the situation in terms of the philosophy and concept,

of education after high school. ,Then the panel will be on deck again for

an hour subject to any quebti.ons that you would like to aim at any of the

members - except the Chairmn. Now the program is before you. After an
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early mornins Conference we decideet, that Dr. Stevart thoulA be the

last of the speakers. Dr. Andrew Steuart las the person responsible
for a study on junior' collelvn and you will probably already have a
start on. him. Nr. Gower Uarkle is Director of Education for the Unite

lorkerp of Canada. He is also a member of the board of governors
of the Labour College of Can.ada, which is a recently developed center to
promote education in a new way, and one of the leaders and supporters of
the Canadian Association for Adult Education.
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Ladies and Gentlemen,
t

N

I think the -Chairkan had tended to put us under the gun a little
with his request r that we .)f, e provocative and stimulating and all the..things..
we would like to be. 4/I 'hairy: watehed over:the past fewmonths what seems
to' be happening Aiith respect to the JeveloPMent Of, these new institutions
that We are here to discutti I was most impretsed: by the charges and
counter-charges, statements and opposing statements and the apparent.
hardening of tho arteries of communication among those we are already
established in the field. And I am reminded of the .story- of 'the elderly ,

gentlemgn who went to the doctor and said,"Doctor,..I have a very serious
problem. I am still chasing women." "Well, I see no problem." "The
problem is, doctor, that I have forgotten,the reason Why." I am wondering
if those of us who are involved in the field of education are not' perhaps'.
fOrgetting -why Vie. are in the business and what we are trying to do. I
think Dr. Medsker perhaps reoriented us and refreshed 'our, memories this
morning. But, as I think' about the situation, it seems to me it is not
surprising that we find ourselves in this confusion. The formal insti-
tution of education 'is historically the 'Most' 'conservative institution in
society, (we Can spell that with ,a small 'cl), It :.has historically, 'I

think, been concerned with looking backward, passinp' the wisdom Of the
raee,A7d society on to the next OneratiOii. The problem that we are
fading now is that the wisdom of our generation probably has a large
measure of irrelevance to the next generation and we do. not know that to'
pass One We do not know how to bridge the gap. I am suggesting that we
are out of touch with the present younger :generation and we. do not knew
how to reach them. It ,is an indictment of us that there are indications
that these-people are out of our .control and that .we now no longer.kno* how
to communicate with them and reach, them. Perhapt this:is one' of things
that our so-called community colleges, or colleges of applied arts and
technology, as we choose to call them in Ontario, may ,perform. They mar
bring us into contact with our ownertildren again. also like to",
say:that ; am pleased to have this opportUnity, to _meet with you this
morning.. I feel some .pride that the, labour movement, the organized labour
Aovem4nt, 'has been in the fore-front of the fight to liberalise education.

. fought in ,the forefront of the fight to : establish free elementary
education and free universal secondary education, and we are not going to
be satisfied until we have established free universal higher education in
all of its implications for, whoever has the ..capacity to take :advantage of
it, ..without all the artificial barriers.. that we up to now have permitted
to exist. Again I am pleased:to have Dr. Medsker refer to this. I saint

earlier that perhaps we had forgotten what we are about. I have had .the
impression that perhaps those of us who are prztfessionally in 'education



have taken the position that the: students are there to .be 'put through the
we have established, -rather than taking the *position, which I think

appropriate, that the institution is there to serve the community and serve

the needs of the students. Therefore we may have to make mile radical

changes. 'lb may have to break down some barriers. 71e may :have, in fact,

to blow up some buildings and set-up a whole new establishment and arrange..
mint. If what we have before us; what we have built, why .t we have
invested in, no lenger meets the requirements of Canada in the 1960's,
1970's and 1980's, then I am suggesting that perhaps we have to take this
kind of dynamic approach to the problem. I suggest, too, .that one of the

reasons we have this dilemma in Canada is that*up to now it, has obviously
been easier to bend the educational' structure and system than it' has bees
to amend the British North American hot. This may be one of the things

e have to take a realistic and courageous look 'at.. I hale indicated that.

I feel at present that the community .
colleges, or these institutions that

we are establishing, are in danger of becoming a victim of what I have'

termed on other occasions jurisdictional disputes- between those who are

already established in the field. And in the labour-movement we are no
strangers in this situation. I .think that one of . the cardinal principles

that must be established, however, is that the third party involved -. the
public - has an interest. which surmounts and supersedes the individual
point of view or the individual interest of any section or any group.
This I think is what we have to realize and perhaps submerge some of our
own private positions in order to accomplish what is needed in the best

interests of the country as a whole. Some of the so;.-called jurisdictional

positions are indicated in such questions as: Are there going to be
vocational institutions or are there going to be some academic implications?
Is there going to be an element of free transferability from one to the
other?

I think that there is. danger in such polarization. But I do not

think this need be at all. fie: can surely. be reasonable and reaize that
the institutions have to serve the needs of the people, and if transfer-
ability is required, if a relationship between vocational and academic
education is indicated, we have to provide facilities and opportunities-
for these. A second polarization which bothers me is: Are these insti.,

tutions going to be related to universities or are they going to be
related to the secondary school system ?. I really do not think it matters
at all where they are established so long as the relationship is clearly
defined, and there is an understanding that the youngsters coming through
have a right to. placement whereVer their best interests lie. Another ,

,polarization which I see arising very shortly involves the principle of
instruction and the level of instr"ction. Are the teachers going to be
watered-down university professors or are they going to be up-graded high

school teachers? Again I think it is a lot of 'bloody' nonsense if I can
use a blunt phrase.

University professors need to know how to teach and I think in the
past perhaps they have ignored this to some degree. And I think high
school teachers have to learn how to deal with adults, which up to now
they haVe not had ,an opportunity to learn. So here again there is need
for a moulding rather. than a polarization. Tile, point I am concerned about
Is that artificial barriers should not stop competent teachers from working

and operating in a field where they :eel they could make their contri-

bution. Again this brings LID the principle of flexibility which seems to
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me to be the cardinal principle we...haie to preserve rith respect.to the
function'ing of educational institutions in society now. We have 4:,o react
quickly to the fact of the requirements of .the con unity. I do :!..ot knew
whether,I am mixing my metaphors here, bui; perhaps cle.need a new breed of
cat in education who is perhaps less oric,ntecl. historically but who leoks"

. more to the future and is able to steer .:close to the Wind. 10,4 to be
'able to react quickly to the immediate Changes, to immediate problems-and.
sense the changes required as he goes along. Now how he does this, I do
not knew. But it seems to me thin is one of the requirements

.Tharik. you .Mr. Just .one .point I .hops we do net have to,
'blow up All the institutions n4:w-in existence because. we need them. Now

.ladies and gentlemen and )panelists, .the next speaker will be the repress
e.ntative from Quebec and he will speak in. French. Mgr. Marcel Lauzon
Dean of Arts at Laval. University but more important than that for .tha
purpose of this conference Mgr. Lauzon is president of the working committee:
for the institutes which are being established .throughout Quebec.
mentation of the recent report 'on education. Now read.with interest.-
What is .going on across Canada and I think that the most exciting, the most
.advmneed and .moat rapidly advancing developments today are taking place in
the Province of Quebec. Vie are going to be interested. I know in'hearing
from Mgr. Lauzon. Later on in answering questions Mgr. Lauzon.. aceept.
'uestions in English.

MGR. MARCEL LOZON:

I would like to give you a few characteristics of 'the new institution
which is to be set up in the Province of Quebec. The regional coll.ege, or
community college, is an institution of post-secondary teaching, different
from the university in that both the Parent Report and the Ministry .of
Education want to give the youth of the province an education to meet the
needs of our modern technical society. The college will have an open door,
but, of course, this does not mean that there will be no standards for the
various teaching programs we want to establish. The, college will be
centred on local needs and on community service. It will offer all the post-
secondary programs that young people want, as well as technical and vocational
programs. It will be linked to the community by its administrative methods.
Even though the Department of Education tries to e,stablish the network anu
keep contact with secondary and university levels, the college will be in
close touch with the community through its administrative board. Our
community college rill be something like the Colleges of Applied Arts and
Technology in Ontario, but will also give courses that will lead to univer-
sity.. It will be comparable to the American Jlunior College, but only when
that 'institution gives vocational teaching as well as academic, and when
that academic teaching is parallel to that given by the universities.,



CHAIRMAN:

Mr. J. R. G..Davidson is the Research and ,Tx.aining..Manager. for the.
Robert Simpson Company.. 4 was a member of the Boaril of Education 41
Toronto -for, I believe, two years. Vhen we Were di,...?cussing this Mr.
Davidson told me he .just .had. to Ire et out of education if he.was krain- to
keep.his ,job. He became co interested and so concerned' about the things
.whioh must be done and so wanting to get on to doing some of them-that he
:found he was employi'ng his time as a' member o:7: the Board of Education
rather than as Research and Training Manager for the company which pays
his salary. .Boards of 'trustees in Canada are known for the fact that'they
Work as dedicated "people and not for the salary in terms of dollars which
goes with the job. Mr. Davidson being' a young man I.presume had to think'.
of the dollars that go with the job as Well as the service he could render.
So temporarily at least Mr. Da-Adson is not .a trustee but he is here today
to share with us his experiences as *a citizen from Toronto and as one of
the employers in.Toronto and to :tell us how he sees the business of edu-
cational change and community colleges.

MR. J. R. 0, DAVIDSON;

Dr.. Wales, thank yoU very much. I sit here in some discomfort as
Wales predicted I would, and this discOmfort is I think largely because

of my feeling of inadequacy with regard to the collection of very highly
skilled academic professionals here. I must say that at the outset I am

,far from being a, professional, but, I do represent perhaps the business
interest on this panel. I noted Dr. Medsker's remarks about the fact that
children these days are conditioned early to University training, and it
would be my suggestion that business in its collective sense bears a
nificant responsibility' for providing; what is now known as the pressure on
higher education. We certainly dangle the carrot incessantly by prom-
ising higher rates of remuneration for college graduates. We hate

provided the incentive through technical advances in businees for the need
to accumulate more knowledge. For this reason business should tear its
full responsibility, for creating' the need for more and more university
facilities or higher education facilities.

It is a truism that businesses themselves are in the educational
complex. and in the United States I understand that more dollars are spent
per year by business in further training its employees than by all the
public institutions combined'. Now I think that through the services of
professionals in colleges and in universities some of this in-service
training in business could be put back into the post-high school levels.
I feel that the community college can fulfill this need to a very large
degree. The employees we have on staff now are constantly encouraged to
take further education, further education in all fields. 170 do not
specifically state that we will pay the costs of academic courses or
technical cournes* We say educate yourself and we will pay for whatever
-education you require. So in a sense businesses are now supporting
university extension courses 'and technical courses. I think that the
significant part of Dr. Meddker's presentation from a business btand-
point is the preparation for employment. I. think that our univer-
sities today have not quite fulfilled the needs of preparing people for
employment. There is, perhaps, a certain lack 'of realism in universities
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about the needs of buineas. I think we have before us in the develop"
ment of the community college the vehicle for providing business with an
entrg, into the field of direct education or the extension of public
education to bring the realities of business to the students. I am not
condemning universities because they have a very significant function to

but I would Saythat the we in which X sit here at the moment
probably represents-- the awe that business has generally towards 'higher
education. I do not think that there is p very direct or significant com-
munication between the two and I -would hope that the development of com-
munity colleges through a co-operative sense between business and education
will help to 'bridge the gap' -between these two bodies. .

OFLAIP14AN.
.

Dr. Ross Ford has ben reSponsible-!iver the past many years for the
direction given to the prOgram".developed under the federal department of
labour and its training branch* in respect of technical and vocational
education all across Canada./ In looking. up Plattf? I might haw; tci aok
embarrassing questions about, I .came Across a great arouat of material on
this topic written in the early 1960's. At that time the federal depart-
ment of labour and the economics branch and its training division, Dr. .

Ford, the deputy minister and other persons in Ottawa, were making a great
Itat.ty statements about the fact that something had to be done in respect to
the development of better skills among our working force. Vie did embark
on what originally set out 0 be an emergency training. program. Because
of its success a'1 the demand, It has been continued and has developed into
a complex series of .program.s... Dr; Ford will now put forth his point of

-View. .
e

DR. ROSS FORD:

In a recent-talk that I .gave f *somewhere I said that felt the comma
munity callege was going to be the .next important development in our edu-
cational services in Canada I do : not know whether it always needs
bear. that title, but the kind of service that I envisage will be prow ided
by the institution. This institution is the important new development...,
As you may suspect, we are concerned about the development of the caPa-
tilities and aptitudes of the total population. Now we are just as much
concerned about those who are 'going. to go on to the institutions Of h".!.jher
learning which are..popularly:identified as the universities as we are for
any other groups. . And we certainly hope that as many of our alpha-plus
students in the population as possible are directed to these institutions -
as many as we can possibly find and more than we have ever found to-date.

to-date and for several dates in the future, this will not be more
than 20 percent of our total Canadian population. As a.matter f tact we
ham! not begun to approach this percentage.. So-, that leaves 80 percent of .

our population that must be -rerVioed by some other. form of advaribed mitt:.
cation. lie need A' further education, or higher education, of a $ind that;
will enable this 80 _percent of our population t.0 integrate into our werkf.;
a-day world and the society of today in such a way that '.they can make their
contribution to that society and world. .,New' for many of these people there
'La the requirement for 'advanced traininti.,:indlmy' definition of "training is
not as narrow as it might sound. The need Of- this group is as great as is

.



that of the iIrc4p that- noes on to university. They are ftll members of
our society and we need them all in production - if you want to speak of
economics. le want to Use them, in the' most advantageous way for them-
selves and for our society. Consequently I am looking to the community
colleges to make a contribution to theae people to enable Ahern to adjust
to the requirements of cy:x changing society.

Therp were a couple of remarks made by Dr. Medsker this morning
that. I thought were tremendously important. One was when he .said that
"it wasn't that we needed more of the same thing but we needed a greater
and broader base, we needed a greater variety of of feritzs in an insti-.
tution, and that this is the kind of thing we are leaking to the corn-
munity college to provide". He also said "that the community colleges
in the United States were less successful in preparing for employment than
they were for transfer because this was more difficult". he' is the
first educator I have heard say that,preparing for employment was more
difficult than preparing for transfer to university. However the state.*
ment is -true. They have been.less successful, or so I have been led to
understand. A yearor.-'so ago I attended a conference at Sorbury,
Connecticut in which the state directors of vocational education were
present. Repeatedly we heard,these- directors say that in. coMprehensivie
institutions there was an attrition rate of the technical and vocational
courses which, was constant at somewhere around 5 percent per ,`annum. Why?

Because of the direction given to the program in the institutions.

A great variety of services are needed in our educational hierarchy
for the 80 percent that I spoke of. Some of them are technological, some
are technical, some of them are occupational. The needs are just as
urgent as are those for the transfer courses. The programs required by
this 80 percent are infinite in number and are just as important, just as
identifiable, as the academic courses.

The thing that hanpens frequently in a comprehensive institution is
that, a service is provided and it is intended to be all things to all
people. This just cannot happen. Particularly is this true when the
next step of the person engaged in the prOgram is in to the work-a-day
world. He expects us to provide something for him which is lidentifiable
and negotiable in employment. The different programs in an institution
and T can see no conflict between the different objectives which may be
identified*- must each, have its own integrity. I do not think that there
is any statement about the diversity of programs in the administration of
these institutions more important than.that one.

Another statement made this morning rather impressed, me. It was
that these institutions are designed to meet the needs of students, and
that these needs must be identified by the group to be served and net,
determined by the needs of the people serving them. Educational insti.rn
tutions must be organised in the interests of those receiving the training
not.of those providing it. This is not always the case. Standards are
a matter of considerable importance, but there are a big variety of stan-
dards and this is what I meant by the integrity of the individual program.
Educational institutions of this kind must beware of doing one thing,
providing one kind of service and selling it as something else. And this
is a danger which creeps into the comprehensive institution. I can see
no difficulty in these institutions providing transfer courses to



university in as oreat a variety as is needed. I can see no difficulty,
also in the same inr-titution providing programs at the technological level,
or at an occupational level, provided the objectives of the programs are
identified and the integrity is maintained.

Dr. Andrew Stewart was first and now he is going to be last. He
is bringing to, us his experiences as a person who at one.. time; was president
of the University of Alberta and who is now perhaps known best to you as
Chairman of the Board of Broadcast governors, a man who has a very important'
responsibility in respect to educational leadership in public services` in
Canada.

DR. ANDRill STE.VART

I am very grateful. as I am sure yon all are to Medsker for coming
-here and 'opening..up this topic in .the way in.which.he has 'done it. I .;
entirely agree witk'his'propositiOn that -it is impossible for ,ts to..deiise
or conceive the approptiate .forms unless we are Conscious of the under-
lytag forces with which education in its 'broadest sense will be Confronted
in the ;years. ahead of uS. And Dr. Medsker -has. outliried.'.some of theSe
forces ..for . use Now there... are'_, distant forces and 'there are the more ptbx-
imate forces and I- would *like to pull together some, thoughts- on the prox-
imate forces which are, as:I see 'it, impelling.us. forward .certain: .

directions. .4ducation in the past has been 'largely Conceived.of as a sort
of social gestation:period in .which we .take the young and place.them an
institutional .environment so that at the completion of a petiodof .time-..they.
will be. prepared 'fez* liVing.: NOw.:one of the changes which is obvioualy
occurring. is that, right across the board, :thin gestation period is being
lengthened. This .1 think, is attributable to two factors: one,
increasing 'affluence. As we become able. to provide the opportunitiea 'for
longer preparation.... for the young, we, .in fact, do this and so affluence.'
contributes along with the : sense of the necessity or need, both in terms
of the_individual.and Society, to the longer 'period of preparation. 'This
is .undoubtedly` going,.tp continue as the.-affluent society becomes more
afflueiite- .Reducing. to essential point of concern to us in thid
discussiOnt what this is leading to is the completion' of: the-school pro.-
gram by ,a vastly increased proportion. of our Young people.. was -amazed
to find. ,in the Prcrance of Albetta that the. grade 12 class is 71 percent
of. the admissions group.in.grade.1, twelve yeats pteviously. It is not
as high .as ,:that in many provinces and this may be affected by immiVation`
into ,the province.. But this is happening everywhete... A larger number
of 'people are completing the programs of the schools who ,not enter',
universities. . This, in spite- of the kind of modifications which I agree
.with.Dr.:fiedsker the universities may have to make in terms of the things
that...they do. So this pressure to extend, the period of time confronts us
with a large group to be served. In time the largest group will proceed
from School into some kind of .institutional Complex. which is not the...
university. And I am inclined to agree' with Dr. Medsker that in time this
may become the dominant feature of our total educational structure. NoW

that is the first proximate trend which. is piessing on us..
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The other one, and I un surprised that o little hes been said

about it so :Nr, is the chance iu our approach md oir think:ns wbch i
required by the chanini c3i?cumstance in aociety. The viLl&e concept
of the tvcr1d today and of people living in the world village on the one
band, and the incresint, rapidity of technological change, both re'uire
that we drop this notion of education being only concerned with some izind
of period of peparetion for li:ing. O1 course it mu3t Q Ofl contin
iaously throughout life.

NOW Dr. Medaker has said that in thii aDea of contLnuing edt;c-
ation, of cortinuous lovrning, of repeated rejuve4iation of the indivithial
irE tez'ms of his capacity to live effectively in society, the community
college is admizably suited to this particula' fv.ncton. And I agree
with this too, and in our observatioi of the community college o.ud fti our
thinking about it, it seems to me that, in this discussion up to now and
perhaps generally, we have failed to put sufficient emphasis on this
particular iunction. I think that part of our problem is that we start
talking about colleges and as soon as we talk about colleges we thiiik of
congeries of buildings, of the place in which instruction is given. This

concepi may be totally inappropriate to this second, and I suggest equally
important function, the function of extending for a year or two the edu"
cation. of young people. 'Vhat we really should be tbir'king of is not
college at all in this sense, but of decision-'niaking with respect to certain
tunctions. It may be in some situations that a great, elaborate stone.
walled institution is the kind of thing you want to have. You may want to

:
;i:.' .:: have fo,ur or five of theni . in a particular jurisdiction. But basically .. .

:

what we are talking about is not structures of this kind tut of people whose
responsibility it is to carry forard these particular functions. I think

ib is much more important for s to think about the 1dn. of people we aze
going to put on boards of governors of colleges, than to start talking about
facilities, and even curriculum and teaching matters, because this is the
real key to the thing.

Now quite obviously we have decided that the geographical area of
responsibility is larger than the school unit except, perhaps, in the cities.
And it is smaller than the territorial concern of universities which draw
their stdezith, and I think should continue o draw their students, from
all 'ts of a province, from all parts of other provinces and from all
parts 1 the world. But vie have said that these institutions will be
district or regional institutIons, close enough to the people that they are
going to serve to be in constant touch with their needs and yet large
enough t be ab] e to function y. And so the college is prim
axily a ju'isdiction, a group of people who are going bo be given the resi
ponsibility for pursuing these func ions ifl a par ticuler area, in terms of
the needs of he people as they vary. And I agree entirely with what Dr.
'ord has said. Surely this phnornnon confronts us todar when you are
dealing with young adults who have left school, and with older adults in
the continuing education process, the are going to demand and the pro..

cess will not be effective unless their demands are met a large measure
of participation in the planning of the services which are made available
to them, in the dministratio'i 0± the services which are made available to
them, anc in the decisions with respect to the kind of techniques which you

L.L

are going to apply in this area.



May I clone by asking one question of Dr. Ledsker and it deals
with the matter which fir. Ford has touched upon when he talked about the
integrity of courses in a comprehensive institution. I had the privilege
of reading Dr. Nedsker's paper beforehand, and I will read. a quote from it
first, then the question which I want to ask*

"Administrators, counsellors and teachers in most of the two-
Year colleges visited agreed that no matter how hard au
institution endeavours to effect a terminal occupational pro-
gram, it is difficult to enter students in the program except
in highly specialized institutions, .not comprehensive insti-
tutions. One reason for this difficulty is the prestige,
values' that pertain to regular college worlz.".

And I was appalled when I went to the Province of Alberta to amok at the
development of junior colleges there.to see the shocking consequences of

sheer prestige in terms of the distortion of the activities of these
institutions, if indeed they are designed to pursue the two functions

which you have allotted, Now the question .. in the process of demo-

cratizing education do we get rid of sheer intellectual snobbery?

The question is a good one obviously and is one to which there Ls
no one answer. It is one to which I, as well as everyone else, have given
a lot of thou& over the years and have some feeling that, like most
other nocial developments, these are matters that have to evolve. We have
been experiencing what, I suppose, has been a cultural lag as' tar as
higher education is concerned. For a long time higher education was
higher education. - the great emphasis on the academic. But now we face
new situations: the fact that vocational education is being extended up-
Warcis, and the fact, too, that 1iie have institutions like the community
cellege. I suspect, we are in the first stage of a realignment, of the
formation of a new attitude towards this type of training, and I hope
working towards integrity for it. But *Abe changes do not really come
overnight. I think We are beginning to tee, down our way, a change in
attitude despite the fact. that we are by/no means over the hump, As a
matter of fact some of us are very worried about the fact that increasingly
the -junior college or community college is being looked upon as, quote,
higher edict tion" and, therefore, administrators 1.-Ind faculty members may

now say that since the college is part of higher education we ought to
,begin 'acting like a university. There is this danger, but I still think
that over the long run, with the emphasis that'is being given to training
beyond high school and with increased monies available for it, we are
beginning to realize at last that the community college is the most
appropriate place for this type of education.
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Ontario.

It is really quite encouraging to those of us who have some

responsibility in the field of education to find the great interest that

.
is formulating amongst the public as far as post-secondary experience
is concerned. it is only a year ago that the Colleges of Applied Arts

and Technology in Ontario became a legislative reality. I2hey had been

discussed in one form or another for perhaps two or three years, but it

was really just a year ago this coming month that the legislative
framework was passed by Parliament. Since that time the Council of

Regents for the colleges has been appointed and has made some very

substantial progress in developing plans for these new institutions.
In March of this year I was able to announce the formation of 18 college

areas throughout the Province. For the benefit of those from outside
Ontario it may be well to outline what was done* . The Council of Regents

adopted the ten economic, or perhaps development, regions created by the

Department of iloonomics and Development of this Province and took these

ten regions as the basis for the establishment of the college areas.
It was obvious that some of the economic regions would support more than

one of these institutions. The central Ontario economic region, for

instance, will have, we estimate, five of these colleges 'because this

region includes the Metropolitan Toronto area and perhaps 30% of the

population of the Province. There are some of the Council here, and
Jr. Sisco will be ready to answer questions on the panel which is to

follow. But I think one can say that the criteria used were the

student jozvalation, the geographic nature of the region, to 'a degree the

economic resources and, just as importantly, the educational function

that the college would serve - not just for a community, but for a region

as a whole.

The next step of course was the appointment of boards' of

Governors and these have already been named for some four of the college

areas. anticipate that four more Boards of Clovernors will be appointed

within the next few days. I should point out to you, that under the

legislation these Boards have really very wide powers. They actually

have the power to move in to develop, and construct the college facil-

ities themselves so that, in a very real sense, they have the power to

run the particular institution.

During the past developmental year, as se describe it here,

our plans have firmed to a very substantial degree and we think they have

crystallized into a new and exciting concepte This is due, I believe,

to the particular circumstances surrounding the establishment of these

colleges within our Province. We have admittedly learned a good deal

from our neighbours to the south, from other provinces of Canada as well
as many of the countries of tiestern .Ourope. However, few of these share

our fundamental purpose, and fewer still are true "community colleges"

as we construe the term in Ontario. si!his is .7, very interesting term that

has grown up south of the border, but we question whether it really is a



proper one to he used here as we understand institution in our

Proitince. Our colleges, and I emphasize this, are in no way meant to

be junior un:versities. They are rather institutions of continuing

education at the poit-secondary school level for those students who are

not able or who do not wish to pursue work of the traditional university

type. The concept is to provide a total comprehensive program, variable

as to length of course, and completely flexible in providing the needs

of the young person graduating from the school system and the adult who

is seeking further education and training for vocational or avocational

reasons.

I should emphasize at this point, in trying to relate our

development here to the other provinces in Canada, that we have embarked

*n Ontario, I think this is a fair statement, on a more comprehensive

technical and vocational program in our secondary schools than have

perhaps our sister provinces across Canada. At the latest count, some

thing close to 50% of our secondary school population was in what we

describe as the business, commercial, technical, or vocational streams

within the secondary school program. should be made clear so that

those of you from provinces where the aecondary program is, perhaps,

still primarily academic can understand what we are doing with our

so-called community college program. You must understand that close to

50% of the youngsters within our secondary system are already having
of

exposure to the technical, vocatinnal, commercial or' business facets

education. This must be taken into consideration when you are attempting

to assess the development of our college situation within the Province of

Ontario.

But I want to emphasize that in the legislation that was drafted

we have not overlooked the possible need for university programs in'some

areas of the Province and the amendment to the Wucation Act includes the

following clause which I think is unique on this Continent.. At leait it

certainly does not exist in many of the jurisdictions we have studied

south of the border. This part of the legislation says specifically:

"Subject to the approval of the Minister, a Board of Governors if the

college may enter into an agreement with the University for the establish-

ment, maintenance and conduct by the University in the college of programs

of instructioa leading to degrees, certificates, or diplomas awarded by

the University." This makes it very clear that if a transfer or parallel

course program is. built into one of the colleges in a certain geographic

region this will be done in affiliation with an existing Ontario

university.

Some of you may ask why this is necessary, I think if you look

at some of the difficulties they are experiencing in the neighbouring

jurisdictions to the south you will have the answers. A substantial

number of students in the so-called junior college program, perhaps have

the qualifications for transfer to the third year of a regular university

program, but them is no formal or recognized manner of doing so in some

jurisdictions. Ue lope we have guarded against that here in Ontario by

having the programsActually in affiliation with an existing Ontario

university. We thereby ensure that the quality of the program will be
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exactly the same as given in the parent institution andi of course, we feel

this will enable 't;he stUdents to be recognized not only by the affiliating

institution but by the other Ontario universities as well. But I want to

emphasize that this is being built in It will have_ immediate application

in perhaps one or two regions of the Province,'

As I go further in my remarks I will explain that we have not
embarked on a large parallel course program within the colleges because of

other plans existing here in our Province. But I want to make one thing

abundantly clear. If these colleges are properly to fulfil their
community function, if they are to operate in a unique role, and if,
indeed, they are to achieve the status of which they are worthy they
must establish themselves not on a reputation as university oxtensiona
but on their own function. The image must be one of a college that is
supplying a well established need, both academic and vocational within
the Provinces

That such a need exists there can be no question. As early
as 1964, the Report of the Grade 13 study Committee summarized it in the

following manner: "The truth of the matter is that we are now in an
entirely different world from that in the 1920's and 1930's, und it is
necessary that we extend our educational system to meet the demands of
this new world. In the past when we have faced this sort of crisis, we
have solved the problem by expanding the secondary school program .
in 1871, for example,, when we added general education for the many to
special education for the few, or the 1920's when technical training was
introduced in a considerable number of high schools. In the present
crisis, till need cannot be net simply by alterations or additions at
secondary school level, this time we must turn our attention to the post-
secondary level, where we must create. a new kind of inst7*_tution that
will provide in the interests of students for whom a university course is

unsuitable, a type of training which universities are not designed to
offer. Fortunately, a beginning has been made in the establishment
of institutes of technology and vocational centres, but a3 yet they are
too few in number and their offerings are too narrow in range to satisfy
what is required both by the nature of our developing economy and the
talents of our young people. The committee is therefore recommending
the establishment of community colleges'to provide these new and
alternative programs."

tt in they fox:torn peculiar to our Province that account for the
differences between our concept of the "community college" apd that which
has informed the collOes within the large part of the United States and
in other provinces in Canada.

I would like Mr. Chairman, just for a moment, to look at some
of these factors in some detail. Firstly, unliko some of our sister
provinces, Ontario is now almost totally industrialized. Fewer than
8 of our population is engaged in agriculture or in occupations assocs.
sated with agriculture, thus there is arising in our own Province, to a
degree felt nowhere else in Canada, an ommhelming demand for
vocational training and re-training at all levels. This demand is the



result of the rapid advances of science and technology in an area in
which the so-called population explosion has made the situation
exceedingly acute, if not down-right dangerous. The problem must be
solved if we are to maintain our present rate of Productivity or more desir-
ably to increase this rate. But the problem goes deeper than this. As
the eloonomic Council of Canada, under the chairmanship of Dr. *holm Deutsdh
has repeatedly pointed out, we must take every possible means of expanding
our OCatiCiMiC growth if we are to provide. employment for our increasing
population and if we are to maintain qur pnsitian in the field of inter-
national trade. "Our concern relates to the role of education in the
growth of the national economy," says Dr. Deutsch.. "The economic impore
tance of education has already been stressed in our First Annual Review,
especially in our discussion of the vital need for creating and maintaining
an adequate .supply of professional, technical, managerial and other
highly skilled manpower as a basis for future growth of the Canadian
economy. We also placed increased investment in human resources to
improve knowledge and skills at the head of our list of essential.
ingredients for attain the goal of faster and better sustained
productivity growth.". In this statement Dr. Deutsch, as I told him not
so many weeks ago, successfully placed most of the problems facing the
developing economy oZ this Province and this country at the doorstep
of education. I said this imposed quite a large load on educators and
that we would do our best to resnond. Bnt I think it is very encouraging
for those of you who are devoting your time and effort to education to
realize that there is a very direct relationship between what we ere
attempting to do within the field of education and the economic, and just
as importantly, the social development of this Province and of course of
this netion. .

Now another factor Which I am sure is hard for our sister
provinces to understand, since it is peculiar to Ontario, is our grade 13
year. This is looked upon in our secondary school system as a year.
devoted to university entrance. It is essentially, however, in many
respects the first year of university study. When the grade 13 year was
introduced back in 1853, it permitted admittance to the second year of
what was then the second year of a four-year B.A. degree course at the
University of Toronto. A very .venerable qualification indeed: And its
venerability indicates that up to the present, at least, there has been no .

immediate need for the introduction of the early university years into
the Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology. In fact it can be shown
statistically that, with present plans for university expansion, there
will be no shortage of places in the Ontario universities for some time
to come, It was rather interesting, Mr. Chairman, that this past academic
year we had actually a slight surplus of student places at universities
developing here in this Province. tide have some 15 or 16 provincially-
assisted universities, and eome'four or five relatively new institutions
in the process of development and growth. These new universities, we .

feel, will perhaps make it unnecessary, for a period of time at' least,
to offer the so- called parallel program in some parts oZ this'Province.
.114 present planning for university development wi31 enable about 20% of the
age group 19 - 24, 25 to find a place in an Ontelio university by
roughly 1970-71. At the present moment, if one can use these figures with
any accuracy, roughly 12.4% to 32.6% of the age group 18, 19 to 24, 25 are
enrolled in Ontario universities. At tile same time if one is attempting to
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compare the population of this age group with other jurisdictions,
particular in the United States, one should also keep in mind that you
have this year close to 30,000 grade 13 students in the high schools of
this Province who are in the same ale level, or in the same range as far
as scholastic experience is coneerned,,as the students in the first year
at many American junior colleges or even in the university programs.
To this percentage you add, of course, the students who are enrol.i.ed in
our institutes of technology, our vocational centres and our teachers'
colleges. Actually in Ontario, leaving out the grade 13 students, close
tb 18-19% of the age group are enrolled in pout-secondary institutions.
But it is our hope, and it is the plan of the universities and the
government, to provide sufficient pupil places that we can accommodate
this 2% in the universities themselves by roughly 1970-71.

But even if this is achieved, Mr. Chairman, I think it is quite
obvious that there will be a substantial percentage of young people, not
only in our Province but I would suggest in the other provinces across
Canada, who will need some further type of postsecondary experience and
this is really the concept that has been developed here in Ontario.
It is an acknowledgment really that, as our society develops, as technol-
ogy increases, it is becoming increasingly obvious that a much higher
percentage of young pepple and adults will need this typo, or some .type,
of post-necondory experience if L4ey are to move into the world of business,
industry And commerce. i am not sure what Vr. Me61;kor indicated when he
spoke to you yesterday, but I know that in our own visits and studies in.
the State of California, discussing primarily with the industrial leaders
and the personnel officers the thing we found very intriguing was that
business and industry in that State today are requiring of a high percent-
age of their employees a minimum of the two-year junior or community
program. I do not say we have reached this position in the Province of
Ontario, but I think it is quite obvious that we should be making our
plans so that we are in a position to accommodate the increasing demands
for education by the post-secondary student and adult population as well.

Another factor that should be pointed out, as far as the devel-
opment in our Province is concerned, is the unparalleled growth rf %4e
provincial institutes of technology, and of the trades institutes and
vocational centres. And.I think that this should be mentioned as further
substantiation of our claim that the new colleges will fill a great need.
These institutes have been forced out of their original pat',;ern into
hybrid organizations offering a wide choice of courses and they are now,
in many respects, fledgling colleges of applied orts and technology
themselves.

We like to believe that our actions, in response to these
unique circumstances, have been as positive as the philosophy which informs
them and that they are resulting in a system of colleges, whose aim is to
educate in the full sense of the word rather than merely to "train"0
We are convinced that unless education is firmly grounded in cultural as
well as vocational subjects, not only the studeni, but also industry is
being sadly short-changed. To concentrate, at any level, on manual
expertise, to the detriment of the thinkipg process, is a retrograde action
that commits us to nothing more than a redunN.,at :otraining program which



is surely not in keeping with the-college concept.. Our planning for

the colleges, therefore, has taken cognizance of both our academic and

vocational aeads.

It would be difficult, and I want to make this very clear, to

predict exactly what our colleges will b4 like five or ten years hence.

It is our sincere hope that they will grow and that tiloy will be flexible

institutions' that will develop along with our needs. But, if one could

generalize, we would foresee our colleges functioning in four main areas

and organized around four key centres.

Firstly, a technological centre which will continue to offer

three year courses in engineering technology. in the major branches of
engineering and in industrial management with a limited number of three

year courses to be added as the need arises.

Secondly, a technicAl and skilled trades centre which will
fulfil the dual function of providing an increasing number of two-year

technician level courses as wall as providing the "sandwich" courses,
as we describe them beret for the Department of Labour apprentices,
It should perhaps 'be mentioned in passing that the demand for technician'

training based on a two -year course subsequent to grade 12 graduation is
the most rapidly expanding area in our post-secondary system today. We

are working constantly with industrial and professional groups in
developing new courses across an ever-broadening field.

Thirdly, a business centre which will absorb the three-year
course in business administration now given at the institute of technol-

ogy and the oneyear courses now offered at the vocational centres.
To this will be added an increased number of two-year courses in such
fields as computer programming, institutional management for the hotel,
restaurant and tourist industry and marketing and sales - and you could

go on almost indefinitely*

Fourthly, a general and applied arts centre which would also
play a dual role. This centre will sup,,ly much of the cultural enrichment
and the related academic subjects. for the other three centres. It will

also offer courses of a general educational nature which will be a
combination of liberal studies and related occupational subjects. Such

courses as journalism, social case work, child care and public recreation

will fall within this general area. It is anticipated that these
courses will have a special appeal for the four-year graduate who is not

technically inclined.

To describe these formal aspects of the college program is to
seriously reduce the total concept, for unless these new institutions can
direct their teaching staff and facilities to the needs of the total
population, they will have fallen far short of the planned goal. We

anticipate that most of the so-called "bread and butter" programs will be
available to both day and evening classes so that employed people may
readily' profit from the courses offered. In addition, we plan that these
colleges, which have been based on the.economic development regions of
Ontario as I stated, will play a significant role in the provision of
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courses for the up-gradit and up-dating of the Adult population, They

must also play a significant role in the provision of all types of courses
w4ich may appeal to the interests pf a population with an increasing
amount of lei rare time.

I have studied with great inSrest the White Paper on the

4ducation of Adults in Canada, a paper' published after two years of
investigation by the Canadian AssOcistion for Adult Editoution. I would

suggeatt, ladies and gentlemen, that the objectIves spelled out in that
paper, and certainly the section of it that deals with community colleges,
will be attained by the concept of a community college which I have
outlined to you in very general.fashion today. I feel that our present
Plans, and, perhaps more imPortantly, the philosophy on which these plane

are based, measure up to the paper's suggestions. This is apparent in the
,adtalt M1 education function as I have defined it.' If the college courses,
especially on the senior levels are to be made available to "all adults
within the community, at all socio-economic levels, of all kinds of
interests and aptitudes, and at all stages of educational development,"
a large part of this function will be up-grading, to meet the needs of

further study, an activity at present pretty much confined to the
Canadian Vocational Training Programs 5 and 60 What the CAA is
looking for, I often feel, is what we sire all looking for: an integrated
system, of education that, beginning with grade 11. perhaps beginning with

kindergarten, will carry our children through to university, or to the
Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology and on, not only into adulthood,
but also through adulthood, so that at every moment; from birth to death,
they may live as creatively as they are potent ally able. I think ,

indeed, Mr. Chairman, that it is time we threw the term "adult" out of

education and regarded thewhole process as a. continuing sitlation
For this reason the Branch of my Department which is acting as

the administrative arm for the Council of Regents for the Colleges of
Applied Arts and Technology, as well as operating most of the adult
programs offered under the terms of the Technical and Vocational Training

Agreement, is about to undergo a change cf,title. To better indicate
the comprehensiveness of the Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology in
Ontario and to better emphasize their communal, nature and to include in
the concept the many areas now served by the Technological and Trades
Training Branch, it has been decided that the Branch will be substantially
enlarged and will henceforth be known as the Applied Arts and Technology
Branch - a synonym for the continuing education that I have been outlining
here and a project, on the need of which, we are, I think, completely
agreed. *

Mr,. Chairman, Mr. Sisco and others are here from the Department
to indicate to our sister provinces what we are attempting heIoe in Ontario.
r think I should emphasize that while it is very difficult with the
existing traditions and practises in the many provinces of Canada to
develop concepts that have specific application to each individual
province, I think I can say on behalf of the Ministers of Education that we
are interested in making sure that our sister provinces are fully informed,

that they understand what they are doing so 'that we can relate - certainly
in a philosophicel sense - the developments of education which are taking
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place right across Canada. For our friends here from Quebec, it was just a

year and a half ago that members from their own department of education and

officials frou.the Ontario department of education joined in what was the

first joint safari to the southern states to study the junior college

program within those particular jurisdictions, Because of certain

traditions, such as grade 13 in Ontario, cur-plans for the development of

colleges or universities perhaps cannot run parallel with all other

provinces. But I we Alike to say to the delegates from right across
Canada that as educw.Jrs you must and should be interested in seeing
what degree of uniformity, certainly as far as the concept is concerned,

can in fact be achieved, so that people who are moving from'one juris-'
diction to another will not be prejudiced because of the move. I also

point out that there are some very practical problems involved. I think it

is moat encouraging, and your own Association, Mr. Chairman, has had much

to do with bringing this about9 that we now see some national thinking as

far as education is concerned. I become enthused about these colleges
when .I am discussing them and it has been a pleasure to be with you and to

outline to you some of the plans we are developing here in the Province of

Ontario, with the sincere hope that these will be of some benefit to our
sister provinces across Canada.
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Panel Discussion: Mr. Gordon Cam bell Panel Chairman.

The task of our panel today is to roview from coast to coast they
dove3opmento in Community College admieistration, philosophy, organi-,
zat Lon, plan tile role, of faculty, the role of students and a great
number of iSSUO8 which have been touched upon in our proceedings up to now
and will be dealt with in greater detail tomorrow. Our approach will be
to start with the concerns of the student: the initial statement, perhaps
the only speech which will be made by, our panelists, will be iv Mr. Malcolm
Fisher, who is a stun ent in the Vancouver City College. Re was born in
North West, Ontario and for the past four years has been involved in the
development of social welfare in British Qolumbia. Mr. Fisher started
last fall at Vancouver City College. lie has been asked to make a statement
viewing the operation of the. College; as he sees it, in respect of the
curriculum, faculty, administration, philosophy and what it meant to him in
terms of where he wanted it to go.

Mr.. Norman Siscp is Director of Technological and Trades Training
Branch of the Department of .educat'ion in On,tario lie is a graduate in
History from the University of Toronto, at one time he was a secondary
school teachers, principal, district inspector and superintendent id the
Department of Education and he has been director of this Branch since '1965«
Mr. Claude Beauregard has been for twelve years 4- 1950 to 1962 - in the
Royal Canadian Navy and for two years, 1962 to 1964, he was Registrar of
Brebeuf College. Since 196k he has been Deputy secretaryi;General of the
'Federation of Classical Colleges in the Province of Quebec.

Dr. Bert Wales who you have already met, is Director-of the
Vancouver City College and President of the Cnnadian Association for Adult
iklucati.on and a person with vast experience and competence> in the field of
education in British .volumbia. Dr. k. E« Rees was born and educated in
Alberta and has been a School teacher, principal and superintpndent of'
schools, professor of edacation in Saskatoon, and latterly in EdMonton,
Director of Special educational Services for the Department of Education
and, with effect today, Dr. Rees has been appointed Chief Superintendent
of Schools.

Now we have some ground rules. We have decided not to make, or
attempt to make, any definitive statements about the points we are going to
discuss. I am going to itsk tar. Fisher to make our only speech. For five
or six minutes he will comment on the, situation as he sees it and we have
asked him to be candid and straight forward and call the shots as he sees
them. Then thu rout or ua are going to comment. From a student point, of
view, on the administration And operation of the Community Colleges across
Canada, Mr. Fisher.

,M
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Ladies and gentlemen, last year I had not finished high school,
this Year 1 have what is commonly referred to as 'first Year University',
next year I shall enter the professional developmcnt program at Simon
Fraser - one of Canada's "instant universities". Could this have happened
ten years ago, or even five years ago? I think not. Could it have
haPpened outside of beautiful British eolumbia? Perhaps, I do not know.
But this much 1 do know: it did happeu and u happening in that evergreen
playground Just over the mountains next to the blue Pacific along with the
affluent society that ueems pr,upared to challenge any other Province for
first place in the uominion.

Now that I have taken care of my responsibility as a civil servant
I will get on to the bier task of being a student. What. I am going, to
do actually is to try and give You my impressions of the various incidents
wiiich seem to make up the average day, week, month, semester of a student
in - well let's call it in our particular case - a community college.
Because they are only impressions,. some of my remarks may appear to be
perhaps a bit, disjointed and unrelated, but they are very real. Although
I am not suggesting that everyone should go out on a limb as I did, I do
want to impresa upon You the real strengths which I have benefited from
as well as some of the weaknesses I have had to suffer under.

Let me first tell you why I left school originally 20 years ago.
As 1 look back on it the only real reason. I can find in that the principal
suggested I leave, It was a 'bit ter. pill* to swallow' . Actually, I have
had it in ray throat for 20 years. I am "quite sure the man hated farmers
and I was a farmer's son. It was easier to teach the kids from the city«
Since school 'was a bit of a financial hardship on my parents, they were not
too hard to convince either. As a result, on completion of grade 10 I was
withdrawn from high ch sal.. It was the only bit of counselling 1 had ever
received during my years at high school and 1 mould sincerely hope that the
situation has changed. . If it hasn't then I would like to suggest that
perhaps someone should pull their trousers -up and, in this case, I do not
think it is the student.

Now why do people make the effort to get more education? What
motivates them? And how do you go nbout getting it? My first effort,
and again 1 %ga l not bore you with dotuils of yours, wao correspondence
courses. These were a complete flop because of the lack of supervision,
and a lack of ability on my part to work with this cold, ratherimpersonal
writing back and forth:to someone you have not seen and someone who has not
seen you. The next was night school classes at a high school. This Pro-
gram has been in operation, of course, in many of the provinces for a good
number of Years. I do not know whether it was mY age Part*cularlY, Perhaps
it was my si.;e, which gave me a feeling of discomfort in a high school
system. Quite frankly I felt 1 was out of place. I still had in the back
of my mind an awareness of the need for more education. When I went to
British Columbia it was as chief supervisor of willingham school, which is
a provincial training school for girls. It was a good position and one
from which I resigned on the' day I left for Toronto.



On many occasions I sat a little uneasily in the chair
occupied as the asaietant to the superintendent. Professor Dixon, who is
the Director of the School of Social Work at U.B.C. , suggested that perhaps
I was a person who allowed some promise and should endeavour to get into
their program, and enter the a School of Social Work as an under-graduate.
So this was the origin a3. reason for getting back to university.

With this in mind I approached Vancouver City College and there
with the help of 'counsellors was able to 'select a program that I felt I
could cope with and one in which credits would.be transferable. It is
difficult to coriveY-t0 you my feelings in getting back as a Student. But
i would like. to 'make this clear: it was the instructors who lifted me up,
got rid of this 'pill ! that I had carried around for 20 years and ma° WO
feel that it was not an unreal. goal that I was seeking. , I did, as the
Chairman mentIoned-carlier,..night classes in the fall semester; I obtained
four months educational leave of absence in tranue;ry and a full iemeeter
,doing six courses.' Mind you I was not" as firstf,clase honours student, but
did ake second clasahonours. I am' non{ back at Work and w4 be leaving
at the end of August to go into Simon -Fraser.

Let me first flkf all mention instructors. They are good and
bad. I ran-Into, both and I think" any institution'has bOth and perhaps will
-continue -to have them. I noticed yesterday that two or three of the people
who spoke referred to students as'children.' I am not a child. I do not
like being referred to as a child. You, too,. are a student, and, perhaps we
are all students together. One of the difficult things to overcome within
a college sYstem is going-to be the idea that you are doal.irig with children.
These are young adults".

In the area of curriculUml. stress has been put on 'technical
vocational courses.' !fad- not been transferable, .the college would
hive been of no value to.me. as an individual, I -do not know how many other
students Plan:to',go on' to UniVersi,ty, but it is.nice to know that the courses
*01.1 can take at a- community college are to the university. In
Vancouver,- they are because they have been:cleared thrOugh with Simon Pim:ter*

Let me for just, a moment deal with student pirticipation There
is a real need of thiS'and a real area *for it within a college, but I think
there are other areas where -student,participetion is not desirable. One of
.these' perhaps is determining whO..shall. be on the "teaching' staff, r do not
feel that thi,A is ci.matter for :student concern.. Quite frankly I was very
glad that, someone elee Was, concerned about it tor. enoughI had endu to do handling
six courses without' worrying about 'whether- or not the 'teacher was a satis..
factorrindividual. used every facility and resource available, right
from the men'is washrOom "in the basement, to the -growing library in what was
balled 'the dome', Never once did I,meet up,With a brick wa1,1, or a dead
end. I encountered f. few stUmbling atones, but these were perhaps placed
there on purpoSe, to see if I Was going to be able to get over them. I
think the regular seminars within a.dollege system are particularly impor -
tant. did not missy a sOMinar, (quite' frankly more than opt; c? when I
attended there was only the instructor andmyeelf; They are of ,vaat
importance and -the' student who really wants help, guidance, counselling,
can find them if he tries.
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May I ask you to make just one more comment. AS X heard it,
much of what you had to say is sweetness and li,ght, and yet X know you have
reserfations. Dr. Wales would you permit one of your students to make some
rather critical remarks?

The Director says there is no censorshiP.

MR. FISHial:

Now as a matter of I have reached page 12 and I have headed
it *weaknesses". I can only speak from my own experience, but I would say
that one of them was the .lack of good library facilities. know in our
particular case the difficulty was that what had been a high school
library had to be built into a .college library! As a result, I and bther
students like myself - I think in 23i months I turned in nine. research papers -
had to use facilities outside of the college. Often these were at quite a
distance, and trying' to juggle these trips between classes and writing papers
was not an easy job.

The other is thici business of some instructors who insisted on
keeping a vast distance between desk and desk - and these being the deeks
of the student and the instructor. I do not know how they'expect the
student to participate or really give all that'he may have to give 11 he is
always held at this great distance. I was not involved in this, but it
used to bother me to see the instructors coming around picking up decks of
playing cards from students who during their, lunch hour in the cafeteria
decided to play - I do not know what game they played - but there was no
money involved. What student bad any? And yet they confiica,ted the
cards. This is no way to break their card playing habit. . I did not have-
time to play cards and I do not know how many courses 'these people were
taking. But I felt that .after all they were young adults and if they
wanted to play cards perhaps they should be allowed to play.

Ono of the other' things and this is no fault of the Colloge
particularly but in order to attend I bad to give up a home, or at.leaot
make: arrangements for someone else to look after it, because I could not
live in Burnaby and attend Vancouver City College as a 'day student! This
worked out a bit of a hardship as it ended up with my gOing into a 'room in
someone else's house, which is a little difficult after being on your own
for a number of years. I say a little difficult, it was very difficult*

CHAiRMAN:

Can we first gentlemen, start on the question of student partiw
cipation in the administration of a college? Mr. Fisher suggested that
there were appropriate roles for a student to play in this. Dr. Wales
would you like to comment?
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Certainly I would like to commept. I think the students have a
great role in connection with the colleges. There are certain ways in which
they can facilitate their development and functioning if they actively
organize themselves with this in mind. .This business of card playing is a
very interesting one. This is the first I have heard of it. If we are
going to treat people as adults, we must accept the fact that they are
adults and will be responsible for themselves. Through their own organi-,
zations students can do a great deal to see that this type of problem of
relationship does not, exist.

I would like to make a point'about Mr. Fisher's remarks on
restrictions regarding residence. This happens to be one of the developing
factors* Mutt region does the particular centre serve. Xn our case by
legislation it serves Vancouver City. And we would not have this as a major
problem. Z think that the other points he made were quite good. The
college should serve the' students., the facilities should be there for them to
use. It is up to then, to organize themselves to take the best advantage of
what is there.

CHAIRMAit:

Mr. Sim* is there any provision in the legislation in Ontario
for student participation in the administration of the colleges?

No, there is no provision in the legislation, although since there
is .not a great deal of centralized power in the legislation, ft Council of
Regents or a Board of ,qovernors can have complete liberty to take this type
of thing into account. The Council of Regents has a committee on student
affairs which is studying participation within the college. When you ask
what part they should have in the direct administration I certainly feel,
as:Dr. Wales has expressed, that students must be considered, must be .a
part of the college», They must be treated as adults, but I think that there
is a limited participation.

Do you feel students should have any participation in the policy-
making act&vities of the college, either by direct representation or by
indirect representation?

MR. SISCOr

Woli I certainly think that they must be heard and must have the
normal channels for making their views felt. I am, I suppose, traditionally
.oriented enough to feel that when you are designing or developing a college
with an avowed purpose you must consider your students in the light of this
avowed purpose. You should not switch from your fundamental base because it
does not appeal to somebody.



CHAIPMAN:

33.

Thank you. Mr. Beauregard would you care to comment on the role
of the student in the administration policy of the college?

MR. &TAUB/ZARA:

This question.of considering students as young adults is one of
the bagic preoccupations in the Province of Quebec right now. Every day
there is a fresh communique from the students that reminds us of this. The
Parent Report, ,which is a report on education in Quebec, has played an
important role in giving respinaibility to students. I think we are all
agreed on this point. To give you some indication of this, the planning
committee which organizes the administrative and pedogogical structure of our
institutes, or commUnity colleges, wants to adopt direct repreaentation on tte
part of students on the Board of Governors of the institutions. We also
want to have the participation of students on the main committessand councils
of the institutions.

Someone mentioned a few minutes ago that the participation of
students in the assessment of the role of teachers did not seem appropriate.
I agree with this. I know that in the United States this takes place.
Students assess the value of their teachers and teachers do not accept this
very well.

CHAIRMAN:

DR.

Dr. Rees, have you a Comment?

4

Yes, I would like to have a look at this from a somewhat different
angle. This involves the pool of .students, the potential group of students
who will be at the college. Now in Alberta we have a fair pool of students.
In 194-1, 25 years agJ, we lost from our schools 66%, roughly two-thirds, of
the students who had entered eleven years earlier. Today we are losing
about 23%. We are holding in our class rooms and entering grade 12, 76490
of the student population. So we have a considerable pool of people who are
going to require services of this sort. The question is how are you goirig
to reach them? We are still going to have a few drop-outs. We are still
going to have this problem of developing a program to meet the needs of these
people who have dropped out. X think that it is not unlikely that we will
have drop-outs in the future.

CHAIRMAN:

I wonder if you want to comment directly on the question of
student involvement in the administration of the college?



DRRMI:

Well this is matter on which. I do not have firstfthend knowledge.
We have other people who are more qualified to speak on that.

DR. BEAU ARD:
anisionoommuoutionaaramtz-17:::-..

I would like toopIntion that the. Duff-Serdahl Report on Univers.,
sity government in Canada!' will seem to many students.quite conservative,
eipecially to the students of Quebec. So those who are interested in the
Province should read this Report as soon as possible.

CHAIRMAN:

On now to the problem of curriculum. That role do you think
should be played by the student in the development of the curriculum?

MR. SISCO:

Well if you liotened to Mr. Davis this morning you will realise
that the Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology in Ontario have certain3.y,
in the broad sense of the word, a vocational 'bias'. So that our
development of curriculum, certainly as it applies to the hard areas, is
not a centre - imposed curriculum, rather a curriculum developed through con*

4
' sultation with the teachers of the subjects and the people of business and
- industry who are in a sense the ultimate consumers of the product. Our

existing curriculum apparatus in the post-secondary field works in this
44:4n,er. The teachers and supervisors from the Department of Education's
point view sit down with adirisory committees representing the various
Consumers' of the product and work out the details of the curriculum. I do
not think a student coming to study as -an engineering technologist, or in
the field :.of administration, of hotel administration or even in the field
of journalism hoz a great deal to say about what the content of the cur.
riculum should be

Anyone to comment?

DR. H. O. BARRETT:

In the field of the curriculum you would have to determine in the
first place the preferences of students. In the second place what does
industry and business require? Committees of such people are formed and the
curriculum is developed on those lines. Now the university program is the
same program as is being offered at the univere4ty.

(1) Report of the Commission on University Government in Canada.
University of Toronto Preis, 1966. 12.00.
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MR. BEAUREGARD:

I think we can gtve students the possibility of playing an advisory

part in the development of school programs. In certain institutions it

might be possible to have students on an individual or on a group basis make

recommendations or suggestions so that certain courses be adopted.

CHAIRMAN:

Would anyone like to comment on how in fact, the curriculum has

been determined in any of the colleges across Canada? Dr, Wales?

DR. WALES:

I do not think the students have too much direct say in connection

with the curriculum, but I think they are a very important group which must

be considered. In the first place the curriculum has to depend on the

student group you have and on their goals. And you have to keep in mind the

fact that you want to get back into 'these colleges persons who have left the

school system and are coming back to up-grade themselves and the fact that

we have 38% of our people over 21 and a good percentage over 30. You have

to remember the maturity of these people in the way the materials are pre-

sented and in the actual content, in some cases, of the curriculum.

Now it has already been said that the technical and busiuess pro-

grams are developed through the community and this does not need to be

repeated. We have had a very interesting experience with the academic

program which I think is quite pertinent to our discussion. In Alberta

they teach the University of Alberta program and I gather that the Ontario

programs of a strictly academic nature would be given by universities and

colleges. In British Colmbia our staff have developed academic progress
in close co-operation with university people, but they are independent pro-

grams in the sense that they are designed for the student group we have.

In some cases students are perhaps not primarily intellectual people, perm,

haps they are more mature, I have been really impressed with the co-
operation and the support we have had from the faculty chairmen in the

different departments at both universities. One of the strengths of a

college, if it can develop an academic program independently of the univerft

sity, is that you can get in certain variations from the traditional

university courses. These will serve your groups better, and will still

be good academic programs at the college level. We have acceptance by the
University of British Columbia and Simon. Fraser University for a number of
courses we are giving which are not offered in either of those institutions.

These are designed mire directly for our particular group. I think this is

an important aspect of the student curriculum making.

CHAIEMAN:

Now let me ask you a direct questtmaima the basis of Mr Fisher's
presentation. Mr. Fisher is 36 years old and for four years he has been in
the Department of Social Welfare dealing directly with human problems of a

very complicated order and I would have thought in a very sophisticated way.
Why shouldn't Mr. Fisher have a direct say in what ought to comprise some
aspects of the curriculum in the courses he has'electeds



DR. WALE:

I think Mr. Fisher already had an influence in the program

through the preparatory courser modifications that are being made. Mr.

Fisher Lad I believe a grade 10 and until now you have had to practically

go through the regular high school promo in British Columbia to get

grade 12. And I thlnk this is pretty well common. We've had many obje-

ctions to the specific content of the course requirements for the college

prep. program or the high.school equivalency program and now we are making

progress with the provincial department in respect to recognizing the fact

that there should be a high school program for adults, so I think that there

will be, in effect. It is just beginning-to come through into beautiful

British Columbia.

CHAIRMAN:

Your comment, Mr. Fisher.

MR. FISHER:

Yes, I would like to make one comment here, Mr. Chairman, since 14"

Dr. Wales has mentioned the importance of the courses which are trans-

ferable to universities. Again emphasizing the importance of good counsel-

lingin this area, T might point out again that When I went to Vancouver.

City College it was with the idea of getting a first year standing or it*

equivalent. This was in order to get into the Sbhool of Social Work. The

counsellor made out a program for me which turned out to be acceptable as a

first year university level and I will now go into what is called second

year. .
The community college 3hould be an institution of learning in its

own right, not a poor cousin of the univeraity, or a sophisticated high

school, but rather an institution serving the needs of the particular

locality. And this will vary i em sure from. say Vancouver to, Burnaby or

to North Vancouver, or any of the areas within a.large centre where you have

different types of industry and different needs as far as the community is

concerned.' After all if the community colleges are going to serve the cow,

munity then we assume that people are not going to move away from home in

order to attend them.

MILIEEMPIER:

It seems to me we should be clear that the question of programs

is a most complex one. There are at least four agencies involved in their

development. Because pf the need of credits or transfers, it is important

to have support at the government level. The worlds of industry and labour

have certain needs which must be respected. We have to think of the wishes

of the students and, most important, we must not forget a certain freedom

which the teachers will want in order. to work within a program. The develop-

ment of program is a very.complex matter and, talking only of student inter-

vention is over-simplifying* Actually what is needed is a vast amount of

co-ordination.



CHAIRMAN:

Thank you. I think I should mention that Selkirk College has

four types of programs in whiCh student participation varies, there is,

first of all, the first two years of academic university level studies for the

transfer program, There are five or six two-year technological programa,

the curriculums for which are designed by community advisory committees.

These committees, upon which there are student representatives, take a very

direct role in planning of the curriculum. Very direct. The third area

of programming in the college preparatory program. In our case, unliKe

other institutions, we take in, mature students at almost any age and provide

them with up-grading"courses to go where they want to go, at their speed,

and on their terms. For example, a student may want to go into a teohno .

logical program. go is 33, and he has spent 10 years in a chemistry lab.,

in industry. He needs English, mathematics and physics but no chemistry.

A. program will be designed by a counselling staff, catering only for him,

valid only in our institution, not in pert Wales' institution or any other

place in the province. Hopefully his level of sophistication will be such

and we will have had sufficient tests of his accomplishment that the staff

of Vancouver City College would be willing'to take him Where we have sug-

gested that he left Off with us. The fourth and final program of this

Imatitution, is a rich fare of evening classes available for students.- high

school preparatory students as well as adult members of the community.

These four courses are operating simultaneously within the one

institution and the architecture of -the iustitatianhas been designed to

facilitate intermingling among the various kinds of students, the faculty

and the community. In addition to the help given by the architecture of

the institution, there is at Selkirk College pne staff that teaches the

academic program as well as the technological, program. We believe in inte-

grated faculty, completely integrated student body and integrated services

of all kinds. To such an extent have we tried to prevent differences of

caste or status as between the academic program and the technical program

that we have called one, the 'Applied Arts and Science' and the other,

'Liberal Arts and Science' in an effort to make as little distinction as

possible. between students in these various programs. Is there any other

comment anyontvwants to make.on the.determination of the curriculum?

Yes, it would seem to me, as I have listened to this, that the

details of the programs are actually not worked out by the students, Thar
preferences are'' taken into' account, information from different persons in

the community is sought, but the actual design of the courses is not fund*.

mentally a student proposition. Is that correct?

Yes. Would you like to comment further on the ourriculum Mr.

assomstrorminiormeawriEliffWeiWORIMINII.



No but perhaps't had better correct one impression. We do plan

a general educational prograil in the College of Applied Arts and Technology.

Ilmad better ,tart calling them community colleges like everyone else.

And this is a distinct entity from thill section 5 of the act 'University
Transfer Program' that is in essence operated by the University on campus*

But I would not like to leave the imPression that we are strictly a tedh

nical, vocational, commercial type,of,thing without any general educational

courses at all.

CHAIRMAN:

Any further comment on the curriculum? I would like to move, if

I can, to the business el administration of the colleges. I wonder if you

would like to make a first comment on this, Dr. Wales?
kr. b.

DR. WALES:

Well the model of course depends on the provincial legislation

and in British Colimbia,there are two types of colleges. One is the dis-

trict college which is operated within the area of one school district, the

other is a regional college which is operated when several disirlcts go

together in connection with a college* In the first, these are all under

the school act in ceneral terms, but there has been no revision.of the

school act to give ado-lquate details for specific ,patterns of organization,

except in a very swum,. way. In the Vancouver system, which is the dis-

trict one, the Boat of School Trustees is the official council or board

of governors of Ile college. This is the legislative requirement* In the

other areas - as you know Gordon - it is a combination of boar4 represen-

tatives, some government representatives, and I believe some community

representatives.

MR. SISCO:

In Ontario there is no local tax support ,so that, rapounh the

18 college areas that.Mr*' Davis mentioned arc administrative units, and

the boards of governors Will be chosen from these 18 areas, as far as the

students are concerned they are completely free to go to any college. If

they cannot get a course which they like in one they can go to another.

There is no boundary. The legislation has been deliberately left very

flexible. By setting up the Board of Governors as a local authority you

get the building program and the management of the college outside of the

civil service, so that you have a great deal more flexibility. The pro-

ifincial Council of Regents really has a dual function: it is advisory to

the Minister on many matters, but it has some very real power in the co.-

ordination of programs, in the approval of budgeto and in rationalizing

the development so that you do not get a development which is lopsided in

one direction in one, area of the Province and then overbalanced the other

way in another area,. We have deliberately tried to get the best of both

worlds by having a sort of provincially supervised 'bread and putter' proo.

gram by means of which we may take some forward steps in the national need

for recognizable levels of certification in some of the technical and
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business areas, and at the sametime give a lot of frc tom to vhe local
board of governors to inaugurate courses which have a local application or
meet demands of the people in the locality.

CHAIRMAN:

Dr. Retts, in the province of Alberta there has been a junior
college act, :1,1a there not, .since 1958? Would you like to comment on
that act?

That act provides for the establishment of a college board, which
would consist of members of school boards but it is quite distinct from any
particular school board. A college may be established in a school district
or in a si,-ries of school districts and counties. The board must consist of
three members, I think the constitution of the board is not the important
thing. Thr-iy thon %I/mad have to got .approval from the university to offer
eniversity work and seek affiliation with the university. I think these
are fundamental aspects.

BEARREGARD:

In the province of Quebec we have a general act planned which would
cover the installation of this level of teaching and the public institutions >-
which would dispense it... This act has not been adopted yet. We are hoping
to have it pretty soon. The act foresees institutions of a semi-public
nature, which is a new reality in Quebec, compared to private institutions
which are giving this same kind of teaching, and state institutions which
dispense technical courses. The act foresees a board of governors as the
dire° %,ing organism of these institutions. This would have very great powers
in their adm:nistration. The board would comprise 15 to 18 members who
would be ?lected as representatives of various elements of the community.
as well as representatives of the teaching staff and students.

MAXIMA :

Mr, Sisco I wonder if you would like to comment on how you feel the
board cf governors of a community college ought to carry out its responsi-
bilities? Should it adopt the pattern of the university board of governors,
or should it adopt the rt.,le or model of a board of trustees of a school?
What is the way in which yeu see the board operating most effectively?

MR. SISCO:

You will not want me to go into the details of management that
wou)A normally fall to a boara, since it is the contractual body that will
have to retain the staff and own, build slid maintain the buildings and this
type of thing. The legislation states that the Board of Governors can
inauguarate courses with the permission of the Ontario Council of Regents,
that it can issue certificates on its own authority for courses that do not
fall within this provincial spectrum that I mentioned. We feel that if a
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Board of Governors is to fulfill its 37002 ftlliCti' it mus t `have some g.
of a missionary's zeal in bringing the facilities of the colle6e to the
community, in studying the needs of that community in terms of post- .

se4ondary- education, and in being able' to Otter what is needed for the
public at large, and for specific industries and business and community groups
We tea that the administrative function of the board of governors is
only really half its role and that the much more important and more posi..
tine part is this feeling of wanting to briv.g the college out to the people
of the area .,,nd to see that it,reflects the needs and intvrests and de-.
mends .of that orticular public.

CHAIRMAN;

Would you want *tc: comment on what you think the articulation ,Ought
to be between the board o: governors of a college and the szhool board
operating in that area?

Mi. SISCO:

Well obviously there will hal, to be a great.deal of articulation.,
We at one time con.silered putting a college under .the local school board
or a representation of the local school board. As a former secondary
school teacher and principal I think I cage say that, we were afraid to tie
to the formal school system because we felt that 'there were reel dangers
involved. People conditioned to :a formal school system might take that
type of thinking into the college.level where we did not feel that it
belonged. So that as these Boards of Governors are appointed and three
of them are appointed to my knowledge, butthe-Minieter.says four so they
must h.av: completed one last night yoU 411 notice that the people on -

them are very broadly representative of the total interests of the area.
hey include both rile!). and women, business men, industrialists, representa-

tives of the formal educational system, representatives of the university
if there is one in the area - representatives of organized labour. They
are deliberately chosen so that they do not represent a, sinEle point of
view, but rather so that they will be capable of the new approach and the
missionary .approach that I have outlined.

..
CHAIRMAN:

Yes thank you very much.. Now in Alberta Dr.. JOhn4on 'the Board. Of
verners.of 'the-Lethbridge-Junior 'College consists Of representatives

from. school boards,. does' it not?

DR. C.B.JOHNSON:'
,14412...ibraft42...u...........LiiorCone re:

That 'is true.

CHAIRMAN:

. Wau3A,you liko to comment on the aims :suggested -by Mr. Sisco. in
Ontario .as 'contrasted with the nine Years of e.xperiance- in the Lethbridge
Junior .College?
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The Lethbridge Junior College board has had a policy of
.

41413
not only the university transfer courses but also of extending a range -
of vocational courses and there is: a section of the college devoted to that.
In addition they are developing an extension program which will carry the
instruction out into the cormmity that is being served. These are the
main features of the program zit the moment.

ens of the interesting features of the Lethbricige.Junior College
is thr,',c it has aspirations to university status. Do you think this is a
normal outcome of most junior colleges that have had nine, ten or twelve
years experience in Canada? Is this to be expected?

Two years of university are now being offered at the ZethbA400:0.
Junior College, and in Medicine Hat and Red Deer which are much younger,
you find pretty Much university courses. Lethbridge certainly its strivin
to secure university status and whether they will be successful is any
guess at the moment. It could be that this might be a trend. We would
hope not.

.SISCO:
4

I would like to comment on that tendency. I talked to an official
of an American 3.Urisdiction - who shall be nameless - and ho said toms :

envy you. rolvare in for five exciting years. You have got this new
concept and evoryboly obviously is enthusiastic Rut I -tell you what
kappenIn five years the staff will come to a meeting and they will *IS
a resolution that from here on they must be referred to as the faculty.'
A year after that they All all went to wear gowns. Two. years after that
they will be talking about increasing their image in the eyes of:the public
by raiiing their entrance requirements and rasing their requirements as
fitAr as faculty is concerned. -Then in about a ten-year cycle you will.haVe
a fourth rate liberal arts: college with 'a -hairedfew long pedants strutting
around with a handfull of studentsit. Now we have admittedly stacked the
cards everywhere .we possibly .could to prevent that froin happening:

DR. WALES:

There are averal points here I would like to comment -on. X 11 the
first place,. heaven} forbid that all the colleges are going to be universio,,
ties. The comment was made yeatertlay: "It is not that 'we need more of the
same, but that woo deed 'moie. of something-different". Let's not try 'to have
more universities developing.. .1n our partieular case,. we have universities
to the east -of _its and universities to the west of us and right in the middle.
Maybe in ten years time things will be -different, but I do not think.
Our board's dedision on all of this was based on wta extensive,experience,
in adult education.. As aboard- tiar fifty years it has operated night
schools for adults in the community, for thirty-five yeirs it ,has operated
an art school at the post-secondary level and for fifteen yew,* it
operated a vocational school. Activities were base4 on the need for this
kind of program in the community. An adult high school was also needed



and a better way of doing our grade 13, which in British Columbia has not
developed the same as in Ontario. These were the Tieeda around which the
Vancouver City College has developed. The main concern is the non-university-
oriented student, but it is recognized that there are verY many people whO do
not really know what they want.. It is also a fact that in British. Columbia
a great many people fail one or two grade 12 examinations. l'here are no
examinations except in June, so a person with a 'sup' has to wait a year
to get into university. There is a need for providing general education
of an academic type for some of these. people. tie are not looking toward a
university aspui I would like to make one other comment. Should
boards of education run this type of centre? The comment was made that
there is a fear thia will result in the traditional elementary-secondary

approach to the teaching of, a.dults. :this is aophamard. It is also a hazard

that you will get another board in a comiimity offering competing edu-
cational servicesv and you will have a daplication of servicee be have WO
a lot of this in Canada, with a lot of ' separate little compartmentsc-Whethir
or riot a board runs a centre is dependent on tvo other factors; and one is
the financing. In,British'Columbia p_art of the cost is met through local
taxation.-and heaven forbid having, a third,tax,levy within the community.
We have one for general taxes, one 'for education, anti if we had a separate
college board we would then havfone for the college board:tViCt competing
taxes for eilucation, whiCh would be a bad situation. Inc Ontario the colleges
are pro.vincially supported. ...This makes a difference. Another point I think
that could be considered ir:r the fact that the 30condary school system in
the urban amain, and t am sure this is general all across Canada, now has
millions of dollars; of darn good facilities. If you have your college
program tied' into the community through its school system, all these twill.-
ties becomd available. In 'Vancouver it is recogilized by our high schoo/
prig cipaIS that the night school department takes over at 6 o' clock or
even at k o'clock by arrangement, and all the facilitieS are there for ,the
using. One of the criticisms we get a great deal why aren't the
schools used more than from 9 - ,3? If the college organization is developad
in connection with the school system, and if the, college serves the working
person who can only come at night tiMe, your batic core around which the
services are offered can flow over and use all the resources of the
community instead of having to go and ask for them.

CRAIrittl:

It: has occurred to me that we have arrived at a point where we have
a sufficient amount of data that we might invite questions from the floor.
This particular issue which we are discussing now, the role of school
boards in the operation of a district or regional college, is a critical one
in which there is some variation across Canada. In British Columbia, for
exempli:., wt. are obliged to go to the people twice: first in plobiseit0
in or to a k whether in principle the region or district is interested
in the establishment of a college. If there is a positive vote, then later
a referendum is held in which the people are asked to contribute on the
basis of municipal taxation, such monies to be shared with provincial and
federal government funds.
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think really this is a very fundamental question. I recall
Dr. Medsker's comment yesterday that this emerging component of the total
educational, system may in the long run be the dominantlelement. No if we
have this kind of.view of the prospects in this posschool non-univezbeity
area associated in a basic way with total adult services in the comminitv.
then it seems to me that we must in the lonz run accept the establishment
of a new jurisdiction here, prima t1 directed to these particular functions.
-Per this reason I think it would be unforturmte- taking; the lon6 term view
Point if/we became committed to attanting this new function are an
f.ppendage either the school system or to the university system. I
it has to be an entity in itself.

Now I am very coscious of the problems that Dr. Wales has
ffientioned of the use of f,-;,cilities. But it does not seem to the impossible
that the facilities of the schools should bamade available outside of
their normal hours for another authority through arrangement with the
schools. I have come to this conclusion very reluctantly because I have
appreciated greatly what the school boards nave done in the Lethbridge

otion/which is based upon representation from the school board. tad
iflto we 1' Vancouver, as well, has done bused upon the school system.

But taking a long term viewpoint and having a real concept of where this
is leading us my firm conviction is that we have to accept another juris-
diction here and not tie in either with the schools or the university.

MR. HOWARD"DAY VANCOUVili CITY COLLEGE:

think

Mr. Chairman, are two questions permissible rather than a comment?
First of all to Mr. Sisco of the Department of Education, Ontario. He said
they had done all they could to stack the cards against the soggy cycle
he described where the academics, after ten years, would take over in a
musty corridor with a felt/ ~ students. Now how E-..xe they going to prevent this
if the faculties -are indeed 'hooked to the uni7ersities?

CHAIRMAN:

Can we put that one directly to you Mr. Sisco?

ner &Esc).
,411

`Are you implying.that the. faculties of these .colleges will in some
way be hooked to universities?

.1g*

I /understand you are going to teach your academic core under the
supervision and direction of the universities.

MR. SISCO:

No, the college is a separate entity in itself. It will have gene-
ral educational programs, but these will be tied, for various reasons
inoluding economic ones to an application of the subject as well. You may



'well study liberal:subjects but included in your oPtioras will be an appli-
cation of these in the field of social work' or journalism, for instance,

you study English, and so on. Now if there is some reason, because of
jremotereec or the college area, why the students in that area cannot go
to a university as an.alternative, then the Board of Governors is ems.
powered to enter into an agreement with the university for the universitY
to offer vuliversity courses, at university prices, wath university-approved
staff, for .university credits. But administratively, and as far as- the
total concept is concerned, the college is corapletely divorced from the
universities In Ontario..

MR DAY:

I am not quite fully sati'slried with tne answer and this is why .I=
have the second question, Mr. Chairman. This is directedsto Dr. Rees
of Alberta. I would like to know what the experience has been at' .the
Lethbridge College as far as the tie in with the University of Alberta has
been concerned.

DR. Rte:
.10,606,0"001,00.4010~,

The ?athbridge Junior College has used regular university courses
designed by the University of Alberta. In future they will be designed
by the University of Calgary but there will be no difference at
university level between the courses or examinations.

R. DAY:

Thanks « Now I would like to ask Mr. Cousins from Lethbridge College
to comment on the difference of opinion amongst the staff members, those
teaching academie and those teaching technological and other coy rses in
the college. I think he might have some 'light to shed here«

CHAIRMAN:

tiro Coueins is not a member of the panel *but Z. wonider if he would
be happy to corarae.nt?

MR J. COUAILS, Lethbridge 'junior College:

Ladies ..au,d gentlemen, our. College does have the dichotomy that
Conant talks about between the arts and education, but we have it between
arts and vocational training. For, example, our faculty wanted to 'set up
positions of rank, 'a system of associate and full professors. When the
vocational people wanted a similar salary schedule, immediately the arts
faculty said: Good Lord; Are we going to have a full professor o...!
plumbing? ao we had this kind of split. This is the sort of thins we are
struggling with« When we introdUced our second year, it became a 13enior year.
This was beyond a junior college and we had to gei better qualified facul-
ties. They immediately felt their academic status was being questioned when
they had to write the same examinations as Cal4ary or use the same text
book61, even though we had been quite happy to jive the same course with the'
same numbers, using the same text books4 and pzeiting the same examinations,
even thot/gh we marked them ourselves. yhe university was very, very care-
ful to let so a little bit at a time until. we had established ourselves and



were a,ble to prove that the product which we sent to the 'University of
Alberta was as good as the 'product which they were turning out themselves.
Now we are finding greater pressure as we have applied for affiliation.
with the new University of Calgary, for more separation especially o_ n the
senior course level.in the choosing of courses, the picking of text booksii
the setting of the examinations. 4k lot of people, you see, feel that their
academic qualifications are being. questioned.

CHAIRMAN'4

Would you say that in responding to the critical technological
educational crisis of rlar time that the Lethbridge Junior College was in
fact a social invention offering something new or indeed more of the same?

COUSINS:

no,,,we did have the California Junior College as the ',Jerome
which shone ii-ibove us all, but Alberta was a unique situation and everything
that we did was unique. Our motto should' have been "we are 'different"
because when it came to choosing courses, for example, we went to the
National Dmployment service - nobody has ever thought: of that here - find
out what sort of jobs are needed i.n our community. secondly, we sent, around
questionnaiyes to the schools to find out what the students thought they
needed end what the principals thought they needed* Then we called in
committees of industry on two levels: one to tell us what is going to'''.
happen in the next ten years and one' to tell us what we need right now
SO it was completely locally-oriented. But although the vocational section
does have that distinction, we are working together very well under one
administration, and the voexitional work is developing now so that we now not

have trinsfer to the university, but we have transfer to the institutes
of technology as well and our own terminal courses.

DR. C. B. ZFCIINSON:

I Mabscribe completely to what Deen Cousins has said. First,' I
would like to make one or two comments. One is that Dr..Rees, Chief
Superintendent of our Province has said that the junior colleges met was
passed it 1958 which is absolutely true - that was to legalize the
Lethbridge Junior College which began in 195 ?. Secondly, I would like to
indicate that we are university-oriented 'in as far as the university section
is coneerned and we do have these problems that Dean Cousins mentioned. But
this year we began on a very very modest scale taking people of slightly
inferior matriculation standing and I am not quite certain as to what the
outcome was. At the time that I left on three months' leave of absence there
seemed to be some hope for the people who were not quite matriculation
meaning both average in all the examination subjects* In other words we are
experimenting as well as carrying through with the regular university courses.

CHAIRMAN:

We are just beginning now on one of the most critical aspects of the
development of community colleges across Canada - the governing body, its
nature, its composition and its cepacity to relate to the community and to
develop changes as changes are required.
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JOHNSON)

With respect to administration, I should like to fiay this, that
we definitely are locally-oriented towards the kinds of things that are
required as already indicated by our Dean.

Dean. Smith of the Faculty of Arts of the University of Alberta.

SMITH;

I should introduce myself as cne of Lethbridge's problems. I have
been Chairman of the University of Alberta Committee On Junior Colleges for
some time. Now with the separation of the two universities of Calgary and
Alberta we have still a co-ordinatind council and the Committee on Junior
Colleges will remain as a committee of that co- ordinating Council. It is
charged with several responsibilities and one of them is to supervise the
staffs of junior colleges. Aad it it there that generally speaking I have
played the role of the mean old man uho says "No". The organization in
Alberta has been one of affiliation in which the universities control
university courses. The pattern in the United States is one of creditation
in which the various junior colleges have a great deal of freedom to
organize and ultimately to transfer. In the United States, however, the

programs 1.0. %Ira muchtmore flexible. As long as Canadian univ

arid* . grain, must be feared to thatr..
:progoOLIG'

7-
mice in Alberta,' I believe is that when the junior

colleges have been established they have known from the beginning that their
students would be accepted at the University of Alberta and that the Univer-
sity of Alberta would stand behind those students who wished to transfer

elsewhere. I must confess that I am as yet unconvinced that the students
at Vancouver City College - for they have a great deal of academic autonomy
will in fact be able to obtain credit at the universities of British Columbia,
This, I think, they have to find out in the future: certainly I have to
find out.

CHAIRMAN.

Mr. :4olman, who is nuoiatant to the Prenident of the Univernity of
British Columbia might like to make a comment.

at, EA 4ANM

Thu comment i i vey/ atmg th4., lino Of the one V:Alf4) just

heard. It is really a question. First of all lot me say,briefly that to
the best of my knowledge things are going forward in such a way in British
Columbia - thanks very largely to the way in which Dr. Wales and those assoc...
iated with him are approaching the whole problem of transfer - that we can
take some assurance abont the prospects for transfer and for satisfactory
connections between the College and the universities. And as far as I know
this is also true of the other colleges which are coming along, notably
Selkirk which is the most advanced of the others.. But the question I wanted
to ask relates to this - as it applies to the Ontario situation. One of
the advantages, one of the benefits to be gained it seems to me from the
community colleges is the increased degree of flexibility, or willingnet.1
on the part of the colleges to accept students who do not come with



the standard sort of academic bacitground and to allow them to try their

wings and to find their place, I am speaking now of the transfer students,

so that when they come out at the end of the two-year academic program
in the community college, and to the degree that they are acceptable to

the universities, they can get ,back into the stream. I also recognize the

fnet that universities, on the whole, are pretty conservative institutions
and I am wondering in the Ontario situation if you are counting on the

universities being increasingly flexible with respect to the kind of people

they will accept into the academic program that may go in the community

college. As I understand it they are under the control, of the universities.

Are we counting on this happening or is there some other machinery in the

situation which will-allow us to get the benefits of the increased flexib-

ility we see in the community college? It is a question I would like to put

to Mr. Sim). How they are going to deal with this aspect, of the students'

interest?

MR. SISCO:

In-developing a general educational program we certainly feel that

the universities . and many of them privately have expressed this view -
wilt ho interested in the'typo of otudent who is a late bloomer pr who

comes back at a attire ago and who demonstrates, not on the basis of unto.
versity entrance qualifications but on the basis of good sound general

educational courses, that he has potential at the university. And the

Minister is planning to set up a study committee composed rf university

people, of departmental officials and representatives fromkthe Council

of Regents for the colleges tolook at this whole problem of university
acceptance of college programs, based on their own merits, as entrance

into either beginning or advanced standing in the universities,

Now at the present time in our institute of technology programs

and in our business administration programs which are operating in the

institutes of technology, a student who graduates with honours after three

years' - and remember from Ontario's point of view this kid hoe nover been in

grade 13 - is admissible to second year applied ucieiice in any one of the

universities of Ontario and in the second year of the business administration

course of those universities that operate business administration courses.

So in a sense we have a form of advanced standing at the present time*

MR, W. A JENKINS: Nova Scotia Agricultural college

It becomes increasingly evident to me that what we are talking
about now is the two-year college and the two-year college means many
things to many people. On this point of a Board of Governors I do ,not see

how we can equate the junior college, to the community college, to the

technical institute, to the branch campus of the university, in this context

of a Board of Governors. I'suggest that we must return to a strict

definition of the community college if we are going to discuss a governing

bceard.

MR* HAROLD BRAUN, Lak46ad University

Mr. Sisco has said essentially what I had in mind. 7, however, have

one or two points. We started out as a technical institute after World War II.

We then became the Lakehead Collage of Arts, Science and Technology which was

essentially a junior college. Vic, are now the Lakehead University, but we
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still have technology programs associated with us, and we have had a lot

of experience over the years with transfer of students from the technologY

program to the university program. I think I can say that we have had

excellent co-operation from all the universities outside the Province. The

transfer in my mind is not made on the basis of equivalent courses, but in
the case /of the student having -sufficient ability to fit into the other

proemial and we have found this worked quite well. I think all the univer-

sities are looking for students of this calibre and will continue to do so.

MR. STEPHEN DAVIDOVICH Ontario Department of Civil Services*

I am wondering about the people who are not so much concerned about

whether they are going to get a certificate or not, but whether they will

have an opportunity to learn something they want to know, whether that

learning is connected with living, being a citizen, being a parent, or

being a member of t'ke community, I think the experience in California

has been that poet-university education at night is very often taken

advantage of by theinosteducated people of the community. What about these

people and their participation in determinifiewhat they are going to learn?V

What provisions does the community college make to meet the needs of people

of this kind?

MR. 17'. N.A. ROIN President, C dian Scheol Trustees'/Association

Meiber Vanp6uver School V Board.

With regard. to the matter of control. In British ColuOhia there

hila been wimp eiiberience.with departmental-Opernted institutions. We hove

eight vocational schools; one, is administered by the Vancouver School

board, the other seven are administered by the department'. In these

departmental sr.hools in many areas,of the Province there are vacancies

simply because the local type of,citizens' committee integrating industry

and labour is not aiatOctive -when you have a. departmental-organized

program: Now while the dtipartmAt of education would be very interested

in securing the Vancouver Vocational Institute from the Vancouver School

Board, Dr* Wales has developed very strong liaison committees with the

result that this example of local control demonstrates the close tie in

with the community* This is the point which is usually of greatest concern

over Ontario's program. While it is announced that the Board of Governors

will be locally appointed, we do not necessarily see that universities

in the past have identified themselves entirely with local .needs. In

Vancouver, for example, many of the teachers in the system get their Master

of Education by going to Wvstern Washington College in Bellingham, simply

because the staff at Bellingham are more flexible than the staff in the

University of British Columbia in establishing neeaful courses.

Now Dr* Smith made some reference to tran'sfer students* I think

it is very important to educators in the rest of Canada to realize that

when you talk about British Columbia you have to refer to universities.

The University of British Columbia is not the only university in B.C. it

the present time and we have just heard this morning from the panel that

a student from the Vancouver City College is transferring to the Simon

Fraser University. Simon Fraser has been more co-operative in working with.
Vancouver City College than has the University of British Columbia. From

(
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tho Point of view of students it does not really matter whether they trans-
fer to the University of Victoria, cr to Simon Fraser or. to U.B.C. and it
would be unimportant whether any of them went to U.B.C. or not. I think the
issue then to watch in the future is whether the centralized control in
Ontario or the More democratic method of oPeration in Alberta and British
Columbia will prove out. I believ0 that local taxation is essential to
these institutions in some part.

CHAIRMAN-:
.1.111.104 0.00410MOMMVII

I think, ladies and gentlemen that we are talking; about two
things. I would like to separate them if I can and ask for any comment
there might be on question of government. We are talking about the power
structure and the variety of ways across Canada in which the Boards of
Directors, or the Boardsof Governors are appointed and how they operate.
You know Pope has an interesting couplet where he says: " For forms of
government let fools contest* Whatier is best administered is best".
This is a very cynical comment indeed, and we have got some really power-
fully important problems in the question of government* For example, in the

old Okanagan region where theta has been great hope a regional college
might be established,priority has been given to the establishment of a
regional college in this area by the department of education, there has been
a vast degree of friction as to the nature of its government and eettins it
underway. That may happen this year, it may not. It has been in a sense a
sorry spectacle, but it is one of the kinds of things that can happen when
there is no clear delineation of how a government of a college should be
appointed and how it gets underway.

MR.J,Y HARCOURT Colic mate Institute Board of Ottawa

I would just like to return momentarily to the situation of boards
of governors and local boards. I am here in a dual capacity,partly for my
employer and also as a member of the Ottawa Collegiate Institute Board.
Now I am not saying that everything is lovely in the garden, but I do want
to take issue with an implication that school trustees are inflexible people
and will carry forth their format into a community college. Well, I resent
thrvt, I do not think we are all that bad. As Norman Size° knows, our Board
were asked and we presented a slate of nominations for the Board of Govern-

orsfor a community college which we hope is established in our community,
and to my knowledge no trustee's name was on that Board and no trustee
wanted to have his nnmo on that Board. But we did wadt to give it an auto-
nomy and did want, to 6ivt. it support. T think that possibly they Board
ntoin Dort Curtiti . to whom Jncidentally wok t, to pny trihuto nn noy how

awfully glad we are wt stole him - from the University of British Columbia.
We gave leadership in this regard. Possibly our role is now finished. We
hope we will have a community college. We have offered a building even and
we believe that this should be centrally located. in the City of Ottawa
on a multi-campus because we have already the astern Oatario Institute
of Technology and we have the Ontario Vocitional Centre. But I do want to
emphasize the fact that there are many many civil servants who are living
in central Ottawa, in rooms and so on and who are in a downtown areal. I do
make a pitch for a complete independence and yet co-operation on the two
functions.
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The Minister of Education of Ontario said that transfer .from
the Metric= coennunity colleges to the universities was becoming a problem
and I was wondering whether anyone later, if this was becanse of lack of
comraunication or because they had set low standards for their transfer
students, or just what was behind this situation.

MR. ZISCO:

Mr. Davis made that cornet t- all. right, but he made it offiwthe.,
cuff. It was not written in the speech. I am :tot sure what jurisdiction
Mr. Ravis was referring to, but I know that in the college transfer prow
grovel in some jurisdictions with limited university facilitiee there is
difficulty on the part of people who complete, the two-year program and then
present themselves at a university where they frequently have to write
competitive examinations. In that sense there is no assurance that
successful completion of the two-year college transfer program is going to
get them admission to a degree course.

e a Universit of Toronto

There was one comment that was made earlier this morning which
struck a rather sympathetic note. That was that persons who had been
associated with the secondary school system might be conditioned to a
rather traditional system« Mr. Sisco made this remark and made it with
reference to the Board of Governoris. was a little concerned when the
Minister announced that the former TechnologicA and Trades Training
Branch which was now to be called the Applied Arts and Technology Branch
would likely be the executive arm of the Council of Regents. I am
wondering if the point which Mr. Sisco made regarding those conditionett
by the traditional system is even more applicable to this executive arm
and whether, if he can be objective in answering this qaestion, he does
not think that an autonomous. organization composed of persons drawn from
universities, industry, high school and as broad a range of educational
organk.zations as possible would better serve the Council of Regents than
the department of education.

Well that is not en easy question, and I guess it was not meant

to be As a civil servant I have to live in the world as it is. The

plain fact of the matter is that the government of Ontario, with the sup-
port we devoutly hope of the federal government in Ottawa, is paying 103%

of this particular development with no taxation. Now admittedly you have
to strike a happy balance« No government authority is going to develop
what is in essence a third publically supported level of education by
handing out multi-million dollar amounts to authorities and saying: logo
Ahead and spend it anyway you like". There is admittedly some adminis-
trative control of the development and this is a political fact of life.
Whether it is desirable or not isn't really relevant, that is exactly
what it is. Now the people in my Branch are mostly products of the
existing post-secondary system, the institutes of technology and the vocam.
tional centres, as well as people who hove been recruited, some of them
with university experience, some of them with industrial experience,
and so on. The Branch itself is not
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imbued with tradition and we are not, people who are going to try and set
up a rigid strw.ture. Now think the proof that we do mean business as
far as decentPalizing control i5 in the fact that at the present time we

are operating six institutes of technology and six vocational centres and
these represent in the City of Cttawa alone the investment of something

like eight million dollars* These are to be given away to the Boards of

Governors. We arc completely.abandoning the field of direct operation of
any post-secondary institutiona whatsoever, and all our existing ones will
be put under the umbrella of tho community college legislation and under
the control and ownership of the local Board of Governors as quickly as
the legislation can be procewed.

Comment:

If I could make this comment in regard to transfer for advanced

standing in American Universities. I was visiting one of the fairly
large state universities recently and the man in charge of the department
of engineering made the statement that 75%a his students in first year
engineering were not taking the full program, but were taking partial
programs making-up for deficiencies that were necessary because of trans-
fer. Obviously we could not do thio in our Canadian universities, nor
could they do this in the smaller American universities. And I think
this is the problem which they were referring to.

Well the comment that I would like to make is that at the pres-
ent time, and I do not know what the averages are in the other provinces,
but about 12 to 14% of students who enter high school goon to university,
In Ontario, despite all the talk about universities taking credits of a
formal or informal nature, we are deliberately trying to do something for
the next 40 to 50% of the population who presently are not going to uni-
versity and who probably never will. We are spending 60 or 70% of our
time this morning worrying about what we think will be no more than 5 of
the total enrollment of our community colleges* I would point out that
this is the came old story of the "tail wagging the dog".

DR. WALES:

want to "wag the tail" too because for British Columbia in
1965 22% of our students who left high school starts(' college and 12%
went on to get degrees, Now this is a very small percentage of the total
population in whom we are all interested. And we Should be just as
interested in the persons who have no university intentionv as in those
who do have. Unfortunately because we coadition people to university,
and there has been no other institution, nearly everybody thinks he is
going to graduate from university. Many people start in colleges or
other places with that in mind. Thia points up the importance of good
counselling. Secondly, oven though they get university entrance standing
in British Columbia they cannot necessarily get into U.B.C. So what is
the difference between not necessarily being able to get into U.B.C. from
a college, when they cannot get in now from grade 12 unless they have 60%
or better? But they can get into a university and this is a point that
is quite rtant. Third point, our particular experience is
that about % of our people even think of going on beyond the second year.
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The fourth point I. would like to make is that we have in

writing from the University of British Columbia, a statement which I

would like to react: "A student who chooses courses at a college that are

appropriate to his academic objective at the university, and who obtains

adequate standing in them, will be accepted for further studies at the

University of British Columbia under the same conditions that apply to a

student who has taken all his post-secondary studies in the university."

Now I do not know what kind of guarantee university people think a

.college should have before they will believe a college credit is respec-

table. Last week I had the privilege of having a president of a Toronto
university visit with us and we wer* out o Simon Fraser and net with

Dr. McTaggart-Cowan. About half of the discussion centered around the

intimate and close relationship and liaison between the College in
Vancouver and the instant University at Burnaby. It was pointed out by
Dr. McTaggart-Cowan that within the first year of operation of both there

had been shifting both ways. And I think this is good.

CHAIRMAN:

Can I second that observation. At Selkirk College we have

been astonished by the degree of co-operation, of guidance and help given

to us by the three provincial universities of British Columbia. It has

been astonishing. I 'would like to comment also on the observation that
Bert Wales made that, while we have twenty-five courses available in the
first two years of transfer program, we have twenty-seven courses avail-
able for the technological students, but we fully expect three-quartets
of our students are going to enroll in the academic program and only one-

quarter of our students initially will enroll in our technical program.

We are asking for patience from the point of, view of our faculty and our
community in developing our technological program to 1.tilize our facil-

ities and staff. Because for years and years our community has been
conditioned to believe that the only road to heaven was a B.A.,an M.A.

and Ph.D., that this was the glory road and if you took this glory road

you would not be carrying a lunch bucket you would be carrying a brief

case, and that is what you ought to be carrying. Now it is awfully hard
to get students to go into a technological program, and make the commit-

ment that for years and years they will not be carrying ,a brief case.
We have a real job to do to educate our community on the dignity of our
technological program.

DR. C. B. JOHNSON:

I agree with Dr. Wales, heaven forbid that all colleges are

going to become universities. Nevertheless, I should like to make a
little plea for the Lethbridge Junior College. Namely that we are close,

to the borier and there has been a terrific trend of students doing acram
the border - to our fine neighbours to the South - to universities such LiJ
Idaho, the University of Washington and so on. I want to make the comment

that we feel we do have a unique situation. Now I want to get to my
question, but first a little background, for I think it is very important

we live in a rather sparsely populated area, number one. Number two, we
live in an area where primary industries are practically nil. Number
three, services, an ouch, are predominating in our area. Now earlier in
the morning I heard that we should have advisory councils with respect to
the different technical vocational courses that should be offered at any



community college. These we have. But we have One problem and the

problem is simply this. Some, I am not saying all, advisory councils

say: We believe you should have such and such a program, we believe that
the program that you now have outlined after two or three meetings ia a
good one. But it is lip-service only because we find that they want to
continue to employ people who have not been educated at the college or
anywhere else and keep them at their apprenticeship level for more than

one year and thus secure services,at a lover cost. This is a fuadmen-

tal problem. that suggestions could come out of this very refined group
of men and women whereby we can overcome some of the reluctance on the
part of some employers (and notice I am using the word "some" in two
cases),..to hire at a higher wage which would induce young people to come
into such very fine courses as electricity, which rs far as the Lethb-idge

Junior College is concerned is a complete flop. ath respect to sheet
metal, this was another complete flop, and yet both industvies pay good

wages, they are respect able industries, they are in groat demand in other

parts of Canada. I do not believe that ours is a unieuo problem. What

suggestions are there?

MR. GORDON SELMAN:

I was left a little uncomfortable this morning by the comments
we heard regarding the involvement of students in curriculum development

and in teacher evaluation. My experience in adult education, and now
what I am hearing from the deans at University of British Columbia, leads .

me to believe that it is not only sound in terms of educational plsnning
but extremely productive, effective from any point of view, to involve
students in both of these things. Perhaps whea we are sets. =.n up v: ?le

new programs in one area or another we have to lean to a very large
extent on industry, the consumer, the experts in the various fields to
help set up the curriculum. I am sure that this is true. But I think

that we can learn a great deal about curriculum development, about how
these curricula should be revised in various ways as we go along, by
consulting students as they complete the program, perhaps at particular
stages on the way, and also our students after they have had a chance to
go out and work for a year or two or more in the career for which they

we °e being prepared. At the University of British Columbia this last
year...the students in the faculty of science turned out a book called
"Black and Blue". It was a book about teachers and courses evaluation.
I do not know whether "Black and Blue" was the condition in which.tho
students felt they were, or the condition in which the faculty were going
ta be after the book was published, but regardless of this the matter was
done in an extremely effective, fair and objective way. The institu-
tion is, am sure, a great deal richer for this effort on the port of
students to contribute to curriculum building and to teacher evaluation.
All my experience, and what hear from the deans in our institution
leads me to believe that we should not write off at all the contri-
bution which students can make to these two aspects of running our
institutions.

I would just like to make one or two comments. I think today
we have dealt with the problem of controls and the problem,of curriculum,
touching some of the most vital and sensitive areas in community colleges
across Canada. I think we have heard a number of descriptions of the form
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which these institutions are taking in response to provincial legislation,

in response to community needs, in response to other kinds of pressures.

May I suggest, as one who was on the firing line of working oet together

with Drs Wales new forms of legislation and new forms of colleges

appropriate to our communities in British eolumbia, that there is a vast

variety of ways in which communities respond edulatibnally. Dr. Wales is

director of ,1-2 Cistrie-t college in an enlarged urean setting in which there

are three universities. Our college, not far removed from Vancouver,

is quite a different "kettl,e of fish". It has a different clientele, it

has a different kind of community, and is responding in a different kind of

way. But the problem of government, the problem of power, the problem of

politics is an extraordinarily important one and it surprises me a bit

today that we have not heard mwe about the honourable and essentially

important aspect of politics, in the development and growth of cowunity

colleges across Canada. All of us know it is there and highly dEsirable

because we live ostensibly in a democracy, and hopefully our coleges have

a direct contribution to make to the principles of our democrptil society.

,I would like to thank on your behalf every member of our panels in

partipaar Mr. Fisher. We heard from him at length earlier and somehow

did not get to hearing his comments from time to time which I think would

have been most valuable. It is appropriate that Mr. Selman concludea as

our last speaker by stressing the importance of student participation in

planning and I would have thought in the government at one level or another

of..Colleges. And I think Mr. Fisher you have been speaking for a good

number of thousands of students presently in institutions of this kind, but

probably c;/«n more importantly in the interentri of the planning that is now

being done on behalf or many many thouwtnds yvt to come into community

colleges across Canada,
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EgyariumumuLoca ARISING FROM GROUP DISCUSSION

QpTION:

Would the Ontario system as proposed to us here today bs;
applicable to other provinces and do they in turn have as much confidence
in their various ministers and departments to do the job in the same way.

CHAIRMAN:

What do you mean by the Ontario system?

pUZSTION:

One that is proposed to us today, to be largely everything else
but oriented towards the transfer situation.

DR. WALES:

do not think it wou74 be applicable to British Columbia because
of Lime fact that there are three provincial universities now and a private
one and this seems to be enough of that narticular form of higher education
for the next.few years. Rather than increase the number of universities,
the recommendation of the report on higher education was the development of
two-year colleges with prograns of up to two years which would provide
an academic parallel, but not an: identical program to universities. 'The
situation is quite different Ontario where you have sixteen universities
and, we heard this morning, move places in cniversities than will he
needed up to 1970. In British Colmbia the situation is that we have as
many universities as we .think we can use at this time. tie want to take the

pressures off the universities and let them do the more advanced work and
also decentral ze opportunity through the poviitee without introducing
more universities. So there is a diZferenue in Zunction.

DR. REES:

I should think one possibility in Alberta would be to ensure that
a range of progranis is offered apart from the university transfer.

gOSTION: William Pierce, Frontier College:

Is it realistic to think of community colleges in terms of
independent institutions,administratively speaking as a level independent
by itself, when in fact we must foresee an Organic co-ordination between
curricula of community colleges and both secondary school and university
levels? How do we reconcile these two concepts?

CHAIRMAN:

I have a fooling that Dr. Stewart who after ell bridges sny
types of experience in these situations might want to make a comment
particularly on the point of view of the university.
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Well obviously setting up a third force, if you like, in the

total system does create some very real problems of articulation and it is

a legitimate question to ask whether these problems would be reduced if

you had two systems, one enlarged, rather than three systems. There are

undoubtedly very difficult articulation problems both with the schools

as the str( am comes up to the college and, in so far as we face this

transfer problem, across to the university. If you leave the university

substantially out of it then your problems of articulation are largely

between the schools and this new force. I think it is a matter of judgment

as to how significant the peculiar functions of this force are ,t'ing to be

and, therefore, whether it is better to set up another force and let them

work out their articulation problems with the school. My own feeling

about this is that we should set up the third force and we will have to

face the articulation problems.

CHAIRM0:

Can I observe that the articulation is at once with the

univeraitiea and with the high school,, but also with transfer within the

institution from the academic program to the technological program or, in

our case, vice versa. There is a high degree of flexibility involved.

RTE§TIUN: William Pierce:

This one is directed towards Mr. Sisco and particularly the

Ontario legislation. I do not really see any place in the Ontario system

fee adult education as such. It seems to me that the system that you have

drawn up with your legislati ©n leads directly from the grade 12 technical

and science program into two more years of the same thing only more

advanced. I am wondering if you can explain to tiki just how you intend to

fit any adult education Y adult ctudeat intel ynur program on either the

techrO.cal or academic side.

MR. ST§CO:

First if you have indeed read the legislation,,as you say, you

are aware that the entrance requirements to a College of Applied Arts and

Technology are grade 12 graduationfrom any stream, oar 19 years of age

regardlesp of previous education, with no qualification. It is true that

the part of the program which the Minister explained in detail, today is :

really a program for people coming out of the secondary school ear people

coming back into it. But he also mentioned that we feel that our program
should be parallel both as to day and night, and that we feel very strongly
that a- great many or our eN4-ting adult programa - some or them operated

under program 5 and 4 - can be meshed into the college format. I would

feel that; with the local delegation of powers to the local level, if

there is not any real adult program in terms of meeting community needs

either for up-gradinf, or for interest groups, or for evening qualification

for day school programs, then there is something very radically wrong.

ve feel at this time that the adult enrollment, the off - formal -hours

enrollment, should be at least equal to, if not greater than the daytime

enrollment. I do not really plead guilty to the charge that there is no

room for adult education.
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WEAN SMITH:

I find myself acting as deputy leader at our table in the

Absence of the leader who was appointed. But I can assure you that my
first question has nothing to do with, he universities nor Alberta.

fie want to ask'another question about the Ontario set up41 It iS a

multi-barrelled question I am afraid. First of all, what autonomy do
the local Boards of Gslernors have in organizing programs std curricula

in the Ontario program? What is the possibility of duplication and who
is responsible for avoiding duplication either with the existing services

in institutions which are there now, or within new institutions that will

be developed? And finally, are the plans for the programs approved by the

Board of Regents or by the Department of Education or both if there is any

limitation on autonomy?

NR. SISCO:

The Board of Governors.has spelled out in the legislation the

right to introduce programs of a. local nature or of a particular nature

and issue certificates for these. The rationalizing body is the

provincial Council of Regents, which is really non-governmental and non-

nolltical, but is there to co-ordinate the program so that, if a. program

should be across 18 colleges it will be across 18 colleges because
meets a provincial need, whereas if it meets a local need only then it

may be offered in one college only. Now the Council of Regents, and

some members are here, would certainly jump up and beat their breasts

if I suggested they were a creature of the Department of Education. They

might be influenced by the Minister, but more as a person rather than as

an official. They have tremendous freedom of action in the approval of

local programs. and the Board of Governors has certainly complete freedom

of action in introducing programs that are of a. local application.

CHAIRMAN:

In British Columbia we have something comparable to the Board

of Regents called the Academic Board presided over by Dean Chant, former

Dean of Arts and Science at the University of British Columbia. We relate

to them in a way that is not altogether clear yet, but we really respect

their position. We think it is going to be a help in interpreting our
needs to the academic institutions and to the government. We believe we

have a friend at court in the Academic Board. The way in which community

colleges relate to this Academic Board for higher education is not quite

clear. I think this is an extremely important question. Are you sat-

isfied with the response, Dean Smith?

DEAN 614ITH:

To what extent is duplication likely with the existing facilities

or with new ones? What percent of the existing technical program will a
new technical program duplicate?

MR. STSCO:

None, because All our existing post-secondary technical instit-

utions rill be part of the regional college. There will not be two
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entities. We are not going to spend money to compete with ourselves. As
I said this morning, every institution of a post-secondary nature that

we have is going to be given away to a Board of Governors as part of their

complex. We certainly are not going to compete with ourselves with
provincial money in two different institutions.

CHAIRMAN:,

47

Dean Smith, you might be interested in a comment that was made

to us by the faculty of the University.of British Columbia when they

said of our academic program: "Please do not ape what we are doing.
There are so many faults with what we are doing, we would not want you

to repeat our errors. Create a program which is acceptable to the third

year of our university, programs which are similar, comparable but not

identical, to what we are already doings" It is a refreshing position I

think for a university to take. These are their comments and I think they

said the same to you, Dr. Wales.

DR. PER STENSLAND, University Of Saskatchewan:

Obviously the situation and conditions in the community set the
frame-work for our discussion aboiit what we teach and how we, teach and

how we administer. But at our4,abli we were concerned with.freedom and
the freedom of setting up a new institution. .So will all of you please

comment on the following question. What are the guiding principles that
should make it possible for us to give people freedom to participate in
planning a program - students, community and teachers. We believe that
when you talk about freedom to participate in planning you have to be a
little more precise, maybe a little bolder. I am reminded of a statement,
by a Norweg.lanland I am very conscious of the fact that I am a Swede.
Ibsen once said that.when you fight for freedom you do not put on your
best trousers. I thought you had your best trousers on this morning.
Would you put on yours labouring trousers and discuss how we can give
reel freedom to stude&a, community and teachers to participate in

planning a new institution?

MR. V1SHER:

I would like to say'iliat from a emdent point of view I think
the planning of paiticipation'comes at perhaps two-levels. One of course

is the student council, the-student body that operates within any college
or,univereity. Ono of the thAngs-one would want to Watch here is the kind
or Peopio who got on student councils, because often you get the rabble

rouser or th© perr3on who is really. interested in hearing only himself and

not particularly interested in seeing things improved within, the setting

itself.' The area I think that students should stay clear of . as I
mentioned earlier this morning - 4 that of the responsibilities of the
-administration.

C\

Now I think there are some members of the faculty of a community
college:here and I would like to invite them to comment it they wish to.
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MISS MARIANNE BOS6EN, Lakehead University:

Certain terms have been used such as student interest, student
participation, local needs, needs of the community, industry needs, and
also in a lot of contexts we have heard concern expressed about inter-
.provincial mobility. I am thinking of the need for mobility from one..
institution to another. In other words mobility within the educational
system. 1 do not think in curriculum planning we can ignore the sphere of
local needs, of student needs, but I would like to introduce an idea that
lifts it out of accidental factors and environmental factors and may help
to provide at least a common basis, and that is to look at the problem from
the point of view of occupational requirements. Occupation in the sense of
a family of jobs with common relationships and there are techniques for anae
lyzing occupations. In other words I would suggest oncupational analysis
such as is practised, for instance, in the federal Civic. Service Commission.
I have used some of their work in trying to establish what I should teach?
what method I might use, what,I should expect of students who are going
to be technicians. The national employment service has done work in this
respect and I rather expect there will be more work in the context of
labour market policy and programs. Since there is a suggestion that
students should participate, I must assume there is some dissatisfaction.
So to provide a commoi basis this less personal, less localized approach,
might be used.

MR. HOWARD DAY, Vancouver City College:

A year ago there wasn't a faculty assoaaiion at Vancouver City
College. We had all emerged from au adult education centre where .we had
been associated with the British Columbia teachers' federation,as a local
within Vancouver. And we struck a committee of five to maintain liaison
with the Vancouver School Board as development requirements should emerge.
By Septenber we had elected an executive and assigned committees to each
of the members thereof and were proceeding with professional development,
consideration of salary, of course, the matter of insurances the matter of
indemnity and any other problems w!)ich we thought a professional faculty
should be broaching. In that list I have mentioned professional develop-
.ment and on our faculty council there were representatives of the depart-
ments within the college itself and the department heads were given

. responsibility in the development of curriculum. Staff members themselves
in liaisoa with the university, with considerable consultation among
themselves and in many instances with businoss groups within the community,
"drew up the brief outline of the courses we should offer in the first year.
Now this has been a continuing process, but I would like to point out that
the faculty association itself is deeply involved in curriculum planning.

DR. STLTSLAND:

We suggested then if you are concerned with freedom you have to
be concerned with the legitimate contralizing forces in our society. So we
would ask how you would reconcile this concern for freedom with a justified
attention to the need for some.central control. There are obvious central
controls - legislation, accountability, professional standards, and so on.
How do you reconcile this central control with concern for freedom?

:44
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Well this is a fact of life in a democracy. I get the feeling

'sometimes that there is a real confusion between freedom and licence.

After all we do live in a democracy. The policies that were put forward by

the Minister today have had to have legislative approval. Admittedly it is

a provincial program, admittedly there is some direction in some areas from

the central government, this is a fact of democratic life. If you can

design a program so that everyone can run down his own alley no matter

who it affects, and at public expense, then I would like to hear about it.

But as far as I am concerned I am not very worried about the situation.

CHAIRMAN:

I would like to make comment if I may in response to our

situation in the Jest Kootenays. We are on the firing line on this subject

right now. First I would like to soy that the thing which restricts our

freedom more than anything else is our own restricted imagination and

sometimes lack of courage in creating a new form in the face of the

"cake of custom". I am appalled by the amount of energy and effort that

is'required in the area of innovation. And I wish - how often I wish -

since we are now creating an instant college and will never again have'

the same degree of freedom, the same degree of opportunity we presently

have, that I, as one associated in a humble way in the development of our

enterprise had a greater degree of imagination, a broader experience

and more courage to put ides into action. I 'think we have a community

in our area and in other places too (and I am sure this is so in Ontario)

that would listen with enthusiasm'to someone with the courage to

promulgate new curricula to meet ,a new age, to speak a new inaguage.

But no many of un when we come to a college come with our hags packed with

our old ideas. 4e think we are coming to a new institution. We think we

are creating a new institution. And I thought so too. But when I opened

my bags and put out that paraphernalia of ideas or the shelves of the

office found that they are ofd ideas. In many ways we Are pouring old

notions into what could be a new form. That is a theoretical observation.

Secondly, I ought to say that we had two large seminars in which

the community helped to instruct us and we have had two elections or

referenda in which the community voted and these are very powerful ways

in which the community is involved in deterdining curricula and freedom.

Have we satisfied this important discussion on freedom before we wove on?

Freedom exists in itc ounstant defence and in its constant restatement,

doenn't it?

MR. PaER BARGEN, Superintendent of Schools, Edmonton.

We ranged over all the qtestions thrown out at the beginning of

this session. One we want co concentrate on for a minute is something

that we, at our table at least, found a bit confusing. It is a matter. of

Ci
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terminology which we may think we have already resolved. But one thing

that struck our fancy was that the term "open door policy" has been used

quite extensively at this conference and yet on the basis of the discussion

this morning we. as a table felt that thia may have. been lip-service only.

Maybe the,door is a bit ajar and we allow the university transfer, the

university preparatory students through. Now are we serious in adopting

the idea of "open door" policy as part of the concept of community colleges?

And if this is so how are we going to get this.downward extension to the

No% of-th people that will be involved in the rest of the space that this

"door" implies. Perhaps, Mr. Chairman, the question is directed to you

because you halal talked about your college. We have the brochure. It has

a very good introduction, but somehow wo feel it in inconsiatent with what

follows in relation to this question of open door. Woull you care to

comment?

CHAIRMAN:

Yes, I think it was at. Paul who said: What I would, I do not,

and what I would not, that I do. It is a very difficult thing to put into

operation the principle of the "open door", to have a consistent philosophy

and carry with one in a consistent philosophy a faculty, and a community,

a university and a high school which one articulates. It is not an easy

question. There are all kinds of implications. First of all I would like

to ask Bert Wales in his Situation to comment on the "open door" because his

door is a good deal more "open" than ours is for understandable regional

differenceu.

DR. WALLS:

I think you spelt out very nicely the problems of accommodating

the wishes and aspirations of so many different groups. We /lave an "open

door" policy which I think I will say is in spite of the government. The

government's definition is "Post grade 12". Our board in 1962 1963

decided that it must do something about the adults who had very little

formal education and who now wanted to complete their high school. And

we were told to establish an adult high.school. We were amazed at the
numbers who came backs and we were determined to continue this as a part
of the total college service, to have an "open door". During the past year

we have had 456 persons attending in the daytime"on a full time basis in

our adult high nchool. These are persons working at the senior levels
of tho n000ndary uchool ny4tem* We do not give 'any4hing below grade 10
officially, although we have a standing offer to take anybody and put him
in a private special tutorial class and bring him up to a level whe-e he

can start at that type of program. That is the day program.

This fall we are integrating the evening high school program
into that so that it will be part of a college preparatory service as part

of our "open door" college. 4e had 25,000 last year in our night school
program on the same basis. Our main problem here has been the curriculum
and we now see hopes that the provincial government will accept and recog-

ilize a program offered by the college on a credit. basis as a suitable

prograth for adults. We are having particular success in the Znglish and
Social Study fields which for many adults are the most frustrating.
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CHAIRMAN:

To answer your question as far as it concerns Selkirk College"

I would like to repeat :a paragraph that we wrote about this which is all

that can be said at the present time witrout going into the fine print of

subject requirements and such. "The requirement of the College for ad-

mission is graduation from High School. While all may enter, not all may

stay. The "open door" policy permits ease of access. The doer will be

closed, however, on students who do not achieve satisfactory grades.

Every student will be offered an opportunity to succeed. Witti individual

counselling and good instruction, the College intends that its students

will be outstanding successes when they begin their studies in a university."

This is a complicated matter and it is more complicated than when

I wrote those words. For example, there are students who are presently

saying in the high school: "We don't have to do very well on our examinations*

I don't have to work. We can always go to the college. They will take

anybody." We have had to make certain restrictions to prevent that devel

opment in the high school and this is a serious question.

RUZSTION;

Could I follow this with perhaps a statement, but also a question.
Those of us who have not developed the community college in the way it is
devploping in Ontario. or in the way British Columbia is adop.Oingt what

guide do we have to the concept for which we shOuId be striving. Should
it pe "open door" in the sense that the answer has been given's or should it
be open door in the sense that every adult person who is able to walk and

talc should find something in this institution to help him up-grade or
improve his personal,. social, educational or economic skills? Or is this
too idealistic?

CHAIRMAN:

Not for me. It is our goal. But there are a variety of programs,
there are a variety of admissions, there are a variety .of levels which cam
appeal. I hope that we will be able to accommodate everybody who comes to
our door for One thing or another* But we cannot accommodate them, nor do

we want to, in our academic program, nor indeed in our technol.ogical program.
There are two other programs - a college preparatory program and an evening
program. There may be even a basic second language for new Canadians*
So in those four or five Programs there is a variety of opportunities that
the college can provide, a variety of needs it can serve within our
particular community. I know this is true of Dr. Wales as well.

This is fine, but when we talk of transfer :courses: in the academic
programs we are still dealing only with the 2a$11. What, about the 80%2 This
JO the big quost4on. florhaps we are not emphasizing thin enough. And
perhaps also I raised the question becaune I come from a particular back.*

ground. We have junior colleges in Alberta which are highly university
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universities are alree in.

DR. ALAN THOMAS, Director, CAME:

I cannot contribute anything to thiS except the same concern that
other people have. It seems to me that what we are discussing at the moment

is the fundamental moral quality of the society. If education has achieved

the kind of stature and power that it appears to have achieved, and if
it is so that you cannot really survive in the society without access to
the opportunity to change yourself, this seems to me implies free will on
your side, but also the fact that there are some implacable circumstances .

that you cannot pretend are not them. It seem: to me that the evolution
of our concern for poverty, vihich has emerged from the multi-problem city

study that has been done over the last t years, has indicated to us that

our present method of selection which took place in the existing educational

institutions was too restrictive. That is ve were over-selecting, and

we found ourselves with increasing numbers,' of citizens who seemed to be

unable to cope. In my view the political wisdom of the groups that have

pushed wars on poverty and anti-poverty programs of this sort lies in the

fact that you cannot have large numbers of citizens of a state who exist

within the political system but outside the economic one. These am the

'seeds of revolution no matter how tidy and how stable and conservative your
society may be. A multiplicity of institutions should mean a total "open

door" policy within the society. Not that anyone can get into any instit-

ution, but that there is no one who cannot find some institution in which

he can receive the kind of response which enables him to take the steps side-

ways, upwards, or whichever way he wants to go.

If we do not have this kind of policy then we are going to fail

into the old trap. The community college - in my own feeling - is the

hopeful new innovation. But it is possible thet it is not going to meet

all these needs. Some one said, I think Norman Sisco, that the community
college may evolve in different places and in different ways, perhaps in
a way in which it itself becomes selective, and we will have to invent

another institution. As an educational response to a changing society,

I do not see why we should not accept the fact that we are going to go on

inventing institutions. And it seems to me the "open door" policy is a
total one, but one which involves a variety. of institutions to which people
have access.

MR. STUART TliZEDIE, Director of ilextension, University of I,ianitoba:

I would like to direct attention to a particular segment in
this '80% of our popu3.e.tion to whiee continuous referonce has been made.
That is the increasing portion thereof who used to be called senior
citizens. we now no longer attach that title to them, but I think we
should bear in mind that an increasing segment of our community :!.s in the
age bracket 65 plus. My suggestion is not that community colleges should
provide a playground for the older citizen; but my suggestion is most
definitely that the community colleges have a responsibility to assist
in the preparation of the older citizen in, order that he may move with
some dignity and self-satisfaction into a period of retirement which is
now, and in the future going to be consid.era.bly longer than was hitherto
the,case. It is my belief that if those responsib3.e for the development
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of community colleges consciously or unconsciously remain as relatively
youth-oriented as has been demonstrated by the discussion today so far,
then these Colleges will find that they command a rapidly decreasing
measure of public support. And Iineed hardly point out the difficulties

that would then arise.

DEAN SMITH:

In a sense the second question from table 8 ties into some of the
points which have been raised in recent discussion and it goesback to the
matter of the 'portion' which has been discussed so many. times. This
mornings rather heatedly, somebody suggested that something like 5% of the
students in community colleges might be going on to university. We have

heard reference just now to 2Q%, The question really is what proportion
of the students in community colleges are going to be in vocational,
technical or other prOgrama and what proportion in the university transfer

Programs. We know now that in the United States, according to Dr. Medsker's
book, about two-thirds of the students in junior colleges or community
colleges across the United States, not just in California, are in university
transfer programs because of the current pressure. You have heard about
the situation in Alberta at great length. You have not heard me say that
deploy() it jut.t as much as Dz.. Andrew Stewart or anybody else. I deplore

the feat that the last three junior colleges in Alberta, at the request
of their own communities, are offering only university transfer programs.
However, the question is not what it is now, but what is it really going
to be, what is really the proportion of the students in junior colleges
who are going to be university transfer students? In other words how4big
is the 'dog' and how big is its tail, and in a sense why should Ontario
cut the tail off, if, in fact, this is what they are proposing to do?

MR. SIX°.

Well this is getting to a 'yes you are' - 'no you are not' kind
of an argument. I can assure you that when I referred to 5% I did not do
it haatedly I ad it coldly And daliberatoly. f do not rtially think that,
it the university desires to continue its very important role as guardian
of knowledge and research, you can force 40%, 50V0, (OS, or 70% of the
Population through the narrow end of this funnel, All of us who are
sitting here today are here in a sense standing on the backs of thousands
and thousands of people who are making a real contribution in producing
a nationalweelth that is making Canada great. Y do ;not think that there
are very many people here who do one damn thing directly to swell the
gross national product. And I do not really think that Ontario has cnt,the
taiI off in this sense when it is admittedly designing a post-secondary
system for the 80% of people who, while they certainly have a great deal
of intelligence, are not suited. o the theoretical, abstraCt discipline-
oriented university-type of education. And I do not think that the
alternative is necessarily a vocational technical education, I think that
there in a tremendous area in the middle of useful, broad, general,
education with applications, the type of education that is related to life,
is related to human problems, is related to living and is related to a
better adaptation to society in an eza of change, but is quite different
from the normal university subject-directed approach, think that the
8054 are worthy of a great deal of consideration and I make no apologies
for the program at all.
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QUESTION:

There is the question of the adult student. He is golug to be
there if he wants technical or post-secondary technical education, or a
transfer program to university, or a post-secondary academic education,
but are you going to have non-credit types of education which will prepare
someone for living and not for a job and not for a transfer to university
all kinds of courses which do nit exist in universities, do not exist in
high school?

MR. SISCO:

Well tins is what I have been trying to say all day. We are
not going to have one damn credit course under a College of Applied Arts
and Technology legislation. It is all going to be geueral education for
adults or anybody else. Any university transfer program is going to be
operated by the university, for the university and by university staff,
and credit courses are one thing which we are not concerned about.

DR. GARNET PAGE, bigineering Institute of Canada:,

If there is to be the degree of autonomy which we have been led
to believe will be given to Boards of Uovernors of the community colleges,
and if it is in fact true that the present institute of technology type
programs will be carried on in, community colleges, what steps are being
taken provincially within the Department of Education to ensure that the
requirements for continued federal financial aid under the federal-provin-
ciai agreements will be met. Is there a consideration being given to
this so we won't have a foul. upset which we had a litt7.e while ago in a
certain province not Ontario.

smcq:

That is a very good question, Dr. Pagel and I am,glad that you
asked it as a counter-balance to the questions I have been asked about
complete freedom, And this is partly why my Branch of the Department of
Education is the administrative arm of the Council of Regents. Now despite
all that I have said about autonomy of the Boards of Governors and so on,
we foresee as I have said a provincial program based on. a certificate
signed by the Minister which must have approval from his officials, and in
the institute of technology programs, the engineering technology, in the
technician programs, in the sandwich courses for the Department of Labour,
in some of the business courses, we feel that a minimum provincial
standard must be met. We have an administrator and supervisor of
curriculum who has a staff and whose responsibility it is to sit down with
advisory committees, and with the staffs of various colleges, to develop
minimum criteria for thesb certifiable areas at a provincial level and 'co
ensure that the colleges meet these standards. Otherwise they will not be
getting provincial support.
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SUMMARY

DR. J. LOUBSER - miyamity of Toronto

When I said that. I wan a novice, what I really meant was that

teeny wan n learning experinnee tor me :end the, first thing I want to say

io to thank you for thnt expertence in adult odueution. What I will try

to Give you here wilt he the responses of a student of very recent vin-.

tage who did not have mitch time to contemplate the experiences that he

had. You will not question the frankness of my remarks because I was

genuinely impreased with the general tone and calibre of the proceedings

here today. I think that you can congratulate yourselves because many

conferences beat about the bush and never get tc discussing the real

issues. What I found was, from the Minister's address this morning and

the panel discussion afterwards, concern focused on the relations of a

community college, or whatever the term is you prefer to use, to other

institutions in society, to the local community, to the society as a

whole, to other educational institutions, particularly the.high schools

and the universities, to commerce and industries, and the various needs

that are felt to exist within the community to which this particular form

of educaticinal institution is supposed to be a response to. I find myself

very much in a position of having to do little more than summarize here

because many people have in their questions brought up the these that I

have noticed running through this conference. I think there could have

been more concern with what the community college is all about, what con-

ception do we really have, where does it really go, what does it try to

do in the community. Now this is a tremendously complex issue, of course,

and perhaps yesterday, when I was not here, you talked the whole day

about it. You may already have some idea of the many thingt, the community

college will be trying to do in the society. Today's focus on the rela-

tionships of the community college to other institutions, and to the

society as a whole, is perhaps a healthy balance to what you discussed

youterday. Maybe my concern is simply a reflection of my sensitivities

an a sociol.., J11; . who i ri inclined to look at the relations mote; *Grim

and institutions rather than at the think; itself.

But in this general area of the relations of the community col-

lege to other institutions, to government., to local community and to

academic institutions, I think that the issues have b'ecn defined very

often as 'either' or 'or' questions; either an open door or a relatively

clear-cut und conni;:tont pnliey of selectivity; either the democracy in-

volved In local suppert for colleges; or ventral government plannith, and

control; either full student participation or none; freedom in planning,

or control by boards of directors, boards of government and so forth.

I think this is bound to be a s Lewhat over-simplified version of what

in actuality one would expect to find. And that more often than not,

it will be a matter not of 'either' or 'or', but of "both". And

on1mnint1y with reoport to the matter of freedom and control, Mr. 60.3C0

had a very hard time to try to make hit; polnt that central control sand

reeulation does not inevitably mean a lack of democracy or the lack of

freedom for people to participate in whatever is being done.

Now from my particular background as a South African, with my

primary educational experience in South Africa, I was relatively surprised

to find myself on the whole in tune with what you have heed discussing.



I do not know whether I have been brain-washed and socialized and indoctrin-

ated by North American society in so many ways that I cannot distingUish

any more between what is South African and what is not. On the whole, I

responded to this concern with adult education and with trying to create

an institutional sphere for people who fall between the terminating aims

of the high school system on the one hand, and the higher and more ethezecl

and more ivory-tower concerns of the university. But what was refreshing

to me here was the quality of this concern for creating opportunities for

everyone in society to learn, to change to the extent that he desires to

change, in response to the rapid changes that are going on around him in

society. And this is refreshing, mainly because the situation from which

I come is slightly more regimented. I think I should eliminate that word

"sliGhtIy"; at this stage it is:tremendously more regimented. It thinks

of people much more in terms of categories. It cannot create a rane of

opportunities for people on the basis of performance standards, but it

operates on the basis of some described status they have in. society, ac-

cording to race or colour or what have You. Now I am not unrealistic

enough to say that Canada is entirely free of this, but I was very pleasant-

ly struck kr the fact that these concerns were entirely absent from your

discussions. I presume that even if you had considered the position of an
Indian in this whole scheme you would have applied the same sort of stand-

ards.

Let, me say finally that I very much liked the concern with the.

"open.door" policy and with creating a balance of institutions that can
keep it as widely open as possible, and at the same time maintain the
standardsappropriate to each institution's function. I vary much liked

the idea of the freedom of staff and students to participate in planning
and the community control in whatever institutions are created. But I

also liked the emphasis - and I think that it is much more realistic - on
the need for central direction in creating a whole new set of institutions

that would respond to the'needs of the society. I liked the idea of

creating a potential of mobility. What we are concerned with here is to

try to enable people to be as mobile as possible, and I feel that we face

two conflicting tendencies. On the one hand the emphasis is on giving
'people an oPPortunity to learn, and on the other hand, there is a tendency
to say, let's make this learning as specific as possible to community needs,

to the requirements of business and industry. lr would not under-estimate

the importance of that issue, I think it is something that will plague

us for generations.

I read the White. Paper of the Association today for the first
time. I was struck by this concern with providing opportunities for
people to learn, to change in response to.the changes in society. I

think the other important thing, which is perhaps less salient there but

needs to my mind similar emphasis, is the need, for institutional flexi.

bility ':o create institutions that themselves will have the capacity to

change continuously in response to the changing demands, not only of the

more immediate community which they are founded to serve but of the

larger society. And it was refreshing to find an awareness here of the

problem of our human condition as, what we call, symbol-using animals.
We create ideas and they become our stock-in-trade in thinking, about

education or any part of life, and-we so often get stuck with them. is
Mr. Campbell said: We try to found a new institution and we c0000nly
find we have a bagful of old ideas".
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It is inevitable that we should approach innovation, as Gordon

Campbell said, with n nultentlf. full of existing or old ideas. It iu

inovituble, ni.evre.nry nad prep r that, we should approach it with oxinmta.

tions, habitri . both of mind and practice . drawn from our present .

experience in education. It is I think possible, that is it seems to me

in most of our discussions so far, use have tended only to look at differ-

ent patterns of educational administration and planning in our concern

for community colleges. It strikes me that it might be very important

for us to look outside of education altogether for administrative models.

If we come with anj sets of expectations, perhaps the ones we

hold most deeply are those that we hold with respectlo teaching and to

teachers. It is inevitable that each of us confronts the evolution of

this institution with perhaps an almost unexamined set of assumptions

about what a teacher is, and what teaching is or should be in these insti-
tutions. A great deal of what we said yesterday and the day before pre-

sumbly came from assumptions made about thin, and whethftr we aro going to

chan6e them or not, it seems to me important that we should know what kind

of assumption we are approaching, this educational adventure with. All of

you know that there are a number of models of teaching, both predominant,

in the coatemporary society, and historical in the sense that we remain'
them without maximizing them or Booking them out at the present time. And

let me review just some of them as X see them. The panel members may not

accept them in this way and it is probably a gdad thing. if, Muff dD no*

One of course is the university model, a model in conflict at

the moment within the institution itself. A model which puts the teacher

and the resewicher into a common bundle, a model which includes a view

that participation in research makes the teaching effective and that some

how these tw6 functions must be joined - the model which was drawl' from

one of the historical institutions that have gone into the contemporary

Canadian university. One important aspect of this is that, at least in

theory, the subject is not taught unless there is a c9mpetent in to teach*
Now this is, in my view, a very important distinction. It does not always

work that wcy but at least certainly at the excduate level, and still in

some parts of undergraduate work, unless there is an able man one does

not offer UP: uubjuct.

The second major dominar.t image of the teacher, of course, is

the public school, the secondary school teacher, a person who is moon-
Bible for carrying out a pre-determined set of studies or presentations.

He may he involved in the development of that course of studies or he m*y

not he. Hut he it; n unit tend is relatively interchangeable one in a

witioLy nprtuld, genermIty uniformaily adminintered fly:041'10'm. Itift education

of, if you like, compulsory students. One of the imporuant asp:eta of
this and there are many, is that in this case the school is opened and
the course is offered whether th*me is a competent teacher or not. To

my knowledge we do not, and have not for some 70 years, closed a school
in Canada because there were no teachers for it. That is,no fully-

.
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trained teachers. We open the school, provide the children and the books,
and the administration and then we find a teacher and hope we can train

that teacher along the way. This is another model it seems to me of
teaching within a concept of education.

A third model is one that has grown slowly not always in the
public eye and this is the teacher who has been teaching la the Growing
vocational and technical program. In this case an intensely practical
man for whom, if 7011 like, vocational experience substitutes for research'

and in whom an importaat cont.-,t with the tract ice of a craft or vocation

is regarded as indispensable to his ability to convey'that skill or voca-
tion to his students. Again let me be quick to say that these are not
exhaustive, merely suggestons about some of the characteristics of the
models that we approach thie situatIon with

Finally there is' an older historical notion of teacher and there
is in this concept a problem which has'always created a certain diffidence and

ambivalence in the field from which I come.; which is adult education.
Adult education has ne7er been very comfortable with the word teacher.
If you look at the literature you will find that the,word *.ead.-::. is as

often used. And this is partly because there is a mixture of concept iza
Which the notion of the teacher in the prophetic sense Gandhi, Mohammed,
Chritt, the areat reformers, who were called teachers, in which teaching
is, completely individual and inescapable from a way of life and a form
of action, is mixed with thenotion of teaching as the conveying of skills,
of understanding, of disciplined activities; And all thraugh the historY
of adult education you can find a mixture of these two concepts.
introduce this because both Dr. Medsker and Dr. Montague raised issues
which we did not.discuss at all yesterday and that was the notion of the
community college as itself engaged in social change, as an institution
which because it has dropped-the notion of preparation becomes involved
in social change. And pro Aontague followed this by asking a very imPort-
ant questiaa about what kind of life a teacher leads in that kind of
institution under that kind of circumetance,and you will remember that
the model he introduced was Socrates and v;c1.:tg!.1 th^se

it seems to me, are part of the environmeat the context of discussion
today.

I would like to introduce now the panel members and I am going
to ask them very quickly in one or two.minutes to say what model of
teacher they have in mind, or what model of teaching they have in mind
for the community college. Thea I am going to ask each one of them to
expand on the kinds of issues that the development of a teaching staff
and of a particular kid of teaching staff raises. Now let me first

introduce them.

A man you have already met, Professor Edward J. Monahan, from
the Canadian Association of University Teachers; Dr. Robin Harris, Dean
of Innis College at the University of Toronto and for four years a member
of the Toronto Board of Education; Robert Gwilliam, of the Training
Branch, Mepartmeat of Citizenship and Immigration, soon to be the Manpower
Department; and Brick Robb, Secretary of the Ontario Secondary School
Teachers' Federation.
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MR. kIDWARD J. MONAHAN:

I am very conscious of the remark which Dr. Page made last evening
about prejudices involving people being down on what they are not up on.
And I would immediately take issue with the models which Alan has so
briefly sketched and suggest that he has presented us with rather an
impossible task. It seems to me, and this is one comment I would like to
make with renpect to the proceedingu of the pant two dayn, that the notion
of the communiLy college in not a notion at all. It is a series of notions
and I do not think that it is capable of being defined in terms of any
specific set of objectives. And since it is not capable as a concept of
being defined in terms of specific objectives which might be embodied in
one institution, I do not think it is possible to describe, either briefly
or at length, the kind of teacher who would be the best in this kind of
institution. .It seems to me that we are making a mistake - I am only
suggesting this. We have been talking about the need for community colleges
to fill in the gaps in our educational needs in contemporary society. We

have talked about the need of flexibility, the need of serving many kinds
of people with their particular educational objectives both formal and
informal. We have talked about the failure of the formal school system,
elementary, secondary, tec;Inical, vocational, university. The failure of
the system nn it in prenentiy conntrueted to meet the very needs of a large
pereenuage, poring** the majority of our population. Yot it aotms to me we
very blindly M3UUMO that all of these needs can be met by a new kind of

institution, Well it seems to me that we are putting our faith, in this new
kind of institutiaa which is probably, or should be, many kinds of initit-

utions,

DR. ROBIN HARRIS:

Of the four models you mentioned obviously, in my opinion, we are
talking about the third. I notice that in describing the first two, the
university teacher and the school teacher, you had no difficulty in talking
at great length and anybody in this room could probably write quite a long
essay on how university teachers are irained and how they are not trained,
and how school teachers are trained or not trained, But I also noticed
thut when you came to talk about the training of ,this practically-oriented
teacher you quickly slid into the fourth category. In other words that is
the one that is not defined and that is the one that,as far as I am concerned
has to be defined. I am not particularly impressed by the fourth model you
cite. You are really talking about the mystic, the poet, the seer, who
because of the quality of his thought and spirit and his innate capacity
to communicate this, happens also to be a person who does communicate
in a telling fashion. But one thing I know from history is that you cannot
train poets, you cannot train seers, and you cannot train mystics, so I
think it is a muddy ground, it sounds very nice but it is highly romantic.

DR. &WERT GW/LLIM:

The problm, it neemn to me, in one of both looking at the nupply
and demand sIde. We should be looking at the audience that the community
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college will be addret5sing and this I believe should be the adult segment

of our communit:r. And the other thisg which we should be lookinn al, is the

world of work acid that i4 just one aspect I suppose of one's life. The

community collese I think has a role to play in helping significant numbers

of our adult population to fit into the world of work in a more significant

way than they are doing at the moment. And the thing which has disturbed

me in the last two days is our assumptions about the need to continue our

"cream skimming" operation of merely digging a little deeper into that top

ten or fifteen percent of the population pool of talent. We aro, concerned
about the people who nearly made the university, who nearly mad; technical

institutions; ',hat about the other 850 I would just suggest to you very

quickly that btLsically our education system is saying to those people that

unless you have a Ph.D. you are a drop-out, and I think that our community

colleges should be regarding themselves essentially as training the drop.

outs and that includes most of us.

DR. BRICK ROBB:

I find myself under a'bit of a handicap in not having been present

at the previous sessions so I do not know whether this group has arrived

at any consensus at all as to the aims and objectives of the community

colleges we are talking about. I think I would like to make this observa-

tion that the one thing we cannot do is to define a sort of stereotype

of the ideal teacher for this kind of an institution for I do not think

there is any such animal. I think we should be thinking in terms of a

variety of types of teachers which will be necessary in an institution

which hue such a diversity of aims and objectives as seen. to be the

airs and objectives of the community college. I do not think we can say

that thv community colleu.e teecher must have this au opposed to that, or

must have this along with that. I think we will have to recognize the

fact that there will be many kinds of teachers in this kind of an institu-

tion if it is to do an effective piece of work. My observations of course

come from a person who is secondary school oriented completely and one of

the 4ifficulties the secondary school system hes faced has been its

unwillingnesn to accept the fact that

there is no formula which can be applied willy-nilly to all purrions who are

necessity for teachers - whether they be university teachers, or trAWCIAIL

recognize a wide divergence in background qualificatigns'and competence

own. I do not think you can define a stereotype of the ideal teacher.

depending on the nature of the teaching job. I think the teaching

everyone, so that we can all say we are teachers and therefore all alike.

of the four types which Dr. Thomas has mentioned - to learn ho.! to work

side by side as confreres, rubbing shoulders with people whose backbround,

experience and so called qualifications are vastly different from their

And one of the v:al problems this coLloge in going to have to face im the

going to teach successfully at the secondary school level. We have to

to the
d:Icihttn:JI:frela:hoil,1

suffers
an

profession,

CHAIRMAN:

Now 1 think we will give our paneliAits a chance to bite more



deeply into the topic and to raise and comment on a variety of kinds of.
issues which face us whether or not we MI agree upon a single model or' .a
series of models of teachers and teaching in these new institutions. Some
of the issues that were raised in a preliminary round yesterday were
problems of where are we going to find teachers for the institutions we
are now opening, I am sorry that Gordon Campbell is not still here for.
one of the things he told 126 josterday was that he had, about 1,500
applications fov 32 positions at Selkirk College, and that he 104 been
surprised by this number of responses when he had approached the problem.*
with the expectation that it would be very difficult to even get the initial
enquiries. The are other issues such as the pre-Und inisservipe.trapiOrthat
will be necessary for the evolution of these institutions, which will be..
largely in the hands of the teaching staff presumably. It seemed to me very
clear yesterday from Mr. Fisheroho indicated that as a student the Persia.
tent and most telling impact he had with the college was through the in..'
structors and the relationship he had with those instructorsIthat this is
where the quality of life in the institution presumably is contained. So-

let's go back again and give our panelists a chance to move further into
this subject and deal with some of the questions that seem to them to be
uppermost ::.11 their minds.

DR., MONAHAN:

There are two points which I would like to make, one directly con-
cerned with the matter of the role of the teacher in the institution. Now
here I would admit very freely and immediately my own prejudices as ..a mem-
ber of the Canadian Association of. University Teachers which is currently.
very interested in pushing faculty participation in university governmeAt
But apropos of the remarks that Mr. Fisher made yesterday and the other
remarks having to do with the role of students in these institutions with
specific reference to curriculum, planning and other essential aspects of
the institution, my impression was that remarkably too little awareness was
shown of what in my mind is absolutely essential . namely the establishment
of some structure within the institution, whatever curricular programs it
develops, which will actively engage student representatives and a teaching
staff on the continuous planning and revision of curricula. think that
Mr. Beauregard's summary of the plans in the province of Quebec are much-
in advance of the thinking on this subject which was represented by other
parties in the discussion and I could not emphasize too much my own cones
viction that the teachers and the students have to be given a place in the
institution for continuous contributions in this area.

The second comment I want to make involves what we term as the
in-service training of teachers. We have very frequently mentioned in the
last couple of days the need for new programs of study in these institu
tions, the rapidly .4 increasing development of knowledge and technology
It seems to me that at all levels of our educational system from the
elementary right on through, we have totally inadequate provisionslar
the continuous re-training of teachers. The concept of sabbatical leave
in the university is far from commonly accepted. A year off after seven,
this is considered to bo a luxury. When you get down to the elcsmentary
and secondary school systems, by and large we seem to provide for inuoservice
training of teachers by the carrot of a few more dollars if you get an
academic degree by one and two-day weekend institutes. But this is really



not enough by half,'and it seems to me that one of the things we must do
in our educational system and certainly in our new types of institutions,
is to set up, to build in as carefully as we can, provisions for the
continuous in-service training of teachers. Whether it be six months off
from teaching every two years or three years, whether it be two months off
every year, this can be worked. out and should be worked out, but I really
think we should provide this very much more adequately,

MR. ROBB:

Well I think I agree'very much with the last speaker. I think
that this is one of the problems to be faced in considering teac!iitg staff
for the new community college. However, the longer I am in this game, and
I have been in it too long now I am afraid, the more I am conscious of the
fast that about all we can do is to see problems and hope that somebody
else is going to be able to find the answer. The problems are not too

difficult to see and I think that one of the.real ones in connection with
the community college follows along the line of what I said earlier. After

all, a person is educated in an institution and what I am trying to say
here is that the teacher does not work in isolation. Each student who
attends one of the institutions is subjected to a number of teelchers and
if he is to get what seems to me to be an education, it is imperative that
the teaching staff be more than a collection of individuals, each working
on the student in the area of his own particular discipline and from his
own particular philosophy. What I am really trying to say is that the
staff, of an institution has to develop a kind of esprit de corps and be
come in sense a team in which each recognizes the part which the other has
to play in the educative process. This ha become difficult inn, sect, nary

schools with the introduction of a much broader base for secondary educa-
tion and the necessity of bringing into the schools, the people who, I
have acid earlier, have a background of training quite different from the
traditional academic teacher. How these people are to work side by side
to share a community of interest, to share a common objective and to pool
their resources rather than working at logger heads, is a real problem.
And to bring it down to a very mundane level, perhaps it's not so mundane.

. how do you decide on an issue like salaries to be paid? The honour
graduate in mathematics who is teaching a strictly or largely aradomic
program, vis -a-vis the highly practical individual with the background
of industry Who is teaching only on a-part-time basis and whose approach
is practical rather than theoretical. How do you equate these two people
if you label them both as teachers? How do you 'have them each recopieve
the importance of the other in the over-all picture and each recognize
their function as a member of the team? It seems to me that the person
.who tries to administer a college with this kind of heterogeneous
teaching staff is going to have a real problem in developing this esprit
do corps which rtnink is essential, this sense of a teaching team
rather than a collection of individuals each labouring away in their own
manner and own discipline.

Now this kind of team development can, of course, be pursued
along a.great many other lines. How 'do you equate working load, for
example? The person who spends most of his time in the classroom, vis-
aevis the person who spends little time in the classroom and much'time
inftmiliarizinghimself with now developments which he will have to



do to keep up with the technological and technical branches of the instun

tution. These are problems as I see them. I have no part:Lela= answers'

to them and this is why I said earlier that I do not think you can define,

a stereotypes I think you have to recognize that there are many kinds of

teachers. Perhaps the problem of integrating these variations into a

cohesive staff whole could be in part overcome if we started off with a

variety of designations and got away from the traditional practice of

labelling everyone onithe staff as a teacher or a professor or whatever

title you may use, and recognized initially that there are a variety of

functions here and therefore there should be a variety of labels. Ptr-

haps the economic value of one group vis-a-vis another group will be

different in term of salary to be Paid; Perhaps they will be different

in terms of work load. I do not know the answer but I am suggesting that

labelling them all teachers is going to increase the problem of creating

this esprit de corps rather than decreasing it.

I have sometimes said that we could have a completely harmonious

ntaff /n any educational institution if we' could only devise a method of

paying them whereby every teacher got at least $100 more per year than

every other teacher. This would <solve all our problems, but to date we

have not been able to deduce this kind of a situation: T also agree that

this need for in-service training is going to be very, 'very important in

the community college, but the degree of importance again is going to vary

depending on the pature of the work the teacher is doing. I do not know,

Mr. Chairman, that I can come up with any answers but I am suggesting that

there are real problems in this area.

While I agree with Mr. Robb that there will have to be many

different kinds of teachers in this new institution, think this is a

separate area. I think there are, in some respects, differences

between the university on the one side and the secondary and public

school on the other. I think there has to be a common base. But we are

talking about a third area and not simply an expansion of either of the

traditional two. The community college is first of all a post-secondary

institution and therefore it is different from the public and secondary

school in the fact that the teacher can assume motivation, there is no

question or ought not to be, of discipline., There is not the necessity

of giving something to students who do not know what they need and must

in a sense be directed. At the College of Applied Arts and Technology,

if it is a question or re-training, or whether, it is a form of adult

education, whether you admit students with a grade 10 standing but on the

sort of basis that the university admits the matureistudent because he is

25 years old and doesn't insist on the entrance requirements of the

students coming fresh from high school - you are still assuming motivation

and the teacher's role has to be based on that. And this suggests to me

that the kind of training that the community college teacher has will be a

different one than that appropriate for the elementarY or the secondary

school teacher.

On the other side it is a post-secondary institution but it is

not a university and therefore it has a practical orientation rather

than a theoretical orientation and therefore there should be no



requirement for research, in the preparation of the teacher. That it.; to
say, one should not require the teacher in the community college to
demonstrate a capacity for research or to let gresearch or capacity for it
have anything to do with his initial appointment, his promotion or the
firi.ng of-him.

Secondly, I think there has to be a common base. Of the second-
ary and elementary school teacher we actually require or will, be in the
process of requiring over the next 5, 10 or 15 years, a LA. or first
degree. We require university teachers to have a B.A. and then to go. on
to something more, an M.A. or Ph.D. We require the secondary school
teacher to have a B.A. and then to go on to, take teacher training for a
per. iod of time. We are in the process of requiring the elementary school
teacher to do essentially the same thing, to have a LA. plus some direct
preparation for 'he work they will do in the school. I think it follows
that the general requirement, the thing that, would be required of all
teachers in the community college would also be a B.A. as a starting
point or the kind of aeademic training in the general education field
which places the person. in the, position where he can give the kind of
counsel and advice already suggested by, one of the other members of the
panel. So then I think it is a question of thinking an terms of a basic
academic training to the first degree level plus, and where this area will
differ from both the university teaching and secondary- elementary school
teaching is in what that plus will

Thirdly, I would like to something about the problem of su-
ply. I do not believe there really is in the long run a probleM of finding
enough teachers' for the community colleges or indeed for any of our schools.
I think that the way society is increasingly working most people are in the
business of teaching. I suspect that if one a job analysis of what
the manager of this hotel does, one would find that a considerably proper-
tion of his time is involved in teaching. That is to say. conveying inform-
ation and persuading people that something should be done or learned 00
and of getting people to apply their minds in a particular direction. I
think this is what most of the people in all these buildings around here
do. The insurance firms, Eaton's and Simpson! s, the executive type person
even. at the jun.ler executive level is very normally performing a teaching
function. I think this is natural to man as a sort of social aims,.
Since we are all teachers here I assume, we, all 'mow what excitement there
is in teaching and it should 13.0t therefore surprise us to find that this
kind of excitement can operate for large numbers of people. I think
perhaps 50% of the people in Canada, perhaps 75% are potential. teachers
in some direction and I think it is a question then of finding them and of
directing. them to it.

think back to my own experience as an undergraduate. I went to
university with the intention of being a lawyer. I had never thought of
teaching at all A series of accidents happened, accidents in the sense that
I happened to have been in a =particular room that might very well never
have been in, and somebody else happened to be in that room, and as a re-
sult of this kind of thing, I became a teacher. But it was an accident.
If the accident of that particular circumstance had not occurred, I would
have been in a law office right' now. I think of the other 50 people who
wer: in my particular class, two of whom were going to be teachers, about
five of whom have in fact become teachers - one being myself. The three
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extra ones became teachers because some accident happened. This was, of
course, in the depression when one was not being urged to become a teacher,
But an I look at my classmates, and it just happens. it is 25 years ago
tills week, and we are all going out for a reunion in two days times as
I look at those people, I would say a third of them who are doctors,
lawyers, engineers, or whatever would have been as happy and probably
happier as teachers.

I suggeested that a first degree ought to be the basic requirement
the factor common to most community college tepohers. I recognize that
there will be exceptions for particular areas of instruction, but on the
Whole a basic requirement. Between 1960 and 1970, the Ontario under..
graduate enrollment, the first degree enrollment in the Ontario universi..
ties is moving from 30,000 to 110,000, it is tripling and this is happen..
ing across the board. But the great bulk of the increase and the rising
increase is in Arts and Science in the general fir-et degree. There are
increases in engineering and medicine but the great bulk is in arts and
science. They are going to be B.A.'s and B.Sc.'s, and most of them in a
general course rather than Fan honourS course,. And the same thing will
happen in the 1970's. The undergraduate enrollment will certainly double
and you will have a continual supply of people with a first degree.. Now
what are they going to do? What exactly is the general B.A. going to do?
Well, my guess is that in the majority of instances, they are going to be-
come teachers. So that I think there is the supply we need. The problem
is to estract these people, to create the accident, if you like, to turn
them in the direction of teaching. Secondly, to create the conditions
within the profession in each type of institution tileAt will eueourbge them to

actually go into it. I think one of the conditions is the way you got
the actual direct preparation for teaching. The problem is to identify
them, to give them-the opportunity and then create the conditions which
will make this the rich experience which it can obviously be.

CHAIRMAN:
00110.106mblismdirlimpor

Thank you Drs Harris. And I am reminded by your own career of a
comment that Ned Corbett once' made. He started life as a clergyman and
he becalm director of CAAE, and he once pointed out that. he had started
out on the Road to Damascus and fallen amongst educators.

DR. GWILLIAM:

I agree with some of the things Dr. Harris said. However, I am
not very happy about his assumptions of the role of the community college.
Indeed, I think one of its functions may bo a post-secondary function, but
I, do not think this could possibly be its primary function. Perhaps I
ought to back up and tell yoa some of the things I tare in mind,. that
influence my thinking in this. 7.f one looks at the current Canadian
labour force which consists of 636 million of us and realizes that the
average number of years of schooling which we *have is about 9A, thin.;
means that about halt our labour force has not any high school at all.
The people that we find having difficulties in surviving in the world of
work, and indeed in living, are people who have had very little in the



way of schooling. I myself .hnve !let many. many people who have bar" ay
been to school at all, and I think the community colleges must face up to
helping some one or two million people who are presently in the labour
force and help them to survive in the changing world of work. This is not
to say that I neglect the youtat and the children. It is obviously a good
long -range economic bet to put your dollar on the young person for the .

future. But let us not fail ultimately by sowing the seeds of revolution
which we may well be doing by neglecting several_ million adults by concen-
trating our community college efforts only on those most likely to have a
grade 10 or 12 level. This is gang to be a very small number of people.

Now if my suggestion is rIght that someone should regard the
community college as being concerned with this large group of people who
.have really no secondary school "education", then this presents some new
problems for the adult educator. He has to find ways of bringing along in
the educational sense, in the training sense, people who are illiterate,
people who can barely read or write. They have basic problems of commun-
ication. This I think is a monumental challenge for people. We have some
examples in Canada, some institutions, shall I, say, in which we have first
class people attempting to do this very thing. 'indeed., I ;ALLA there are
even some university extension departments vitally concerned with this.
This is the area .I .would like tc see expanded. This is the area I would
like to see us concentrate upon.

Now the problem that we should really be discussing today, .the'
teaching problem. I would just like. to make a few remarks. Perhaps,
we shoUld regard teaching no longer as a long-range career profession,
but perhaps one of the things which, -many of us do in the course of our
lives.. . Maybe we could regard teaching as, a five or ten year stint for .
many' of us. I think most of us have it in us to do some teaching," at some.
level, for some period of time., This is rather a generalized statement
but I think this is possible. And perhaps in our community colleges we
may reshape our thinking in terms of perhaps having a core of staff con-
cerned primarily with being sensitive to the" needs pf the community,' and
perhaps a continuallygroup of people who come*in under contract and
then go back in the world of work. and continue in their ether careers.

vHAIRMN:

Men there you have at least the opening round of an issue as
crucial as any that the development of a new institution faces. Itseems
to me that a number of interesting threads have appeared in all the
presentations of the panelists. It is difficult in the evolution end in the
'development of a new enterprise not to define its basic functions in
terms of what they should, not be rather than in terms of what they should
be. 'Perhaps it is healthy that we should do that, bemuse we do. not
really know the answer to this question until we have seen it.in optaation
and tried a number of different approaches to it. One of the specific
themes throughout it seems to me is a useful formulation which has been
very hopeful in other professions, I am thinking particularly of medi-'
eine and its associated professions. All the panelists have in one way
or another suggested that t think about teaching rather than, about
teachers. Ask, ourselves what kinds of teaching functions we have to full-
fill and then begin to grapple with what kind of people, under wheat kinds



of circumstances can best fulfill them, rather than identifYini3 a CrouP

of people called teachers and then trying to deploY them so that they can

fulfill the teaching function. This I think fits with the general pro-

posal made by Dr* Stewart on Monday that we should think in terms of

functions and then group our resources, physical and human, around the

performance of those functions. This may mean decisions about pert and

full-time teachers which think I found clearly suggested at least in

two of the panelist& presentations. It included very valuable suggestions

from Mr Robb about the fact that there will be a variety of styles of

teaching in any one of these institutions, that not only should we resist

the tendency to conform to a angle central notion of what a teachei is,

but wo tibial have to if these institutions are to nucceod. I liked

particularly both Professor' Monahan'a concern 4bout in-service training

nnd the necessity of doing it continuously particularly in educational

institutions, and Mr. Robb' s notion which I think of enormous importance

when he argued about an esprit de corps, a sense of participation which is

characteristic of all the people in the institution, rather than character-

istic of them only in sub-groups. I would draw your attention to the fact

that one of the major recommendations in the Keate report on Canadian

Broadcasting was the immediate implementation of a massive range of in-

service training programs within the CBC, and I would suggest to you that

that recommendation is very closely related to everyone's sense of the

total lack of an;esprit de corps in that organization at the present time.

That in-service training and that kind of esprit de corps which Mr. Robb

talks about are very intimately and importantly related.

I think Dr. norria comes very close to the bone in his comments

in terms of supplies of teachers, of people able to fulfill these

functions, because however the colleges develop, whatever choices we are

making ten years from now, some choices have to be made now. And one of

the questions which I think becomes of enormous interest to the table is.

O.K. What kinds of people are you going to choose now, what kinds of

credentials are you going to give weight to? What kinds of criteria will

you base your choices on? Will you fall back on present credentials for

teaching, will you take the person trained in the teachers' training

establishment, will you take the teacher who has had ten years' experience

in one or another of our institutions? Will you take people who prefer -

ably have not had any experience in teaching institutions because you

would rather train them yourself? It seems to me that you have sore

fairly fundnmontrit intwoo to look .at in your table discussions and then

h) t.,4), with Ow pawl tho cowinding neonion thio morning. Or. Unrrio

flan indicated that there coat enough people . One of the enamour., concerns

since the community colleges became a reality hap been that itlga:; tgxe

not enough, that the college would drain good teachers from other insti-

tutions where they are jttst as badly needed. So that is one thins to look

at. TA DJ-. Harris essentially right? Is the university degree the

essential point of departure? Does this mean that no community college

graduate can teach in a community college without having gone to some

other institution for some other kind of education? What does this do

to the colleges? What can we do, or should we do, about part and full-

time teachers and the kinds of administrative problems they present, as

well as the kinds of vitality they bring to the life of the faculty or

the staff which inevitably communicates itself to the student? Where

should these teachers belong?
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MR. CURTI S, Director of Adult Education Collegiate Institute Board of Ottawa:

Mr. Chairman, our discussion was opened by suggesting that a defin-

ition of the teaching function is what we need since we have been at this

Conference talking in functional terms, and the 4efinition proposed was

"that it is the business of the teacher to create an environment in which

learning can take place". Our table likes this definition. It was agreed

the worst crime a teacher can commit is to damage the self-image of a

learner as a learner. The persuasion of people that they are not very good

learners we take to be the cardinal, sin of teaching. The question we want

to pose follows on the business of saying that in community colleges we

simply must have people who are trained to teach adults rather than children.

And the question that follows it is: should a-teacher for community

colleges be in fact certified and if so by whom and on what grounds?

MR. ROBB-

Yes, and by the profession. The teaching profession is that body of

persons who are trained and capable of creating an environment in which

learning takes place. I think we are fooling ourselves when we assume that

there are no standards to be achieved by people who are creating this kind

of an environment. I think it is petently.clear that if one is. to cons-

ciously go about the task of creating an environment in which learning takes

place it is necessary that the person knows, something about how learning does

take place and in what kinds of environments it can and cannot take place.

So using that as a minimal base, certification might be simply assurance
that the person who is being certified has that skill or knowledge. I

think those most competent to assess the posseasion of that skill or

knowledge are, teachers. I do not think laymen know situations in which
learning can take place. Therefore if-there are situations in which
learning can or cannot take place, somebody has to be in a position of

defining what these situations are. And I believe the teaching profession
are the people who can do this. This is why I say there should be certif-

ication es on indication that the people who are teaching have this basic

skill. secondly the only people who can decide wtlen thej have this skill

are the members of the teaching profession, whether they be .at the

elementary or university level.

DR. ROBIN HARRIS: QUIZTION TO MR. ROBB .

T'd 1110 to borin by asking Dr. Robb whether, according to his
definition, university professors at this juncture are certified I mean

in the spirit of what he is talking about.

MR. ROBB:

I would say some are and someare not. I think that in order to

hold a teaching position at any level in the educational system a person
should have demonstrated his ability to create the kind of situation that

is outlined in our definition of teaching. I am owwinced that this can be
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demonstrated, we all know some people do it and some do not. 1 am not too

concerned whether you have taken this or that course, whether you hol.d
this piece of paper or that. But I am concerned about the fact that some

people Ire able to exercise this skill and when they have demonstrated

their ability to do so the profession should place on them the stamp of

Approval of a teacher.

WESTIN:

How are you going to find out whether or not a teacher can create

this situation? Are you going to hire him for one year to see how he works

out, may be thin in t;hty beat, way. Thq very poorest tem:Lora that we get are

people Nho Wave boon touching childrofe bocunnt . ao Lot capable of

teaching adults in the large part. They are not able to communicate w.tb

adults after a number of years of toaching cuildron. Adult teaching is a
wnole lot more than that. It is a matter of creating a communication

between the teacher and the learner. It is a matter of being involved in

the learning situation and if you are going to have teachers who do nothing

but preach then we do not want them teaching adults. It seems to me

community colleges are just going to be another high school if that is what

you are going. to have. Some of the best teachers too are not thone who

have BA.'s For instance, if you are going to have a barbering course

why does the barber have to have a B.A.? All that is necessary is that he

knows how to teach people how to cut hair and he is able to communicate

with the student.

MR. ROgLI:

The essential factor is that he has to be able to communicate with

his students and create, as the definition says "the environment where

learning takes place". The only basis on which you can assess whether a

person possesses this qualification is by some kind of assessment of a

practice teaching situation, or a trial and error situation, where the

person is.in front of a class and is given a chance to demonstrate his skill.

This skill is not acquired from books. It is a very complex skill, it

involves many factors which are not readily measurable. I do not think

a B.A. is a necessary requirement. It is perhaps a desirable requirement,

but there are other factors which are more important.

DR. GWILLIAM:

porbitio I (mad 40010 the quesitton by aftylhK 1,1114 1 breve boon in

about W60 of the adult re-training centres geared to the unemployed

people mostly. I found quite a heterogeneous group of people engaged in

teaching, teaching them to read and.write and do other elementary things.

I have seen highly successful people who are ex public school teachers,

ex high school teachers, ex used-car salesmen, the most astonishing variety

of people. The thing they have in common is this empathy with the adult

population. I would agree that at sore point a man should be given a

stamp of approval or at least a mark of merit to say 'thou art a good

teacher'. I would like to see this done through an apprenticeship kind .

of system in which the man or woman is engaged and over a period of time

with help and assistance from experienced staff members becomes competent
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and able and then is given a kind of in.- service certificate or diploma.

I think there is little to be gained &Mu long periods of so-called teacher
education when one is dealing with adults. The empathy ie the important
thing and all kinds of people have it.

MISS HELM TRAYNOR, pepartment of Labour, Ottawa«

Our table found that while it may be necessary in teaching academic
subjects to have a BmA., to have a teacher training certificate. But

when yo come to the question of skills of any kind I think it is more

important to have a good knowledge of the akin. It seems to me it would
be much easier to teach a person with a skill to become a teacher than to
teach an academic teacher to acquire this Mill in order to igipart it.

We wonder if in -a Community College it should be the primary requirement
to have a Bmh. The community college is to serve peoples this 80% or 89%
of people who need to have a second chance, who need to have something
imparted to them that can only be imparted to, them at an adult level.
It may be that using the idea of community"Oollege"in that phrase, is
misleading many people* We automatically get into the track of thinking o
post-secondary training, something between the level of the high school
and the university. And is that what we really want? Aren't we thinking
of ,the group of people who possibly will never go to university, who have
been out in the world of work, who will be looking for additienal know-
ledge, whether it is with credit in view or not, and if we continue to
think in the terms of academic learning / think we will be a way off-base.
The whole idea really of training at this level is to have something,
entirely new and somebody stated yesterday "We tend to be taking the old
bag of tricks into a new environment".

DR. HARRIS:

I said there would be exceptions. And I suggested that there should
be a first degree as the normal starting point qualification* Remember
that some professional training comes on, something of an apprenticeship
type which is directly. related to the work the teacher will carry on in a
community college. But I suggested that there should be this common basic
qualification for the great majority of the faculty of the community
college. I agree with everyyody who has spoken before thik on the im-
portance of the faculty being themselves involved in 'the development of
the program, and it is this faculty I am talking about:-,' Now I think One
reason why something I am calling a first degree level is a basic re.
quirement is that the teacher in a community college must understand
the prncess of teaching, he must understand the kinds of students he is
dealing with and the kinds of problems that they are dealing with. And
this is the kind of understanding, it seems to me, which one normally

0 associates with the completitn of a first degree. They have been throilgh
the kind of theoretical considerations which make it easier for them to
adapt themselves to this kind of situation. It is for this reason we

it to aim ate expecting this faculty to be at least as well qualified
4n general terms as the faculty of the university, secondary schools- and
elemenOry :schools. We are not suggesting, are we, that we go back and
not have the degrees required for the secondary and elementary school
teachers? purely the work in community colleges is not less demanding?



'Are we to put its in the hands of people who have not thenseives the
theoretical stature or posture for considering the rather complex problems
which theSe students as individuals represent.

MR« DAY, Vancouver City College:

I would like to make some coiments on the actual hi r mg experience
at the Vancouver City College, I would like to sinform the audience here
that pew' Cousins in representing Lethbrpge where they'hal'a been hiring tor
nine yearn. Most of you, it mimics to merere somewhat ausr ended in the
realm of theory. Here are some or the thingn that have actually taken

pluee at the Vhneouvor City C011ese. Firnt there holm boors many hundreds

of applications for positions in the Vancouver City College, Many have
knocked, but few shall, enter, and this has been the circums.taria. A

profil# sheet is not used but I think as time goes on it wild be, . We are
looking for an ascertainable character, looking for personalityt and above
all else for a personal presence. And having ascertained these things we
most certainly want the doeeared diploma to -substantiate Ir.s !panne-
ations which would make him eligible to teach in the college. I do not
think that the intellectual stature of. the junior college teacher would
require that he should be in the vargUard of all mental processes. He needs
to have a thorough understanding of his .discipline. He needs to appreciate
the overall social ramifications of many disciplines, *net he may be called
upon to comment upon in any number of areas directly or indirectly assoc-
int(41 with hit; particular field of interest send teaching. Now with these
thiugo in *land tht, hiring has proeeed0 at Vanconvor City Col Loge and 1
think with uome considerable success, because out of 100 teachers hired

only 8 this year have decided either through their own initiative, or
perhaps at some suggestion from the administration, to go into some other
line of work. Two or three of those have returned to the secondary school
where tIey are happier with juvenile, or shall we say less mature minds.
A few have gone back into industry and business. So with this kind, of
hiring record I think the experience of the Vancouver School lioard and
its officials would demonstrate a tremendous success, and we would hope
that the people responsible for the hiring woul4 have the sort of criteria
at their fingertips which, will continue to make Vancouver City College atr
prosperous OS it has been.

1 think fnoully organization 'lr tromondouuti important nod I have,

gottAteijetld Litrtt, Mirthivititiut ..0anedn genorai.ty 'thin agetek hen not, boon
emphasized. ,I mean to buy that' in the City Coilegc,:the faculty huo

assumed responsibility for professional development. We have been in

contact with CAUT, we be in contact with the IX: Te-achersl Federation.
We want to situate ourselves in the middle, as it were, to provide the
sort of service the community is paying for one way or another. I think
that possibly our solution Le this !natter of grading -staff .and making
dititinctionn between we le wind socretarico, his;:oriann .FAnd, economists
is good in as much as we have'classified everybody as an instructor, and
we hope through continuing exchange with the school board to make some
incentive provision for special tasks delegated to individual staff
kimmbers, in as much as some may be subject chairmen, above that there will
be department or division chairmen and possibly a sub-chairman under each
of Um,: tons ,
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So that we are looking for excellent welders to teach welding and excellent
historians' to teach history. And the disI.otion between one segment of
a staff and another is not apt to develop under this particular approach.
ThefaailitY ase-Ociation itieirf; in toa;Oiietatiilifirithz4he,, board-, and it*
able ciffiaialti. has been aW.e to.-'`bri.nrg about 'Cluoist istoiperoua3circual;
stance or the college. 14 ;'

DR THOMAS:

When you rererred to the diploma, what kind of diploma did you mean?

MR DAY:

I was thinking along the line of the B.A., the M.A. for the academic

work, journeyman ceitifidate for the vocational and perhaps some other

kind of certification for the technical, vocational and art work. This

diploma is absolutely essential in order to establish the standards we

would like to establish, but there aMil, other factors in a teacher's total

make-up which have all been mentioned here. But the person doing the

hiring must be the judge when you are getting down to the practical

situation.

DEAN COUSINS:

Our situation 16 slightly different from that of Vancouver because .

in the province of Alberta, university oduaation it* a monopoly, or has

been, or the University of Alberta, and therefore our standards are set by

the u(thievement usually of a M.A. in the subject of specialization, and we

have always stuck to = this because we think this is a very fair thirl.

Alberta has a system of vocational high schools and in these they set

up a system of teacher certification by means of which they took the

journeyman certificate and the experience in industry as one year of teacher

training, and, then with a system of bursariesl'which the provincial govern-

ment gave them, they were able to take a second year and become qualified

as standard certificated teachers after two years. Now in the Junior

College Act no mention was made Of special provincial certification as

teachers. We did hire people who did have teaching certificates as much

as possible because, bad as our faculty of education may have been, there
is something about the training you get there which at least orients you

towards teaching and therefore we thought that was,superiur to nothing.

So wherever possible we have taken these people. But at the beginning

of the junior college movement people were not anxious to teach in this

unknown area and therefore we were very often Obliged to take people who

we thought would be good. For instance, in the commercial area we would
take people who had a very successful office experience and if possible a

teaching certificate for teaching shorthand and typing in the schools and

put them right into our college. But' the interesting thing is that as

soon as we get, these teachers in motor mechanics, or in electronics, or
radio and television, or sheet metal, they immediately want te /1.111-gmde

themselves, get their senior matriculation and take advantage of their
one year training they are allowed and go onto university to get their
standard secondary certificate, because the University of Alberta is so
organivid that they do have n part of the !acuity of education that deals
with the certification of vocational teachers. So we have been riding

both horses. Now there is no dearth of applications of people who have
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training in industry, journeyman oertificatee and teaching certificates 1141

well. The junior college is now arrived. It is a movement and it is a

status symbol, so we have no difficulty in applications, But ten years

ago there was a great dubiety you might say about the whole thing.

pR GWILLIAM:

Could you please give us a quick thumb-nail sketch of the character-

istics of the students you have in your college in terms of say, age

distribution, the sort of entrance qualifications, and the percentage of

students that succeed in your terms in relation to those admitted,

DEAN COUSINS:

The standards are set in the vocational section as junior matric-

ulation as far as poseible, But when we go into the trades we accept

the .standards that are set by the apprentticeship board, which may bto say,

in welding grade 9, or if a person is an adult over 17 we do not wit what

they have. We have certain farm programs in which the people takeNteldiS1

and motor mechanics for use on the farm and we do not even enquire. We

usually think that students should be at least 17, if they are below Olie

grade 11 standard, but we do have people from the grade 9 level, the

grade 10 level and grades 11 aria 42, as well as the university students who

must have the matriculation or with new regulations slightly below it.

We have to use, our judgment on that. The experience has been that the

lower the qualification the more difficult it is to adjust the student.

We have people from the Indian Reserve close by and they are doing quite

Well, but when two of them went into electronics last year that was a

bit too deep for them, so the Indian agent is going to see that they get a

better background of the mathematics required before.he sends them to us

again. But in motor mechanics, in business, in bookkeeping, we have had

a great deal of success. In sheet metal particularly - some of them were

almost deliquents, but they have become very good sheet metal operators,

and they were taken into the industry. The failure rate is not very

high,mostly they seem to drop out if they lack interest rather than

failing out Grade 9, I would say, is about as low as our people would

go in the college because that is the lowest standard acceptable to the

apprenticeship board.

MR. H E THOMAS Youth Branch, Department of Education, Ontario:

Possibly our group may have something to say to the Vancouver City

College. The feeling we have is that you tend to perpetuate an institr

ution once you start to do the kinds of things you are describing. We"'

felt that the community college was a proceas rather than an institution.

We are thin ftrst to admit that it needs at its core some professional

educators, the kiwis of penrle who understand how to do what Bert. Curtis

talked about. In other words a range in environment. We did not feel

that this meant that we had to have the whole range of faculty ac per-

manent parts of the institution. If the community college in essence

is a process that can help the community to discover its educational needs,

then it needs a few process people who know how to do this And the job then

V.
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of thz core faculty is simply to arrange a succession of environments to

meet the community's educational needs. We discussed this, we tested it

out in many fields - the up-grading of technicians, up-grading of prof-

essionla in the community, and we felt that at the core we needed people who

knew how to design an educational climate. And since knowledge is ACCUMW

ulating ao quickly, we did nut see possibly how a community college could

have fixtures on its staff, subject experts. rfe think this is quite

impossible, and that for a great range of.courses the subject people will

be drawn from an appropriate industry or an appropriate discipline to come

into an educational climate which the core process people woul4 help
arrange, and incidently where the learners would, have helped discover what

the needs were. This is the kind of thing we envisage it to be. We are

just a little bit afraid that you get a little bit like the dinosaur - he

could not adapt -and that is what we find our institutions doing. So we

did shake our heads a bit when we heaid the Vancouver nice job specs. and

the subject experts becoming just a little bit rigid within the system.

So I think our contribution at the moment is that the community college as

we see it is really a process rather than an institution. It will not 'Agave

a fixed staff, it will not have fixed qualifications, it will have a core

of process educators. It may not even operate all its programs within

an institution, it may take them into the community or into a field.

DR. HARRIS:

My, reference to the B.A. as a basic requirement perhaps applies to

the core-people and not to all others, and if that would make people

happier T will be happy to revert to that.

The reference made to the bad teacher with the same,qualifications

as the good teacher and therefore receiving the same salary brings me

back to the remarks Mr, Robb was making earlier and the question of

certification. And it seems to me certification is sort of permanent, and

there it is, the person has the certificate. I would be happier about this

kind of arrangement if thorn were any examples in the history of teachers'

federations in thin country cif the federation withdrawing someone'a qual-

ifications because it was proved that, although they were. competent the

1940's, in 1952 they were not. We all talk a great deal about the fiat

that we have teadhers in schools who arc 10 years or 20 years out of date,

but I do not know of any instance where the federation has stepped in and

said, we are sorry but you people who were certified back in the year X

are no longer. This seems to me a situation where the universities have

the advantage, because there is not any technical certificatin and the

demands of the market apply. If a person proves to be unsatisfactory

this is taken into account. I would like the Community college to be in

the same position where it is not trapped, if you like, by certification

t!Pat was made permanent at a time which is now premhistoric..

COMMNT:

This is perhaps entirely out of keeping with me in my present role,

but I am not at all convinced that the universities are in that kind of

happy position vis-e-viasthe secondary and elementary schools. It seems

to me that if you put emphasis on certification or emphasis on non-
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permanent tenure, it soeme to me that you are putting emphasis on the wrong

end. Whet I would like to see is a lot more proviaion in achool oysteme for

continuous opportunity for teachers, at whatever level, to improve their

qualifications. And it seems to me if this opportunity existed the

legalistic technique of temporary certification or certification for five

or ten yeais would not roe the crutch that we may be, now tempted to reach

out for. I am convinced ghat the bulk of elementary school teachers

would like to take six months off from their classroom every six or seven

years to go back and learn what has happened in the field since they

were certified, and if our systems were working in a way in which this

opportunity was readily available to them, then we would not have to worry

about certification.

ICR. ROBB:

Well there are two or three things involved in the remarks of the

last two or three speakerse I would tell Dr. Harris that in the organ-

ization I reprcaent we have made steps at least toward doing the thing he

talks about. Certification for secondary school trachers i this province

is handled by the government, but our own professional orgailzation issues

its own type of certification, what we call a document of &move' which

is issued annually to each teacher, on the basis of demonstrated competence

in the classroom. And those wh. Zail'to demonstrate competence in the

classroom do not get this document from the organization. Thii does not

mean that they are ineligible to teach because under the statues of the

province if they hold governmental certification they of .0 may be employed.

But at least it RA:soothe employing agent some additional criteria on which

he can aseess the likelihood of competence from the person he is hiring.

I would make a second observation. I think the day is coming when ow

permanent teaching certificates will be permanent for a definite period of

time, perhaps five years. And at the end of this period in order to have

the certificate renewed it will be necessary for the person to demonstrate

that he has achieved at least a minimal standard of competence in the

classroom, quite apart from academic achievement or certificates earned or

things of this sort. The third observation I would make is in line with

the last speaker. Our organization is very such interested in this Process

of continually up-dating the members of the profession. This is a difficult

thing to do. We IW/e made some steps towards its achievement, and I think

eventually it will become standard practice that part of every teacher's

working year will be a period of time devoted to refrephing himself in his

own discipline, bringing himself up-to-date with new developments. And

thin will be part of the employment Year.

DR. THOHAd:

would like to add myself that it is interesting that there arc two

or three other professions undergoing exactly this kind of consideration

at the moment. The problem was expressed I think most neatly py a French
medical doctor who observed that, given the rate of research development

in medicine and the rate of publishing which is astronomical, that every

doctor was a little less competent in, the morning than when he went to

bed the night beforesiteterinapyrmedicine has in three states in the U.S.A.

introduced a practice in which the certificate, the license, is renewable

on a five year period and some indication of continuous self-refreshment

has to be provided.
a
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DR. NORMAN M. GOBL, Canedan Teachers' Federation;
. . .

__LI I . . . . . . . . . .

4 :i: io want to vo3.ce to the paneL m dismay at a great deal that I
have heaH this morning and at the tone of much of the discussion this
morning. Our eaiacationa). systems are erhas beet described as an

, accumulation of haphazard modifications of an irz'ational. tradition. It i
much easier an much more comfortable to administer than to create.
Therefore we impatiently tend to rush beyond the creative, theoretical

I.

stage and get into this comfox'tab3.e role of administering. This has a
number of effects, one of the effects is that the decisions that have
shaped ouz educafiona1 patteme have genez'aUy been decisiona of admin"
istrative convenience of a detai,led nature which have added up eventually,
of course, to quite fundamental and ear-reaching changes of an educational
nature, even with philosophical impli.cations that were not foreseen or
delibe:ately chosen in the first place. Je cannot very long go on doing
things in that kind of way. Ie start with detailed solutions before
we 1O: at the problem. We comniit ourselves t' procedures before we look
at the demand, because do not know quite what the deznand erthe needs
are but, by golly, we know bow to adnu.nister. Th1.s is a noble purpose,
a noble aspiration this idea of community colleges. It is a proposal for
a tremendous work of rescue, of ooial salvage, of ending the awful
wastage of potential which we no longer continue to afford. Are we going
to wreck it by going into it in our usual method of backward progression?
The ef1ects of this have been that we have equipped ourselve6 With educ
ationa]. institut.ons which generally started this way. You have defined
an objective in terms of what you know can be admuistered and you
create around that an institution in terms of how you know you can run

,' an instittttion and then you take the yourigsteDs anti nail them
by the thumbs to this framework. Our problem now is to deal with the
vast majority whose thumbs tore off. An4 far too many of us are proposing

r

to deal with this problem by building another similar framework and nailing,
them on by their toes this time.

Let's start at the other end. This was the whole idea wasn't t,
to realize that you have human beings and eh one of those human
beings has some potential? And for heaven' s sake let' a start there.
Wh:Lt is the potential in each of those human beings2 What is the
process that may develop thEt potential. What are the objectives that are
appropriate to that potential? Derive the objectives from their
potential. Devise the processes that can realize that potential towards

r
the achievement of those bjectives. And then you come to the learning
situEtion that is appropriate to that potential and those objectives.
And wiea you have dtcovered what kind of situation does what you want
in th&t light, then ask the next question what kind of teaching is it
that c1eates this leaming environment? And then go on and ask what
kind oL preparation will eate a person to produce that environment.
Then as1 te question what kind of teachers have you ended up with.
Let's nov; ].ok at th kind of teachers we have now in our obsolete,
outmoded, irreeirant institutions and then try to work backward.

If I could b:ing it round to a question to the panel, and £ doubt
whether I cn now. think it would probably go back to William Wordsworth

f and say "Whither ts fled the visionary gleam?" Does the panel really

&
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think there is any hc:ope for success in the community college venture,
does the panel see any prospect of setting up the kind of studies and
enquiries that would establish just what the functions of these things
is supposed to be and of deriving the answers and solutions from those
studies instead, of doing it the wrong way round?

DR. THOMAS:

I think your question incroduces a wrap -up response from the panel
members if they want to respondo

ROBB:

I do not think anyone would quarrel with Mr Goblets philosophic
position, but the fact still remains that we, have these kids with u now
and have to do something with them today. I am not sure that we can wait
for the theorists to evolve all the answers to all these questions. I
have no basic quarrel with his suggested approach to the problem, but I
*still maintain that this is not at variance with what the panel has really,
expressed. Perhaps we are starting at the wrong end and that we will get-
to the same place eventually. I would point out that despite all our
theorizing in the final analysis we eventually evolve these institutions
by a process of trial and error, and unless you try something you never
make an error, and therefore you never move anywhere.

DR. GWILLIAM:

Perhaps again I sympathize with the speaker completely. The federal
department with which I have been associated has been trying over the
years to. persuade educators to undertake research, and it is only in the
'last year or so that we have been relatively successful.,:.Schadtile 10 of ..
the federal-provincial agreements is designed particularly to encourage
people like yourselves to undertake such projects into the very' problems

...that you raise. 0ntario is engaged in several major projects which,
i4hilst I am sure will not give ansIctrs to these problems next week, which
is what some administrators want of course, perhaps will build into our
systems a'research capacity which we have never thought about until quite
recently. It will be 'a long range pay-off, and I think that knowing full
well the difficulties across the country of undertaking research in the

. educational manpower areas. I just say that there "is' not more than a
handful of people who are capable or trained to do research at the moment.
We have a major task of building up a large group of research workers who
can undertake such tasks. I am sure ,the Canadian Teachers' Federation;.
and other organizations are well aware of the difficulties of hiring people .

to do research projects of even the most elementary survey kind. Let me
,just finally say that the .federal government has committed itself to spend
about $200,000 already on rajor research projects in these areas, and I
am hopingthat more will be spent. in :Ole near future. But it does depend

edlicaiion, officials 'themgelves'AviShing :fot.a6rtake.--some researc
activity. Generally- speaking the attitude is that we will 'run "around
and look at what everybody else is doing, put it together, make it
Ontario,,Quebec, or whatever, and we go ahead and do the work.

11,



DR. HARRIS:

naid in my'Jni Ufa remarlw that I roit tho community college was

an entirely new area,' separate from the 'university, separate from the

elementaryrsecondary= school, and h went on to says or at least to imply

that in consequence the arrangement that applied in the training of

university teachers and of elementary school teachers would not apply in

this new area. I have interpreted what hid gone on all morning as an
attempt to say in a fumbling way what Dr. Goble has said so brilliantly,

This has:been- the assumption the whole way through. OA., we have got

this new arrangement, what. do we do? In the particular area of getting

teaehers, mu identified as a reactionary becauSe I suggested that a

B.A. or a first degree is appropriate to at least the core of personnel

in the community colleges, the people who are really going to develop the

program, -This is Amply my belief that the whole thing is extraordinarily

important and the persons who are going to be in charge of this development

must he 'people who aro trained and well educiited, in the very broad

sense, with an understanding-of Ate very cOplex prOblem with which they

have to deal.

As a ,professor of philosophy I am very sensitive to the strictures

that Dr. Gpble,made an impassioned plea for, that is the lack of concern

with the abstract principleP and the too great willingness to tinker vath

the admiaistrative side of things before we figure out what we are trying

to do with these new institutions. Apart from agreeing in general Kith

what he sa d, have no other comment to make save one and this may put

me even -further in the direction of the reactionaries than Robin Harris

felt he had been Put by insisting on a B.A. Conscious of the very

immediate and Pressing problem of providing for some educational
experience and some useful training for the vast majority of our present

population, who have not gone and who are not going to institutions of

higher learning, I am and have been throughout the past couple of days

rather uneasy about the assumption tnat only between 10% and 20% of our

age group is capable of benefiting from a university education. I think,

and this is admittedly an act of faith, but I think this is much too

low. I am very critical of the kinds of programs that currently exist

in many of our universities, but I think that there is carne danger of

developing non-university post-secondary types of educktion which might

short - circuit the opportunities for some of our people to take university

training. I would not want this danger to go without at least having

a good mention.

DR. THOMM:

Let me just say three things in summary and since each of you

must make your own summary of this. It is quite clear that at this stage

we are talking as much about ourselves and our own abilities at self-

renewal and at seizing, planning and realizing a new idea, as we are

talking about those other people who will take part in that idea. We are

facing, I think, the awareness that the institutions and for many of us

our very professions, which have come to the fore because of the presence

;



of change in the society, are now affected directly because we have to

face change as well. It is said that "he who rides the back of the tiger

must fear to get off" and it seems to me that it is about at this stage

that we consider teaching in relationshiv to administration and the kind

of institution, that we are faced with the necessity of getting off the

tiger. What is equally clear it seems to me is that the proper response
to this challenge, the proper diverse evolution of this institution, is

going to throw light on the entire educational process. It is going to

act at its best, if you like, as a reform of all the other areas in which

teaching and learning take place, because what we have been investigating
this morning, far more than what kind of teaching we need for the community

colleges, is what kind of teaching do we have not' and how good is it and

by what criteria is it judged? All the panelists and particularly
Mr. Robb suggested that one of the great achievemeuts, one of the great

potentials of the community colleges may iie Precisely in its need and

ability to combine different styles of teaching, different educational

expectations, different kinds of OensitivitY, which up till now have

tended to be in their own institutional settings and not in much contact

with each other. And it may be out of the vitality of this confrontation

which will be accompanied with irritation and with some hostilities and

maybe some great learning as well, that it may be the vitality arising

fro% this which will distinguish the contribution this institution can
make. Let me thank the panelirt and let me close with a comment from a

most unexpeeti?d books The Diar of D Hammarsk olda Hammarskjold to

me with one of thekreat soldier scholars the contemporary wOrld, who

combinod the ability to reflect and think with a life of intense action

and combined what have often been separated goals for education. And $n

one reflection he says - "To exist in the fleet Joy of becoming, to be a

channel for life as it flashes by in its gaiety and courage; cool water

glittering in the sunlight in a world of sloth, anxiety and aggression;

to exist for the future of others without being suffocated by their

present*"
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The Commission on the Financing of Higher. Education in Canada
pointed out in its Report that the problem confronting it was not just
that of financing ualversities. "It has been clear from the start", the
Commission noted, "that the problem was really one of financing post-
secondary education in general." The Commissioners were quick to add,
however, that the embryonic plans.for junior colleges, regional colleges,
community colleges, colleges of technology, and institutes created addition-
al uncertainties in the projection of enrolments and of costs.

The Commission needed to produce a Report quickly and, more
importantly, one which would receive widespread acceptance, especially
by the provincial and federal governments* It could therefore not afford
to make recommendations which would ba based on the considerable specula-
tion and highly debatable assumptions which characterize the non-university
aspects of higher education at the present time.

At a conference such as this one, however, we not only can afford
to be speculative and exploratory, we should be, if the approprivte issues
are to be raised before fartmitous patterns become entabliuhod. We have
very few studies or reports in Canada to guide us on the special question
of the financing of community colleges. The Bladen peport does deal with
many of the general issues such as student aid'and government control; and
Mr* Maltby, at a similar conference last yeart outlined the existing
patterns of educational financing* There is, however, considerable exper-
ience with the financing of community colleges in the United States on
which rye can draw.

I propose,to discuss, first of all, some of the economic aspects
of education and to offer some rough estimates of the costs which can be
expected, and finally, to venture some proposals for financing the new
colleges in light of both Canadian and American experience.

MnnI of they 'wont studios in the economics of education have been
concernod with quentlono of bow much should b spent, by the private and
public sectors, on education in general, and with whom should pay how much
for education. What is essential now for rational planning in education is
a method for studying the economic relationships of different types and
levels of educational institutions and for comparing alternative proposed
patterns of education.



The economic and financial problems of higher education are con-
siderably complicated, however, by a lack of adequate systems of accounts,
budgets, operating data and planning techniques in most universities and
colleges. Most colleges have only 04 roughest notion of-the actual cost-
of rendering separate educational and n)n.educational services and there-
fore do not really know the relationship between cost and pricu an0 returns*
Furthermore, the problem of costing is not just one of accounts; there is
also the problem of a rational distribution of costs between joint, or
roughly complementary products. This males it almost impossible for an
economist to make useful recommendations on the allocation of funds among
alternative educational programs. There is a strong need for better tools
for fact finding, planning, operating analysis, and reporting so that
college administrators will have a clearer frame of reference within which
to make program decisiona. Encouraging progress on this problem, however,
has followed from the activities of the Bladen Commission., Ptofessor Judy
and Mr. Levine of the University of Toronto have developed a simulation
model of the Toronto Arts and Science Faculty which will allow administrate
tors to test a number of alternatives. Secondly, the Association of
Universities and Colleges of Canada has announced recently that it plane
to study the costs of university programa and activities in all faculties
of the Canadian universities. Theo° are the kinds of studios which will
be necessary in the other types of post-secondary institutions.

The preceding remarks and studies have reference mainly to the
internal efficiency of educational institutions and therefore to the total
amount required for financing these institutions.

Other economic aspects of education have implications for the
sharing of the cost of education. The economic returns to education have
been studied from a number of approaches. These include 1) the contri-
bution of education to economic growth; 2) the rate of return both to the
individual and to society,on investment in education; 3) education's con-
tribution to manpower development.

The contribution of education to .economic growth was a focal
point of the Second Annual Review of the &mimic Council of Canada. This
report was based largely on a study of American economic growth by Denison.
Denison's study'used income differentials related to education levels end
therefore did not take account of the indirect returns to education. In
spite of this, Denison found that 23 percent?, or nearly cna-quarter , of the
economic growth of the country, from 1929 to 1957, was attributable to the
increased education of the labour force. President Yennedy, in his Message
to Congress on Education in 1963, did take account of the indirect benefits
such as the improvement of research and technology, when he statut that
that education contributed some 40 percent of the nation's growth in
productivity. The "contribution to, growth" argument is probably the most
effective one to use in a political appeal for more resotrces for education
in general. It is not very useful, however, in the educatAonal planning
prowess

The second approach, the private rates-of-return, relates the
increase in, expected lifetime income of the individual to his costs of
increased education.



The social rate-of-return approach relates the increased incomes before

taxes to the total costs of the increased education. For a number of

reasons, the phrase "social rate-of-return" is a dangerous description

of this rate but economists continue to use it for lack of a better term.

Both of these approaches include in the coots the potential earnings

which are foregone by the individual while he in at, eolkze. It is.Import-

ant that foregone earnings be considered, when policy decision: are made,

for at least two reasons: 1) foregone earnings represent the largest

component, in fact 60 per cent, of the total cost of higher education;

2) when we recognize that the student's time is not costless, the argument

for efficiency in education is even stronger.

The rate-of-returns study which is of most immediate concern to us

is one by Hansen in which he found that, after the completion of one year

of college, the average rate of return on three more years is less for the

individual than for society. This suggests, according to Hansen "that the

student pays more than his own way in securing-schooling at the college

level. This might Indicate the need for a 'restudy of the assessment of

the costs of college against the individual, unless the possirble under-

investment In college traiming that would b, produced in regerded su

acceptable in some broader sense." I shall return to the rate-of-returna

approach and its implication for financing policy in a later section of this

paper.

Reference to manpower development is made frequently in discussions

of educational planning and financing, because manpower considerations raise

more sharply the question of the priorities that are to be assigned to the

various levels and types of educational programs.. One obvious difficulty

in using this approach is that there is only a very general relax;,onship

between an occupation and the educational level required for that occupations

Furthermore, the increasing mobility among occupations makes it even more

difficult to base educational plans on forecasts of manpower "needs". The

objection to thin approach which in more germane to a financing discussion,

however, iH made by Professor Bowen 'of Prinueten:

"The point is", he argues, "that estimates of the future

needs of people with a given kind of training who are

'needed' or 'wanted' are rather devoid of meaning unless

one also has a good idea of the relation betwee# the
benefits to be obtained by having this number of trained

persons __....LttcostsinvedirandttihavintLiein."

This argument implies the social rate-of-return approach which was just

discussed.

We shall s..(! later thnt these ecoaomic aspects of education are

quite relevant to 4f.cisions on shnring Chu nonts or education. ;A this

point, howt:ver, I would 111:0 to speculate on what, the costs will be for

community colleges.

I shall deal only with the Ontario situation, and I hasten to

apologize to delegates from the other provinces for this. I expect,

though, that some guneral aspects of the exercise will be useful to you.



Premier Robarts expressed a fundamental government policy when he

stnted that

"It is the task and purpose of this government to provide
whatever opportunities are necessary to enable each indidvidual
through education, to develop his potentialities to the fullest
degree and to employ his talents to the greatest advantage..."

Iorn mourning, in 'the enrolment estimates that fellow, that the
Ontario Oovornmunt gives some meaning to its stated policy by making pro .
vision by 1976 for every high school graduate who wishes to continue to
post-secondary education. The specific, major assumptions, which you may
wish to challenge, and hope you do, are as follow:

1) Community colleges will be established in every urban area with
a population of at least 20,000 and a surrounding regional population
of 80400 to 100,000. Title would entail about 40 colleges. It would put

95 percent of Ontario's high schcol graduates within 30 miles of a college
and about 75 percent within 10 miles.

2) The community colleges would offer two-year progr'ms and, where-
ever'pottAntinl enrolments made it feaeible, encompaae tho prokxme now
offered in the institutes of technology, the teachers colleges, nursing
schools and some of the private business and trade schools. When these
estimates were being mace, the Committee on the Training of Zlementary
School Teachers had not reported. Their recommencation that elementary
school teachers will eventually have to hold a university degree is
commendable. It means though that the estimates presented here must be re-
duced by the projections for enrollees in the universities' teacher
training programs. On the other hand I understand that there 4a considerable
support for including nursing training in the now colleges.

3) The colleges would admit any high school graduate. I have not
included an estimate of the number of persons who would enrol under the
Ontario provision that anyone over 18 is eligible for admission to these
colleges. There is not previous evidence which would enablo us to make re.
liable estimates in this case. Nor have 1 included an estimate of tho part-
time enrolments.

4) The proportion of high school graduates going to university would
be unchanged. If the university enrolments are as predicted by Dre Sheffield
in the Bladen Report then the community colleges enrolment estimates
should be reduced by lo percent, since the Bladen Commission.assumed that
the development of community colleges would have a negligible effect on
university enrolments.

5) By 1976, 10 percent of the high school graduates wo#14 not continue
to full-time post-secondary education of some kind, due to marriage ,
necessity to employment, or for other reasons. ( In 1961 about 45 percent
of the high school graduates did not continue to post-secondary educ/tion.)



6) Grade 13 would be ',phased out" or "telescoped in", before,1976
and unittersity preparatory courses would :be taught in 'Grade 12. Few, 2.
any, "student :5' would take this preparatory work in two years.

On the basis of these assumptions we could expect 831900 Students;
in 1976, to enrol in the First. Year of the community colleges, and 67,000
in the Second Year. 'the Second,Year estimate is 20 percent less than for
the Firs t Year to allow for the failure rate and the slightly lovier entering
class' in the previous year. Thus, we could expect a total enrolment of
150,000.

Although this total figure may be difficult to accept on first glance,
it does not seem unreasonable, if appropriate facilities can be provided,
to expect a four to five-fold increase in all other &ram of post tieaond-
ary education when the Bladen Commission predicted a three-fold increase
in the enrolment of the well-established university System.

Furthermore, if the community college.- estimates are reduced by 10 per-
cent, to 135,000, and are added to the Bladen projection of 155,000 the
participation rate for all post-secondary education can be obtained.
According to these calculations, nearly 50 percent of the *18 to 21 "year'
old tiEr)e group would be enrolled in post-secondary institutions in 1976.
The comparable figure for the United States in 1963 was 40 percent; it is
expected to be about 60 percent in 1976.

What are the costs entailed in these estimates? Again, we must make
some quite strong assumptions and draw heavily on the data for similar
institutions such as teachers colleges, nursing schools, and institutes
of technology. The cost per student in each of these institutions are
surprisingly alike. In 1963-4, the operating costs per full-time student
in the institutes of technology ranged from $600 to $800; for teachers
colleges the average was 3700; the average for hospital nursing schools
was $750 (excluding training assistance and perquisites.!, When part-time
students are included in the calculation for the institutes of technology,
by giving them a weight of one quarter, the range for the institutes is
'$500 to $600. On the basis of the present composition of enrolment in
non-university post-secondary education, these costs average $700. This
is exactly one third the operating cost (including assisted research) per,
full-time student in Ontario universities in 1963-4.

I am inclined to believe that $700 per full-time student is a rather
low figure on which to base an estimate for 1976, especially because this
was the average cost in California's junior colleges in 19574 and be-
cause Macdonald in. his Report for British Columbia put the cost at $900
for 1965. There is no apparent rationalization, however, fora higher
cost estimate.

/f we use the -k700 estimate (in 1963-4. prices) and if community
college operating costs grow at the rate predicted for universities by
the Bladen Commission, then the operating cost per full-time student in
community, colleges in 1976 will be $1400.



The operating.costs for the estimated 1,0,000 students would, be 210

million dollars.

Capital cost estimates have been omitted from this paper both be-
cause they are more closely related to the "program mix" of the new
colleges and because such estimates would require even more speculative
assumptions about the size and number of colleges to be constructed each
year over the next decade. If you were to suggest, however, that the
capital costs over the next 10 years would total about 400 million dollars
in today's prices, you probably would be fairly close. A few remarks on
the methods of physical plant financing are included in the following
section.

The many proposals in answer to the question "who should pay for
higher education?" are considered concisely in the Bladenpeport. can
therefore skip qaickly over the general issues and draw the special
implications'for community colleges. First of all what is the typical
pattern for the financial support of public community colleges in the united.

States? Could this pattern be adopted, or adapted, for Canada? I refer
especially to those states with the greatest number of two-year colleges:
California, Texas, Florida, Mississippi, New York, Illinois and Michigan.'
In California'and Mississippi, four-fifths of the operating revenue comes
from local .sources, one-fifth from the state, no tuition fee is charged; in
Texas, New. York and Michigan, the state, the locality and the student each
contribute one-third of revenue; in Florida, the state pays two-thirds of
the cost with the local government and the student bearing the remainder
almost equally; in Illinois, the student pays one-tenth of the cast while
the state and local government divide equally on the balance.

A brief review of these and other States reveals little similarity
in the patterns of support. Two generalizations, though, do emerge: firstly
the principle of sharing costs is widely accepted. Usually the students,
the district, and the State each contribute an appreciable but varying
amount; secondly, an increasingly prevalent pattern is that in which the
student, the locality, and, the State each contribute an equal share of the
cost.

Consider the student first. Should he be expected to contribute and,
if so, how much? This is not a question, in the first instance, of whether
governments should support education by direct grants or indirectly through
thistudents; it is a question of whether the student should contribUte
from his ownl.or family, resources.

The argument that the state should now provide fourteen(or more)
years of "free" education because it previously provided elementary and
secondary education can be dismissed readily. Education can never be "free".
until compensation is made for the earnings foregone. At the post-secondary
level these are significant. Foregone earnings at the elementary and
secondary level, because of the child employment lams, are negligible except
in the final year or two. Elementary and secondary education has been
'provided at no cost- to the student because, as early as the 1640's the New
England colonies realized that decisions regarding children's education
should not be left to parents.
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This 4.e.r.xi:a. ?;as fellowed, aVneit somewhat later, by goverment finrncial
4.5:4,:4-2. such tine au: the ,Titote: ;Any increase the legal school-leaving

ago to eighteen, the is little rczason to expe,?t,full finaacial support.

irom the state.

ees sh.a.ld be charged at the post-secondary level not

z,,,aese Gaxis addkAonal sonrce partly offsets a fear of government control,

nor ez,zause the : -e is sowething morally good about doing so, or because

'
"eel) are e.Isentinl +-N rY et the shortfall in government support, but

-*Jeca-c.e cducetiaa c afez- sisaicant di-ect benefits on the students them-

salves (relgiA6 froils nocent:'.ally highe4 lifetime earnings end more

attrac4ve jas to they ihmadiate p-easures of "college days" and increased

tern; m ac::.".ivar to e4oy lesure time). Oa the other hand, post-secondary

educaZ:.,,n generates what the economist calls "external ecohomies" or "social

biaafitp". L1e ,,ase of community colleges, one of major "external

ecoaomieer -ill be the inciensed flexibility of the labour force and a more

idec.:.4sfaY;ory gn'.;ota. market x'.:sulti,ig froLl improved guidance and placement

no ^r I nnanot aroa for full -coat pricing of education, nm mom
3conomiets have donut because the total amount of eaucntien demanded would

fall shot ox the optimal leiel to the extent that social returns exceed

p .vote ....e.Purae.Purt'ler seudy is urgently needed in this area to determine

the size of seosidies xequired, in the form of reduced fees : fox the
soc:all: <desixable proamAa. Incidentally, fees should not be different

fir resi;lenta and for non - residents. If the non-resident remainot the pro-

vLnce benefits by his increnszi-e. education; if he leaves, the province has

contributed to national understanding and unity.

If students are to pay tuition fees, what of the "equal opportunity"

'r "universal accessibility" arguments? Should the studezt receive bursa-

Aes or take out a loan? or the :easons cited pre=vious?;, that education

confers direct benefits oz the indir',dual, the student t'oulA finance his
education by loans. It should be added parenthetically twat oholarahips
should continue to be given in recognition of academic merit.

These are the longterm arguments. The short-term view, especially
in the case ot the new collegesi leads to quite different conclusions. What

tie Robbins Committee said of higher education in general in Great Britain

is especially true for a new type of educational 'institution which will

enrol students who , ,e922.22=162 , come from lower income families and

wiose parents had no post-seconaary education.

The Robbins ReDort stated:

"On balance we do not recommend immediate recourse to a system
of financing students b 7,oans. At n time when many 1y:rents

are only jua beginning to acquire the habit of contemplating
higher education for such of their children, especially girls,
as are capable of benefiting by it, we think it probable that
it would have undesirable disincentive effects. But if, as
time goes on, the habit more firmly established, the

arguments of justice in distributl,on and of.advantage i increas-
ing individual responsibility may come to weigh more heavily and
lead to some experiment in this direction." (N232) (That is,
in the direction of loens.)
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Bursaries should be used only to offset zany disincentive orfect
that fees might have. Continuing studies will be necessary to determine
when, to what extent and in what form loans may be introduced. This should
imply, by the way, that quite different student aid schemes arc necessary
for the new community colleges than has been announced by the 1)epartment of
University Affairs for Ontario's universities.

41e disincentive effects of tuition fees are probably less for; per-
.

sons who are enrolled on a part-time basis since they have been working
and are therefore more aware of the tangible benefits of additional
educationThere should be a lesser, if any, need to offer bursary aid to
them. Nor is there any "social justice" argument for charging them a differ-
ent fee, proportionately, than is paid by full-time students.

To overcome the "disincentive problem" as quickly As poosiblo. and
as an integral feature* of any financing schemes, the results of rate of
return and other studies should be made available in simplo form to high
school students, their guidance teachers and parents. "Selling" more
education to students may be necessary for some time. Most surveys indicate,
for example, that it is to obtain a better job and increased earnings that
students continue their education. Thisone would expect, would be even
truer of students in two-year colleges than in universities* It is to be
hoped, however, that an apprecivtion of the non-economic benefits of
education will come later.

An estimate of the amounts to come from the student and from public
soUrCes based on social and private rates of return unfortunately must
await further study in this area. Meanwhile, rough justice can be done by
reference to the distribution of costs in the universities. In 196344,
univursity tuition fees represented 28 percent of the operating income
(excluding; assisted research). On the assumption that the social returns
exceed private returns, per student, to a greater extent for uaiversitiss
than for community colleges, a tuition fee of one-third the operating costs
seems appropriate for the community colleges. Two-thirds of the operating
Costs must come from public sources.

In most discussions on the establishing of tommunity colleees, it
is argued that enthusiastic local support is essential to the success of a
College. Local support is then usually translated as local financing*
Mumicipalities, however, should be exempted from =major financial contributft
ions, to the community colleges. 'pool businesses should be encouraged,
though, to contribute to special project funds. Many smaller corporations
and individuals may choose to contribute to a local college whereas they
would not be especially interested in a more remote university.

The reasons for omitting municipalities from the financial sources
are probably well-known and need only brief mention. The municipalities
depend on real estate tax and their assessment values vary widely. In a
short study I did earlier, I found that at a one-half-mill rate only three
out of 37 communities could raise sam per student whereas at even a two-
mill rate 25 percent of the communities could not raise this amount. Further-
more, the communities requiring the highest rtes to support their colleges
would probably benefit the least since many of their graduates would seek



employment in the larger centres. As we saw earlier, most of the American
community colleges do receive aubstantial financial assistance from the
locality. nisi-however, is a holdover from rthe past when the popnlation
was less,mobile'And it was the community which' benefited most by tho local
collegeSome of. the States,--Flassaahusetts especially, are now talc t;' over
the municipalities' financial responsibilities.

This leaves the provincial ani federal goiernments as the main

sources- of funds.,,The.,Appropriate shares for the federal, and provincial
governmento is 'a-pramatio question co corning the tax sheering agreements
rather than a constitutional question. On the basis of. the present agreek-
wents, an equal sharing of the balance o.f the operating costs seems
appropriate.,'This.megina'that-one-third of > the itotal -cost would be borne
by the :student, one by-the: proVince .1nd, ene4third by the federal
government. .

'kr the caster of the -federal -government, this is simply tasking .for
a broader interpretation of-the Ilechnical;and Vocational *rail ink Assistance
Act. To provide assistance under the Act,. 1.3i. ex:141°4 for the training of
medical.: technologists but not for -nursee seems isiconsistent".,-Furthermore,
to describe electronics , but not 'English", ea .vocational course; is to
take a. narrow and short-sighted view of the skills required by graduates
of these cell.age-,o.,1Although, this Abt ai....majorroontribution the-
development of .postrisecondarr,leducatiork 9. it "dill, bias ,,,futiate patterna "of
education).in undesirable, War unless : the terms of the-i'Mt are`tunedded
sipificantly. when ifitc,'is revised 1967.. Dr. Andrew Stewart points out
in his recent" Report th* 'dangers of restrictive grants.' Be '?"said

.

. ,-

The grant stricture .seems tCk4gtve,tiad' -scime effect' on the
relative . emphasis.''On the -different:funationii performed by
the .41.1ege.: .

it ppeare thzit the formulae for eupport of the
junior colleges have contributed to the pre occupation
of the ob) lege with university education and to the
failure to undertatte other programs, including extension

programs"
I

Dr. Stewart's concern was with academic rather than technical
programs but the basic problem is the same in both cases.

There is nothing wrong of course with using differential grants
to provide for special needs. To often though the governments racy not
he aware of the undesirable effects the tr,rants will have and worse,
they may not be clenr on who, the efffects should be.

When we come to the provincial governmerts there is only ono major
point that needs to be made. The Bladen Commission recommended the use of
a financial formula for the allocation of funds among universities. The
need for such a formula will be even greater in the case of community
colleges. A financing formula would be based on the relative costs of
different programs in the colleges and would assign funds according to
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the number of students in each program. All of the major Stator have rem,
sorted to such formulas both to reduce the time required to review the
budget proposals and to madAtain some fiscal autonomy for the indivLdual
colleges. The use of formula financing could be coupled with a five-year
grant plan such as is used in the United Kingdom. Some of the objections to
long-term grants are that prices may increase in unexpected ways and un-
foreseen needs arise-4 These problems would be offset, however, by reference
to the =luta cost studies which are necessary in developing tho finance
formula.

The financing of capital costs has purposefully been left until
the end. There are only two remarks to be made here. The case could be
armed effectively, I believe, for partly financing the capital costs of
the new colleges from a federal Capital Grant Fund such as the Bladen
11=1 recommends for universities. The provincial share would probably
be raised through loans, but I agree with the Robbins Committee that "the
question whether (loan finance) would be a desirable complic ti on in the
general. planning of public investment is highly technical and we prefer to
leave it for more expect discussion." (p.210)

the may questions concerned with the financing of community
colleges obviouely have no simple answers. Community colleges, however, are
such an important itillOWiti.011 in Canadian education that their financing
&motives, oven demtzuda, the issues be opened to widespread, informed
dmiekustlions. In Morlcy's biography of Benjamin Disraeli, the author points
out that "People do not attend public meetings to be taught, but to be
excited, flattered and pig:lased." There hes not been much flattery in what
I have said; you may no alNays have been pleased, but if yoit have been
excited to a discussion of these important questions, then we will have
accomplished much.



WILLIAM PI tCN. Frontier Colle e:

I think Prof. Stager knows from remarks I made behind his back
that I was going to disagree with him somewhere. I would like to step out
of my role at Frontier College if I may because l do not think we are dire.
ectly concerned, but as anybody can tell from my tartan I do come from the
Province of New Brunswick where the average income is about $2,000. am
very happy to see that in the Minister's speech he referred to the tuition
fee in the new Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology as going to be .

normal. I can realize that from an economist's point of view probably
your statements are quite correct, but I suggest that; if not # a wealthy
province like Ontario and I doubt if the northern part is, at least in the
less wealthy provinces evoking the student to pay as much as a third of the
tuition costs is much too much and maybe you already agree with that. I
would hope that some of the moral issues of social justice will enter into
the deoisiona on tuition fees besides that of the economic one.

DEAN STAGER:

It is more by way of comment than by answer, I did point out it
was the economist's point of view, but I would like to have your return
cotments. If you were to have a tuition fee in the community' colleges of
say zero instead of $300 this might be about i.orA of the total. costs if we,
include foregone earninga. Now I ask two questions; is 1O that impor* .
tent' when a person is making his educational decision, and secondly is it
possible that he completely ignores his foregone earnings? if tuition
fees are as important as you say they are, it suggests to me that he com-
pletely ignores, shall we say, $3,000 for round figures that he could be
earning per year.

WILLIAM PIXRCE:

Well I think from an economist's point of view it is a very good
argument to say that a studeat who is going to esrn: more money as a result
of his education should contribute towards his education. Maybe we could
hear Mr. Earle from Newfoundland say something about that. lloWever,
think that when you take the condition of a student graduating from high
school, where his has no money and may hive to go to a strange town, al
though a community college may help, where he has to pay room and board,
buy very expensive text books, and support himself in, other ways over and
above the cost of tuition, that even if you are saying from an economist's
point of view that he should pay for his educistittr. at Mat moment he does
not have the caeh to pay for it. Now the thousand dollar federal student
loan has gone et little way towards helping in this situation, but I found
that that is merely a drop in the bucket as far as students' expenses are
concerned these days. And so although you may be right from an
academic and economist's point of view, when you consider the position of
tle individual student, at least to the east of Ontario, and I think in
the North of Ontario also, and from what I have seen of the northern parts
of the provinces to the west, that your argument is not valid.



DEra STAGER:

Well I think you are r, Al the same point am.

What we need is a well,-devcaoped an scheme anti parti.cularly if the com-
munity colleg, :z. is to be the a da t troining ecince.ti.on centre that we have
suggested Wel" the last two firAys it certisthay mu& be. A man who.heis
faintly to support and probably home to or,ntinue certainly needs a very
sophisticated, loan scheme at his Oispoctul.. What; I am arguing °seen
tially is that a bursary scheme f3hOttld te very Phort-tertt one that when
we do set up bur/series we recognize then as a short-termI stop -gap measure
and that we be coneerted- with develOping the most sophisticated and the
far ranging loan scheme which win be necessary ten ycar from now.

I would like to see an increase in the availability and size of
loans available, but I would also argue that the student going on for say
five or six years of post-secondary education is going to get himself in
;pretty- fantastic debts in terms of what-he can earn immediately after he
graduates and therefore I would make h plea also, for the students who

need it, for a ,large bursery program b web on a loan program*

DE STAGER:

And this is where the social worker, or the sociologist comes
into the picture, tells us whal':, sort of outstanding credit persons at this
age should be carrying and` this is what I was suggesting that many persons
concerned with education should be stating their position on these many
questions.

have applied . woufay, I have 40 aciauranoe that I am going to
get any. I am going t i'tavp to borrow money in September to completely
education, The hardship rot c-may of il.aring to borrow money, but of having
to give up a kind, of, it staltdstrd of living that people perhaps of my
age have. worked had for lenven me-a bit ttneasy when people say "every»
body can get an education* it is the,i;re, all you have to do is to look, for
it." It ottlieo do ma to' the /rzi!... dollers 410 Ile:Pats-. fon men-
tioned earlier that fte.ducati,-ort will neire'e be free" ard perhaps this is the
way it should he But 'I fdel tome. indlcation certstinly should be given
to people that are looking_ for (f)re sduaation .as to whether or not they
are going to be able t,e do it fi-Ti* f fitanciel point of view.



DEAN STAGER:

I think there are only two =ewers to your comments and the first one is
that we do need a much better loan scheme than we have. This is what I was
suggesting. Your problems about not knowing whether yop would be able to
get a loan and when, are certainly problems of administration and, I think,
broader ones of concept. I think loans should be available to any student
who is registered in any legitimate educational program. And an investment
in education is one of the safest ones that can be made. Secondly I am not
sure, there should be the great burden attached to educational loans
that there seems to be. After all the increase in debt carried by our
Population is consider able, it is increasing annually, and I think that
there needs to be a change in attitude. This is why I was using words like
habit. We need to view taking loane for education in a much different way
than wo have in the past.

X thought that the data that you did use was admirable. But you had to
to dismiss areas in which you simply had no data to work on and this was in
terms of age populntiona' outside of the conventional school gromP, different
kinds of students. Now it strikes me that the concept towards which we
have been struggling in the last two days is a concept which suggests that
precisely the areas you had to dismiss in tact become the pre-occupation
of the community college I wonder if you would take an educated oess
at this stage because while it seems to me the formulation of data is
excellent, it is the use of it that worries me in terms of projecting the
coat of the community college. Would you even guess on the degree to
which data regarding the unconventional student, both in terms of the
kinds of studies, the kind of relationship he has with the institution, and
also the kind of age he *s, will alter the situation? Is that data likely
to completely alter the kind of data'you have, and if it is, can you guess
in which direction it might alter it, so that one can make some guesses
about financial plans that will allow for the surprises that the
encouragement of the unconventional student may provide in terms of
financial projections2

DA. STAGER:

As Alan pointed out I had limited data and the statument I wanted to
make was that this would be the cost at a minimum * thht government and
Persons concerned must realize that in 1976 we must be prepared to spend
1210 million per year for the operating costs of these institutions. Now
there may be a danger of course, in making a statement like this . The
governments may accept it as the maximum. But if we are thinkina of the
adult student, about double the mabor I suggested would seem reasonable,



in terms of full-time equivalents about 300,000 students. And I think that
the effect of the part-time and the mature student coming back to the
community college would only enhance the enrollment of those who are going
from fulltime secondary to full-time tertiary,

DR. ALAN THOMAS:

Onetrailer question. Your projections are based on a cost per student.
Is there any basis fore us deciding whether or not some kinds of part.,
time and older students may in fact cost more than the student on whom
you are making your estimation? And this in nlno n neceaeary part of our
approaching this Josue on a sensible basin.

Or it may cost less. I think a mature student might make efficient
use of the resources.

I know that economista must work in eaonomics, and cannot make any
comment on the propriety of reaching certain decisions. There is an into
creasing volume of evidence across thq country.that suggests that generally
speaking, and eubject to many exceptions, the population of our universi.
ties tends to consist of young people who got there because their families
were in an economies situation rather better than the average, and there.-
fore that direct assistance to university atudents tends to confirm, make
permanent and even make hereditary the condition of privilege. If you take
money away from the general population and give it to them you are taking
from the "have-nots" and giving to the "haves". This is one of the reasons
why when miversitea is mentioned as a possible analogy to the coremunity
college I Shudder. Let us stay away from that comparison. The community
colleges are going to be an attempt to reme4y a serious social and
educational state of injustice in our society. Is there any hope that in
connection with financing them there will be devised some principles of
the financing of elementary, pro-elementary and secondary education that will
bo nn now on approach to the problem of economic injustice in our

society au the community colleges are new in their approach to the problem
of educational inequality?

DR. STAGER:

I would agree completely if not emphasize the remarks you have made
that the community college certainly is being established to overcome many
of the social inadeouacies or injustices. The bursary schemes which will
be essential, and on a much larger scale than we have known in the past,
must be LIeen as short term schemes and when the community colleges are
well established, when and if the habit of post secondary education is
well established, only at that time do we switch to as loan scheme. But
am concerned that if we get into a bursary scheme the reaons for



introducing it will have been forgotten. So many institutions, so any

arrangements we have made continue and the reasons for introducing them

are forgotten and take on new meanings. Even in the long run, apart from

the economic return to the individual, one reason I am concerned about

us,ng a loan scheme is that I am afraid if we don't the Sovertment funds

(federal and provincial) which would be available for capital financing
will be diverted to bursaries. You may be more familiar with the situation

in England than I am. CArtainly only the upper clashes and upper middle
classes were entering tbe universities. The Bobbin's committee not only

for economic reasons but for other social justice reasons emphasized the

need for loans, so that the somewhat fixed bundle of government funds

available for education would be used or capital financing. Once you

make the places available, somehow or other those students who want to get

Chore will tn on to post-eset.vadary education. If you make one hundred

places available, on hundred places will be filled. If on the other hand

you use the money to provide fifty, places and then rive bursaries to those

fifty people, you have iaaered the! other fifty who I submit will come from

the more disadvantaged families than the first fifty. This is second reason

I argue for a loan scheme and for some contribution from the students, so

the federal and provincial money will be available for capital financing.

In your second question you were a asking about the elementary and secondary

school financing* I think you may have reference to the need for special

classes for disadvantaged students, for speciu.ly privileged students,

whatever the case may be. think if we do accept the government policy,

the social policy that we must provide the best opportunity for everyone

to make full use of his intellectual and other resources that this implies
that we have the arrangements availaele, financing arrangements available

for ail of thus o students. If government makes the decision that everyone

will be in nchool until aged 16 or i8, then I think it Jo onsential that

government provide these opportunities for the different typos of students.

MR. EARIn:

The Ron. H.R.V.Earle Minister of Education Newfoundland:

We feel that in doing what we are for our university student a, and I hope
that if we get in the community college area we will be ableito do as well

if noz better, through completely free tuition and added to hat what may

be a real shock to you the addition of salaries and allowanc s to students.
iWe nro reacting in a vik I which is rather the adverse to w at the Dean

preA. Wky roe] thnt 1041 plvn not only helping the mtudeut but w4 nro helpful;

the economy and I would like to finish by asking n question. lIf .ho does

not feel that in prodding the people into the field of education whore it

is most needed we are not at the same time prodding the economy of the

future of our province and we think, we are quite convinced actually, that

this move of ours is an extremely wise investment in the future.

DRt STAGER:

I can only say, sir, that I completely agree with you* hope your

scheme is only a short-term one until Newfoundland too has a very strong

habit of post-secondary and that the funds you have made available for the pay

cribeen wiM1 become available to provide more places and better

fanilition,
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SUMMARY: Garnet flap. Conference Chairman.

We commenced our discussions by an examination of the need for and

the role of the Community College in our society. Caught up in an ever-

increasing rate of technological change, we are discovering that our

educational methods and structures are not doing the whole job, and

that our traditional concepts of work and employment are becoming obsolete.

We found that education faces a double challenge, that of bringing

its structure and method of operation up-to-dfite and casting off the shoe

kles of traditional, restrictive consetvatism. It must be capable of

adjusting to future demands, and of fulfilling:new, different and

pressing social needs.

Early in the seminar we noted a tendency to equate the junior .

ege, designed to provide university transfer credits, with the Community

College, and, the conceneus appeared to be that this was incifted undesir-

able and quite foreign to the primary purpose of the Commanity College.

It mola recognized that, if the universities so desire* they may and

probably should allow certain appropiate credits for achievement at

Community Colleges, but that the pattern of education et the Community

College should be not structured with this as the guiding and predominant

principle. It was considered that the true Community College should be

located in a physical establishment, with curricula designed to meet the

needs of its own locality and of its own students, and that, while rec-

ognizing the economy's growing demand for new, different and generally

higher skills in "mixes" which change through time and geography, the

Community College must satiety an equally important need for a programme

of flexible, continuing, "popular" education in the broadest sense.

The exchange of information about the different approaches to the

Community College concept in the various parts of Canada was most rewarding

It was interesting to learn of the broadening scope of the Community

Colleges in Ontario. And of that province's plane to decentralize the

responsibility for the "management" of these institUtions, while still

maintaining an essential and senaible measure of control of the minimum

criteria and standards by the Department of Education.;

Equally intriguing was the discussion of the method and degree of

involvement of the vnrtous segments of other social institutions in the

pinnning, administration and curriculum development of the Community

Collugo, and in the artieutotion of ita programme with the traditional

patterns of formal education.

There may halite been some over-emphasis on these matters, with a

resulting lack of stress on the fundamental concept and social role of the

Community College. We heard of several methods of involvement or lack

of involvement - of boards, advisory committees, the community, faculty,

business and industry and of students in these important matters and

again there seemed to be too great a preoccupation with the transfer credit

question, as opposed to attending to the major tasks of the Community

College.
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We were also warned against too great a Baal on with an,': ittleenne
by the business and industrial community in an effort to make every
single thing done at a Community College capable of direct and immediate

application to the world of work

In passing, I was impressed by the lack of recognition of the great
supportive contribution which can and must be made by the professional
c.;.nunity as such. I was also impressed by a sort of understatement of the

availshility or the advantages of than - Community College to thu ontire
population, to the "ruspectability" of this avenue of eduction, and to

the tonwal absence of built-in social borriers to participation in adult

educatic41 at the Community College.

I:owner, I detected a tendency to Play down or by-pass the

requirements for a guidance and counselling service, and when it was

mentioned, to assign to it a role which can work great harm on the concept

and acceptability of the Community College. Is it now true that when we

say " do a good job at the Community Conege and perhaps you may then be

acceptable fora higher level of education" - de, this not create a
definitely negative impression? Should we not say "do a good Job brhere and

you will be better at what you do and how you live" - ii a positive way.

Some of the new approaches to the architectural design and layout
of universities were explored, since they may apply equally to oommunity
Collegoll. !Mil most significant approaches seemed to be an improved Provi-
sion for oasy expansion of departments by relatively small increments,

and improved and increased arrangements for the formal and informal,

planned and unplanned, contact between the faculties and students of all

departments.

The training, election, and organization of the teaching staffs of
Community Colleges provided a basis for some interesting specul.tion
about the various teaching staff models which might serve as a sort of

guide tr# the structuring of the teaching staffs of Community Colleges,
if indeed it wulld be wise to follow any existing model or models.

The consensus appeared to be that the broad role of the Community
College demando i wide variety of teaching staff, with an accompanying wide
variety or spoelal skills and optitudes, quite differe4 from the
"samenecc" which one observes in some parte of the existing educational
structure. There is a strong suggestion of's needed basic qualification
of nom nort, and there in genera agreement un the osnential requirement
that teachers possess a demonstrated ability to function as a teacher.

Such a varied assortment of psojle, all teachers cot c' C^mmunity
College, make it essentinl that careful administration must be brotight to
bear in selecting the teachers and in welding the group together,
developing a true esprit-de-corps, and in handling wisely the serious
problems of title, salary, work - load,, etc. Such & faculty, all imbued with
a team spirit and a souse of real participation in a body of responsible
people, and with a desire to advance its own professional divelopment On
a continuing basin neems to be the desirod one.

NOM
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There seemed to be no active and positive general agreement on

form of organization or a type of organizational affiliation of teachers at

Community Colleges, although a number of personal opinions wore put forward.

In discussion of the financial patterns and problems related to Community

Colleges, it became obvious that the vonomist has a most important role

to play in identifying the several economic issues which confront us. These

issues may be different from those arising from political and social

consideratione, and often widely at variance with those of the educator

and they must be clearly identified and seperated and must be recognized'

and considered as such, and not allowed to muddy further the thinking

about overall problems. Otherwise we may well fall further into the trap of

planning our Community Colleges to fall into the various categories of

education and training moat likely to receive maximum financial support

from traditional Amnritep
?

to% the detriment ;IP ;444; Jut be a

farmoro useful overall pro,;ramme.

It is only natural, that a good many of the points raised at the

1965 conference on Adult Education in Community Colleges were brought fors

ward, again. Rather than recite these, I refer you to Dr. Alan Thomas'

excellent recapitulation which appears in the proceedings of that meet-

ing and to ray own brief introductory remarks at our opening session on

Monday.

To me, the most significant aspect of this three-d4 national semi.

nor is that we have been able to determine and discuss some of the problem

areas, even though edperience has not yet augEpsted their solution, where-

as only a few years ago it would, have been impossible even to assemble a

group of 150 frem all parts of Canada to discuss this matter, let alone

to identify some of the more important problem, areas. Even soy I note

with some regret the lack of what might be considered a full representation

of the majority of the organizations which cooperated in the sponsorship

of the seminar.

It appears to be obvious that we have, in the Community College,

an opportunity to do somethingnew and exciting in Canadian education in

filling the broad and basic needs of the community. I trust that we mill

be able to develop new and different philosophies and technique0 to meet

the challenge of this opportunity, rather than imitate, adapt and others

wise deform the methods Of our traditional educationalipatterne in an

attempt to make them fit the different shapes and sizes of thin new

educational service. We must zot become preoccupied with detailed proms

cedures befoze eramining the whole problem.

For the firth; time in our history, the Intent human potential for

intellectual, cultural, esthetic and even physical growth which no far

had boon nuppruased for corny the eamentiai ere/soured of thu world of

work - may be released and nurtured, to create a social fabric of greater

brightness and richness than we have ever knowno

We must not become so preoccupied with the ease of admlnistration

rather than the problems of creation and with an economic and mechmaimtio

approach to the philosophy of the Community College, or so engrossed with

demanding a materialistic, transfer credit, and even a "cold cash" return
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from the programme that we lose eight of the fact that education must pro-
vide an answer to the two moor challenges which are put squarely before
us by the increasing rate of application of technology to the economy.

Certainly, we must educate people to ensure an adequately trained
manpower to operate the economy, and to keep this manpower properly and
continuously retrained or upgraded. But also, and I deem this to be
equally important to Canada, I suggest that educotion, particulmirly in the
Community College, must be an end in itself and a contribution to how we
live as civilized human beings.

We must provide ap environment in which the ordinary citizen, ninny
of whom may have 94, fcrzzil iidtwuUou, may discover and develop
himself, learning of his strengths and weaknesses, his potentials for
growth and, above all, the cultivation of the interests which constitute
a true expreasion of each individual's human identity. After all, human
beings can only perform with excellence in those areas in which they are
interested, and only such performance can bring them real satisfaction and
meaning, thus enabling them to make their milximum contribution to society.

Determining, and working toward the actual achievement of the role
of the Community College, is the most important and exciting next step
in Canadian education,' This conference has helped us all forward in
this task, and I express our collective appreciation to the Canadian .

Association for Adult Education and to the six cooperating bodies, to our
speakers and panel members, and to Dr. Thomas and his staff, for pro-
viding us with this opportunity.

Finally, it has been a great pleasure to serve you as your general
chairmar, I have found it a rewarding personal .experience, and I sincerely
appreciate each and every delegate's obvious interest and enthusiasm. May
I wish you the best of good luck and success in your important work.
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